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Strength · 
in Numbers. 
Numbers? Azrock has them. The largest, most comprehensive 
selection of contract colors and styles available in vinyl asbestos 
tile. These are just a few of the over 130 Azrock contract patterns 
you can choose from to express your creativity. In 1/811 and 
3/32" gauge through-chip, solid, and embossed designs for 
heavy and medium traffic areas. In through-chip 1/16" 
stylings- exclusive with Azrock-for lighter traffic and 
residential use. All in big 12" x 12" tiles. 

Strength? Azrock tiles are made to give years of 
durable, long-lasting service. Time-tested floors that 
people have been walking on for over 40 years. With a 
money-saving no-wax maintenance system, Azrock 
has it all-styling, economy, dependability - in the 
floor that won't let you down. 

But one picture isn't worth 130 
in-the-hand samples. So call 
your Azrock flooring contrac
tor. Or write Azrock Floor 
Products, Dept. 536A, P.O. 
Box 531, San Antonio, Texas 
78292 for samples of 
the entire line. Free, of 
course, from Azrock. 
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First, let us give you a hint. Look for practicability as we ll as 
appearance. If you were to tour thi s entire project, you would 
discover that all classroom and corridor wal ls are constructed 
of porcelain-on-steel Rite-On , Wipe-Off panels ... the new dust
less wr it ing system by Al lianceWal l Corporation t hat is both 
vandal- and graffiti-proof. 

Students and teachers use special dry-marker pens. Wr iting 
dries instantly and can be erased dry wi thout leavi ng a speck 
of dust. Pane ls also doub le as projection screens for movies, 
slides and other t ypes of audio-visual presentations, as we ll 
as magnet ic bulletin boards. They come in 50 decorator co lors 
and fit any partition system. 

The wr iting surface is guaranteed for 50 years. And t he cost-
amaz ingly low when you consider the panels require no expen
sive maintenance. 

Those are just a few of the ideas you may w ish to consider. For 
comp lete information w rite: 

AIIianc~Naif CORPORATION 
BOX 247, ALLIANCE, OH IO 44601 

Factori es in Alliance, Ohio; Okmulgee, Oklahoma; Genk, Belgium; 
and Odense, Denmark. 
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Photos of Saint Augustin School Centre near Bonn, Germany. 
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Say goodbye to 
electrical hang-ups in 

Introducing ERA-1. The first the o~en office. Steel construction provid 
comprehensive panel system s h I ED " . l TM str~ngth and a C~ass A fir 
ever pre-wired for power. ay e 0 to 1't'1• ranng. The muln-cell cor 

So you plan your spaces the Helmholtz resonator p 
around the people, not the building. connectors. So ERA-1 handles ciple of sound control to ingeniou 
So future reconfiguration is limited phone lines nicely, too. Outfi 
only to the imagination. Acoustics and the Helmholtz in fabric, 

The P?We~ ~uns tJ:i:o1:1gh Principle. Here's another first. E~-1 ear~ 
each panel via ~irmg bmlt mto ERA-1 gives you the strength of an rmpress1 
compartmentalized raceways. steel and excellent acoustics. .90 NRC 
Wherever panels_join, flexible Each panel is constructed rating. Quit 
connectors snap mto place to com- with a skin of steel bonded to a steel an accom-
plete the circuit. And t?ere you are. frame and honeycomb inner core. plishment! 

Outlets at both sides of the Acoustic versions of the ERA-1 ERA-1 in the UniGroup™ sche 
panel supply all the power sources panel feature precisely sized per- of things. Keep this in mind. 

forations in this skin to admit sound ERA-1 is just one more cog in a 
to a special multi-cell core. When beautiful wheel - the UniGrouIJ 
sound enters each cell it is effec- component system of shelves, wa 
tively dissipated, just like in an surfaces, drawers, filing units, 

-· automobile muffler. visual aid surfaces, and more. 
-• It is designed to better enab 

needed for equipment plug-in. 
And the raceways accommo

date up to seven 25-pair communi
cation cables, plus Amphenol 

the tailoring of flexible, efficient, 
people-oriented working environ 
ments. 

Innovative ERA-1. Closest 
thing yet to the perfect panel sys
tem. Ask your Haworth represen· 
tative for detailed literature, or 
write Haworth Inc., Holland,· 
Michigan 49423. 

H~'VVDRTH'" 
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Columbia Court- Housing for the Elderly 
Muskegon Heights , Michigan 
Architect: Haughey, Black & Associat es; 
Battle Creek 
Installation: Perma-Shield Casements 
in precast panels 

Concrete evidenc 
Structural harmony was only one of the beautiful rea
sons why these project architects chose Andersen® 
Perma-Shield® Windows. 

They also knew Perma-Shield Windows have many 
of the same long-lasting qualities as their concrete sur
roundings. Because their tough, protective sheath of 
long-life, low-maintenance rigid vinyl is designed not to 
rust, pit or corrode. Not to chip, flake, peel or blister. 
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The architects also liked how easily Perma-i 
Windows install into concrete and masonry. An< 
they keep occupants comfortable while keeping fu 
maintenance costs down. That's because And 
Perma-Shield Windows are made of treated wood 
of nature's best insulators-then built two times 
weathertight than industry air-infiltration standa 
help seal out dust and drafts. Help seal in comfor1 
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heesman Garden Apartments, 
enver, Colorado 
rchitect : Slater, Small & Spenst ; Denver 
tstallation : Perma-Shield Casement 
1erating and fixed units in precast frames 

DISTAIL A.T !illO FL...OOR 

Shenandoah College Residence Hall 
Winchester, Virginia 
Architect: Keith Williams & Associates ; 
Winchester 
Installation: Perma-Shield Awning 
Windows in masonry frame, with 
stucco facing. 

f Andersen beauty. 
~nd with optional double-pane insulating glass, 
ta-Shield Windows can reduce conducted heat loss 
igh the glass area by up to 35% (compared to 
~-glazed units without storms). 
Why not cast your next concrete or masonry design 
1d any of the six Perma-Shield Window and Gliding 
· styles? They're all strong evidence of Andersen 
ty, comfort, low-maintenance and fuel-savings. 

No. 358, on Reader Service Card 

Need more evidence? See Sweet's, File SP. And call 
your Andersen Dealer or Distributor. He's in the Yellow 
Pages under "Windows." Or write us direct. 
6108 Copyricht© Ander.en Corp., B• yport, Minn. 1976 

The beautiful way to save fuel. 

A~~R~!~~~oW!!~~~!\Jo~ ~ 
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When the architects for the new 
Crown Center luxury condominium in 
Kansas City, Mo., designed the span
drel and balcony wall components for 
this 30-story hi-rise, they used 
GRANOSTRUCT. 

Why? For many good reasons! 

GRANOSTRUCT components weigh 
only one-tenth of equivalent precast 
concrete units. At approximately eight 
pounds per square foot, they eliminate 
tons of expensive design deadload and 
permit easy, quick erection. 

GRANOSTRUCT also offers ex
cellent energy-saving insulation values 
in a wide range of versatile custom-fa
bricated contours and finishes to meet 
your own project requirements. 

And in addition, GRANOSTRUCT is 
a very effective answer for projects 
that are on a tight completion schedule 
or on a restricted budget. 

We'd like the chance to show why 
GRANOSTRUCT deserves your con
sideration. If you have a project in the 
design stage, or out for bids, call us at 
(313) 537-9600 or write to Cement 
Enamel Development, Inc., 26765 
Fullerton Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 
48239. 

Advanced Technology in 
Exterior Wall Sys ems. 

, ..._ . .._._ , -



Progressive Architecture: Editorial 

The future of architecture 
September 1976 

What will you all be doing ten years from now? twenty 
years? We've been planning an issue, scheduled for May 
1977, in which we will tackle the question heard every
where today: ''Where is all this going to lead?'' 

In the midst of the current economic turmoil, nothing 
seems certain about the future of architecture, except that 
architecture is going to be critically important. In a world 
headed toward greater density of population, scarcer re
sources, and tighter governmental controls (all inevitable, 
in my view), we will simply have to think harder before we 
build anything . 

It could be that we get an exaggerated impression of 
change in today's architectural world. Perhaps economic 
recovery wil l return the profession to a position comfortably 
like that of the 1960s, when society seemed so eager to ac
cept whatever architects and planners prescribed. After we 
have completed the rounds of interviews, consultations, 
and research for the May 1977 issue, we will know more 
about the actual rate and direction of change. 

What are some of the forces that we must try to mea
sure? First, there is a complex set of external ci rcum
stances. What about the economics of construction, for in
stance-the cost of building relative to various "software" 
alternatives, the relative cost of "high-tech" construction 
vs. labor-intensive methods, or the recycling value of exist
ing structures? What can be predicted about the standard 
of living or the square footage per person, about family 
structure, about work and recreation patterns? Will regu
lations covering safety, pollution, environmental impact, 
and security continue to proliferate, and how severely will 
they limit the architect 's discretion? 

Then there are questions as to how the profession-in
ternally-will respond. Will more architectural decisions be 

made by captive corporate architects? by design / build staff 
architects? by government staffers? Will big firms represent 
a larger part of the whole profession? Will small firms find 
an increasing market for adjunct and consulting commis
sions? Will architectural research and other emerging activ
ities substantially expand the profession's opportunities? 

And what about the people who will compose these ar
chitectural firms of 10-20 years hence? Where will they be 
coming from? with what background? with what aspira
tions? Will continuing education play an important role in 
their lives-or ours? 

And, lastly, what will come off those future boards? What 
kind of architectural design will meet society's needs and 
earn its respect? By now most of us have given up those 
Space Age images of the crystalline metropolis, or the self
generating metabolic community. A less radical evolution 
seems to be in the offing-influenced by the findings of 
behavioral sciences, linguistic studies, and historical 
research, by experiments in participatory design and self
help building . Design evolution will depend, as well, on ex
ternal questions of attitude-on the public attitude toward 
government, for instance, toward business, toward public 
amenities. 

We are going to be doing a good deal of inquiring in 
these areas over the next few months. By May, we should 
have something enlightening to report, if only to concede 
that confusion is universal. And you are all invited to partic
ipate. Many of you have developed special insights as to 
where we are headed-or where we should be headed
and why. Many of you will have valuable suggestions as to 
whom we should consult and what we should read. Any 
thoughts you can contribute-by way of a brief note to 
me-will be most welcome. 
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The Ergon™ Chair won the A.S.l.D. Award for "Best Design: 



e acclaim is coming for its ''Best Supporting Performance?' 

Ten years of Ergonomic research by 
designer Bill Stumpf paid off in a new system 
of chairs you must sit in to believe. These 
chairs provide amazing back and circulatory 
support for any sitting position. It really takes 
an Osteopath or Vascular specialist to appre
ciate all that an Ergon Chair does do and 
doesn't do for a body. But the person whose 
body sits and works for any time in this chair 
knows that it is not a tiresome experience. 

Already the Ergon Chair is a stunning 
success. The award-winning design, superb 
supporting performance and surprisingly low 
price add up to the fact that Herman Miller 
has brought forth a winner. A new classic. 

Proving this to yourself is something you 
must do sitting down. This can be arranged at 
any of our showrooms or participating 
dealers. For the location of the one nearest 
you, contact Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, 
Michigan 49464; Telephone (616) 772-3442. 

U ® herman miller 
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Textured 
Structural Tile ... 

the quality 
, look that lasts 

star~ 
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Interior and exterior installations of Stark textured tile. 

Consider the colors and textures now 
available in structural clay tile from 
Stark. They offer new design possibilities 
with the functional benefits found only 
in load-bearing clay masonry walls. 

Energy is conserved ("U " factor for 
a 1 O" insulated cavity wall is only 0.072 
BTU/hr./sq. ft./ degree F) . Wall colors are 
permanent and non-fading for the life 
of the building. The ceramic coating 
simplifies cleaning, provides abrasion 
and impact resistance . . . just as with 
structural glazed facing til.e . 

Zero flame spread, a minimum 
compressive structural strength of 1,500 
PSI, and sound transmission coefficient 
(STC) rating of 45 are additional benefits. 

Investigate the ultimate cost and 
value of a Stark textured structural tile 
wall system for high abuse and minimum 
maintenance areas as well as for pure 
beauty and endurance inside or out. 

For further information, refer to our 
catalog in Sweet 's 4.4 I St, or contact 
Stark Ceramics, Inc., P. 0. Box 8880, 
Canton , OH 44711. (216) 488-1211. 

Circle No. 349, on Reader Service Card 

Letters from readers 

Views 
Credits clarified 
I want to correct the credits given for the design 
of the Federal Office Building , Lawndale, Califor
nia, your July 1976 issue. Although recently fin
ished, this building was designed in 1966. From 
June 1964 to July 1968 I was Director of Design 
and Vice President at DMJM. The design of all 
buildings during that period, including the Fed
eral Office Building, was done under my direc
tion. Anthony Lumsden worked closely with me 
on several projects, and we developed together 
many of the design concepts and ideas during 
those four years at DMJM . On this particular 
building Anthony Lumsden took the initiative and 
made the major contributions towards its devel
opment, but this was done working closely with 
me, and I remained responsible for the direction 
the project took and made all design decisions. 
Cesar Pe/Ji, AIA 
Gruen Associates 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Our compliments on your July issue of P/A on 
Federal Architecture. All of us at DMJM are 
proud that the Federal Office Building in Lawn
dale, Calif. was chosen to be included in this 
survey of recent works of architecture designed 
for the Federal Government. 

Although this building was completed in 1973 
under the design direction of Anthony J. Lums
den, Vice-President and Principal for Design , it 
was initiated in our office in 1966. During the pe
riod from June 1964 to July 1968 Cesar Pelli 
was Director of Design at DMJM , and Tony Lums
den was Assistant Director of Design . In July 
1968 Mr. Pelli left DMJM for Gruen Associates. 
Since July 1968 Mr. Lumsden has been direct
ing the Design Department. He was named a 
Vice-President of DMJM in December 1968. 

Cesar Pelli 's name should be credited in asso
ciation with this project. 
Michael Franklin Ross, AIA 
Projects Director I Urban Design 
Daniel, Mann, Johnson, & Mendenhall 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Federal meat and potatoes 
Our office found Suzanne Stephens' article on 
the Foley Square Courthouse Annex (P/A, July 
1976, p. 60) a joy to read . We feel complimented, 
especially in that your magazine is noted for 
its discerning and sometimes critical eye. 

For my part, after years of toil and occasional 
compromise it is a special reward to read about 
what perhaps was often in the back of my mind 
but could not be expressed in words. In a sense 
the article sums up my own feelings about an Ar
chitect's responsibility in today's society. (I was 
never much one for fancy French sauces. 
being from a German background where " meat 
and potatoes" are the mainstay, and when you 
work for the government this seems to be an ap
propriate diet in that you are spending public 
money.) 
Peter Samton, Partner 
Gruzen & Partners 
New York, N. Y. 





Preliminary frame analysis 
determines simple steel frame with 
braced core most efficient. 
Eastern Properties Office Building, Lexington, Ky., 
is a 33,300-sq-ft structure designed to accommo
date a radio station, a corporate headquarters for 
a large financ ial organization, a computer opera
tion, and a complete printing shop. 

The owners, along with the project's structural en
gineers, White, Walker & McReynolds, requested a 
preliminary analysis based on a building having six 
supported levels. Several framing schemes were 
investigated, but the most efficient proved to be a 
simple connected frame with a braced core. Be
cause of various other factors involved, the owner 
decided on a 4-level structure with a 5th-level 
mechanical penthouse. The framing scheme, how
ever, remained essentially the same as that recom
mended by the framing study. "We selected 
structural steel for the framing material because of 
its ease and speed in erection, lower cost, and its 
structural ability to support the clear spans re
quired by the owner," reports Bank Management 
Associates, construction managers for the project. 
"Based on Bethlehem's preliminary framing analy
sis, we selected the scheme that would be the most 
economical and use the smallest amount of steel 
necessary." 

Erected in 30 days 
The office, situated on an elevated site, rises 66 ft 
6 in. from its on-grade, 93-ft-sq base. ASTM A572 
Grade 50 high-strength steel is used in the base 
tier portion of all columns. The balance of the steel 
is A36. The entire structu ral frame was erected 
within one month and is expected to be ready for 
occupancy within eight months. 

The floor system consists of a 3%-in. lightweight composite con
crete topping over 2-in. non-cellular composite steel deck. Floor
to-floor height is 12 ft. Bethlehem furnished all of the structural 
steel requirements for the building. 
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Wind loads are accommodated in the central co1 
by X-bracing in one direction and K-bracing in tr 
other. The core houses all vertical transportatio 
fire protection equipment, restrooms, mechanicc 
and electrical shafts. 

Spray-on fire protection is applied in accordanc 
with the BOCA building code specifications. Cc 
umns are rated for 2 hours; beams for 1 hour. 
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Typical floor framing plan illustrates the structure's genera 
column-free bays. The frame is designed for a live load of 1 
psf plus 25 psi for partitions. 

Owner: Eastern Properties, Inc ., Lexi ngton, Ky.; Architects: Joh 
son/Romanowitz, and W. D. Hatcher Ill , consulting archite 
Lexington, Ky.; Structural Engineer: White, Walker & McReynolc 
Lexi ngton, Ky.; Fabricator/Erector: Englert Engineering Cor 
pany, Nashville, Tenn .; Contractor: White & Congleton Co., In, 
Lexingto n, Ky. 



:all on us early in the design stage 
fou will gain maximum benefit from our preliminary 
'rame analysis if you call on us before committing 
1our design to a particular construction material. 
rhis allows our Sales Engineering Buildings Group 
rnd your structural engineer maximum freedom to 
jevelop the most favorable steel framing system 
'or the building under study. Our early involvement 
Nill also help minimize design changes later on. 
rwo or three weeks are normally required to com
)lete the study, although preparation time varies 
Nith the complexity of the building's design. 

::>ther services available 
)ur Sales Engineering Division offers a variety of 
echnical and advisory services, plus a host of 
:echnical and product literature .. . all designed to 

help you develop the optimum structural frame for 
your building. 

For more detailed information we suggest you get in 
touch with the Bethlehem Sales Office nearest you. 

Phone: Ask for Sales Engi neer 
Atlanta (404) 522-4918 Los Angeles (213) 726-0611 
Baltimore (301) 685-5700 Milwaukee (414) 272-0835 
Boston (617) 267-2111 New Haven (203) 865-0833 
Buffalo (716) 856-2400 New York (212) 688-5522 
Chicago (312) 664-5422 Philade lphia (215) 561-1100 
Cincinnati (513) 381-6440 Pittsbu rgh (412) 281-5900 
Cleveland (216) 696-1881 St. Louis (314) 726-4500 
Detroit (313) 336-5500 San Francisco (415) 981-2121 
Houston (713) 659-8060 Seattle (206) 285-2200 

Bethlehem 
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Now you can design the buildings of your~. 
dreams, with fewer, narrower joints-for 
endless expanses of wall. 

While most sealants are 
designed to accommodate joint 
movement of+ 12Y2 % to 
+25%, Dow Coming 790 
sealant allows design free
dom because of its + 503 
movement capability 
without affecting adhesion 
or cohesion. Use 790 on 
+25% joint designs, and 
rest easy. Its increased capa
bilities give you an extra 
margin of safety. 

Buildings sealed with 
790 remain weatherproof, 
watertight and maintenance free. 
For twenty years or more. 

Application? Fast and easy. 
790 is ready to use. Less material required, 
less time, labor and expense. No primer needed on most substrates, 
no job delays or costly callbacks. For design freedom, beauty and 
practicality, Dow Coming 790 sealant is a dream come true. 

Start your dream today; write for 
more information to: Dow Coming, Dept. £2!:!' CORNING 
6400 B, Midland, Michigan 48640. 
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R~,g~IQY!® 
A SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY 

AMERICA'S MOST EXPERIENCED CARPET MAKER 

ank 
after bank 
after bank 
counts on 
proven carpet 
by Bigelow. 
If you're doing a bank job, you can create your own 
specifications for the carpet you want. And we can 
make it for you. 
However, Bigelow has another practical suggestion: 
specify carpeting that has already proven it can 
take the hard use (not to mention abuse) bank 
customers deal out. Carpet that has repeatedly 
demonstrated it can take a beating year after 
year after year. 
Bigelow has that kind of proven in actual bank use 
carpeting ready for you in a wide selection of carpet 
styles and patterns. Carpet that is the result of research 
and development combined with the realistic experi
ence gained in hundreds of bank installations. 
And Bigelow will do more than just sell you proven 
carpet. We'll give you expert counselling in installation 
and the best advice available on maintenance. It's a 
total package designed to assure you that you can 
specify Bigelow with total confidence. 

,----------------------------
! Bigelow-Sanford. Inc .. Dept. B. 
I PO Box 3089, Greenville, SC 29602 
I I'd like to hear the proof on Bigelow's proven carpets for banks. 

NAME _________________ _ 
Print Clearly 

TITLE _________________ _ 

ADDRESS ________________ _ 

CITY _________________ _ 

STATE _____________ ZIP ___ _ 
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1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 

More Conductile® 
was installed in 1975 
than any other year. 
Why? 
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY 

Only Conducti le solid vinyl static-conductive flooring gives 
you a choice of systems: exc lusive Micro-squared™ ti les or 
36" x 36" sections heat-welded into a totally seamless floor. 
Conductile helps prevent the accumulation of dirt and 
bacteria because each system provides a continuous floor 
covering without open seams, and each can be coved up 
the wall to eliminate gaps at the floor-wall juncture. 
Each can be easily insta lled over most subfloors or existing 
floor coverings . 

MODERN APPEARANCE 

Conductile's attractive, subtle pattern accents four pleasing 
pastel colors and two practical dark tones to give surgeries 
and other critical areas a beautiful and safe floor. 

EASY MAINTENANCE 

Conductile is easily cleaned by regular mopping and 
periodic machine scrubbing . It is resistant to indentation, 
abrasion, and the action of most chemicals. 

PROVEN PERFORMANCE 

Insta lled in thousands of hospita ls, 
Conductile meets NFPA code and is 
listed by Underwriters' 
Laboratories, Inc . 

No wonder more Conductife static
conductive flooring is being installed 
than ever before. s 1- 3 22 

Write for free catalog 

~~,/~~iJ~i1~2 
..tt 

.: .. ···· .-

>~ .. --~-/ 

VINYL PLASTICS ·~c 
3123 S, 9th ST., SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 53081 • PHONE 414·458-4664 

Circle No. 352, on Reader Service Card 
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The hinge 
thatDuB&~ 

NOW YOU SEE IT NOW YOU DON'T 
The Soss Invisibles-for a custom look for any room! These amazing 
hinges hide when closed, elim inating unsightly gaps, hinges, and 
door jambs. They're the perfect hidden touch for doors, doorwalls, 
storage cabinets, bui lt-in bars, stereos, and TV's, Specify the Soss 
Invisibles wherever looks matter. See listing in Sweet's or wr ite for 

catalog : Soss Manufactur- • h soss 
ing Co., Division of SOS ! t e 
Consolidated, Inc., P.O. _ 

~~~ 1~~oo. Detroit, Mich. ~ ~CflJ~O£)O@~@£) 
. ~ 

Circle No. 360, on Reader Service Card 

WHITEPRINTERS 
"'HesJias a &aGJJreeze" 
----~--~ ,,,, 

a whiteprinter that is 
to be sniffed at 

,. •• "i~"! COMPANY, INC. 
U~Hll~ I.~ U.S. #1, Youngsville, N.C. 27596 

Circle No. 359, on Reader Service Card 





Designer's Saturday 

Chicago has always been the major, 
national market and neither Los Angeles 
with its new Pacific Design Center, 
Dallas with its Trade Center nor New 
York can rival the Mart. But New York 
has something quite unique. With all the 
showrooms spread around 57th St. be
tween First and Madison Avenues, the 
pageant of people sporting tee shirts 
and balloons while carrying shopping 
bags stuffed with the offerings of their 
travels forms a colorful spectacle. The 
reunion of old friends in cramped eleva
tors is not uncommon. 

Designer's Saturday began some nine 
years ago, when several of the contem
porary furniture manufacturers decided 
to keep their showrooms open on a 
Saturday for those from out of town who 
couldn't mak~ it during normal weekday 
hours. In the intervening years, the 
number of participating showrooms has 
grown from six to over 30, with the addi
tion of four or five new members this 
year; the festivity has been extended to 
include Friday, and attendance is up to· . 
over 4,000 people. l · 

Traditionally, too , there has been f , 
t 

cocktail party, held in one of the ma~t 
contemporary spaces in the city. Th~;; 

year will be no exception, with the pa( 
scheduled for the Museum of Mode~fr' 

••• ,1. 

Art. While the Designer's Saturday , s .· 
ciation has always sponsored the pa 
and will continue to do so, peop le 
attend ing are asked to make a contribu
tion or become a member of the Museum 
to help support one of the few institu
tions in this country which has a major 
collection of contemporary design. 

So come and enjoy old friends and 
new furniture. By day, feast on all the 
new designs as well as other sustenance 
offered at all the showrooms. By night, 
feast on food, theater, music, dance or 
movies. New York is New York, even 
though Chicago has the Mart. 
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748 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10028 

Circle No. 381, on Reader Service Card 

1f is a man of ingenuity and imagination: cushions are 
to fit over t.he chair frame, Velcro fastenings become 
nt design detail. His chairs not only look very 
, they are deliciously comfortable. 



I 

B&B America 
Knoll International 

Steelcase Inc. 



Directional Contract Furniture 
Harve Pr I 

The Harter Chair Co. 
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110-4272 Dining Table with 104 Settees 

uu-iuuur 
CI Designs makes outdoor furniture to the 
same exacting standards as that used 
indoors. Built to weather handsomely in any 
climate, these pieces are cut from select 
mahogany hardwood and joined with 
waterproof marine glue. Finishes are dark 
hand rubbed oil or bleached boat-deck grey. 
Cushions are optional in Cl's natural canvas 
or your choice of navy, forest green, maroon, 
and brown. 

100-DL Deck Lounge with 100 Floor Decking 

102-W Wedge Wall Seating with cushions . 

Cl DESIGNS 
Factory and Offices: 574 Boston Ave., 
Medford, MA 02155 (617)·391 ·7800 
Showrooms: 136 East 57th St., New York City, 
The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois. 
Write on your company letterhead for more 
information. 

rur r11-iur ~ 

107 Lounge Chair with 251 Coffee Table 

Circle No. 367, on Reader Service Ca 





Designer's Saturday: Whose's who and where 

AIRBORNE DESIGNS, INC. 
150 East 58th St. 

ATELIER INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
595 Madison Avenue 

B&B AMERICA 
745 Fifth Avenue 

BRICKEL ASSOCIATES 
515 Madison Avenue 

CASTELLI FURNITURE, INC. 
950 Third Avenue 

Cl DESIGNS 
136 East 57th St. 

CUMBERLAND FURNITURE COMPANY 
40 East 49th St. 

DIRECTIONAL CONTRACT FURNITURE 
979 Third Avenue 

DUNBAR FURNITURE CORPORATION 
305 East 63rd St. 

. EPPINGER FURNITURE, INC. 
306 East 61 st St. 

HARTER CHAIR COMPANY 
919 Third Avenue 

08 Progressive Architecture 9:76 

HELIKON FURNITURE COMPANY 
315 East 62nd St. 

ICF (International Contract Furnishings: 
145 East 57th St. 

INTREX, INC. 
150 E 58th St. 

JG FURNITURE COMPANY 
150 East 58th St. 

KNOLL INTERNATIONAL 
745 Fifth Avenue 

LEHIGH-LEOPOLD 
150 East 58th St. 

HERMAN MILLER 
600 Madison Avenue 

METROPOLITAN FURNITURE COMPA 
205 East 58th St. 

THE PACE COLLECTION, INC. 
315 East 62nd St. 

HARVEY PROBBER, INC. 
979 Th ird Avenue 

JENS RISOM DESIGN, INC. 
505 Park Avenue 

EDWARD AXEL ROFFMAN ASSOC., II 
160 East 56th St. 

JOHN STUART INTERNATIONAL 
205 East 58th St. 

STENDIG, INC. 
410 East 62nd St. 

STEELCASE, INC. 
299 Park Avenue 

STOW /DAVIS FURNITURE 
950 Third Avenue 

THONET INDUSTRIES, INC. 
305 East 63rd St. 

TURNER LTD. 
305 East 63rd St. 

VECTA CONTRACT COMPANY 
689 Fifth Avenue 



MOBIUS 

A SIMPLE CONTINUOUS CARVED WOOD FRAME 
EXECUTIVE ARM CHAIR ON A PEDESTAL OF 
CARVED WOOD AND STEEL. DESIGNED BY 

WARD BENNETT WITH A LOW OR MEDIUM BACK, 
USING HIS NEW FABRICS. FOR BRICKEL 

ASSOCIATES INC. 515 MADISON AVENUE, 
NEW YORK CITY 10022 (212) 688-2233 . 
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320 MARINA-an original design 
by Mario Marenco. One of the reasons 

Stendig furniture is specified 
around the World . 

Stendig Inc. , 410 E. 62 Street 
New York City 10021 









JG/ILLUMINATED OPEN PLANNING 
The essence of JG's IOP non-uniform 
reflected lighting system is a 50% elect
rical energy savings, controlling veiling 
reflections and eliminating shadows, 
improving both task and ambient light
ing; our joining extrusion permits rapid 
re-location of work stations creating a 
totally new concept in a working office 
environment. 

JG is the pioneer in reflected office 
lighting systems. We offer the interior 
planner and architect the use of our 

test ing laboratory insuring the proper 
lighting performance for each individual 
requirement . We manufacture our own 
lighting fixtures and power poles produc
ing the best available state-of-the-art 
equipment for Illuminated Open 
Planning ™ furniture. JG is a UL listed 
manufacturer. 
Installation: The Atlantic Richfield Co., 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

JG FURNITURE COMPANY, INC. 
Quakertown, Pa. 18951 (215) 536 7343 
fill A division of Burlington Industries 

Circle No. 354, on Reader Service Card 

LIGHTING FOR 
OPEN PLANNING 



edward aHel roffman a.uoclate.1. Inc. 
160 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022, 212-753-4252 

RS-27 Swivel Arm Chair 

Represented nationally. Please write for your area representative. 

016 Progressive Architecture 9:76 Circle No. 357, on Reader Service Card 
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Airborne De . 
M

. signs· T 1chel D · ogo seati . ucaray Circle 100 ng designed by on reader . service card 

Atelier lnternat' 
Mario Bellini ~~~~1:1'Software' desig e 01 on reader n~d by service card 
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B&B America. B . Antonio c· ". aia Seating d . c· itterio and P es1gned b 
ircle 102 on read aolo Nava y er service card 

Brickel Assoc· Chair desi n iates : Caterpilla . 
Circle 103 ~n ~~abJ Ward .Benn~~tainless Steel Loun 

er service card 



185 Dl\YBREAK CHAIR, CANVAS & LEATHER/ DESIGNER G FALESCHINI ALSO IN ALL LEATHER 

: PACE COLLECTION INC./321EAST62 ST, NEW YORK, NY 10021/838-0331 
CAGO/LOS ANGELES/MIAMI/BOSTON/DALLAS/SAN FRANCISCO/SEATTLE/DENVER 



International Contract Furnishings Inc. 
145 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10022 
Telephone: (212) Plaza 2-5870 
Cable: Confurn NY /Telex 236073 

Chicago: 1010 Merchandise Mart 
San Francisco: The Ice House 
Boston: 27 Stanhope Street 

Circle No. 391, on Reader Service Card 

the timeless aes1gns or A1var Ai:l11u, 

exclusively at ICF ... 
and in the permanent collection 
of the Museum of Modern Art 
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Castelli Furnitu . Ernesto Gis re_. The Sintesi mond1 Circle 104 collection desig on reader ser . ned by vice card 

. Cl Designs· Th W · eMa · arren Platn . g1c Offices er Circle 10s ystem design on reader s . ed by erv1ce card 

ss1ve Archit Progre · ecture 9:?6 

Cumberland . 
Circle 106 o/urn1ture : Zee Mod I reader service card u ar Seating 

o· . irect1onal · "S . 
Circle 107 ~ uper System" d . n reader service car~s1gned by Paul Eva 
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Dunbar: Iliad, designed by Charles Gibilterra 
Circle 108 on reader service card 

Eppinger Furniture: Art Deco Lounge Chair 
Circle 109 on reader service card 
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Harter Chair: The 7600 Seating Series 
Circle 110 on reader service card 

Helikon: Options System for the open office design 
by Bob Becker Circle 111 on reader service card 

Circle No. 





ICF : lgloo-P Paolo Pell , ~ f.ree-standin egnn1 Circle 112g bar designed b on read Y er service card 

ln.trex : Martina -Circle 1
13 

Upholstered Ch . on reader se . a1 r rv1ce card 
K~oll : Zapf Offi 
Circle 115 on reZ~e~ystem designed b service card Y Otto Zapf 
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Len.igh-Leopold. . designed b · Michelangelo* 
Circle 117 o~ Larry Lerner and F Just call it 'Mike' 

reader service red Schmitt card 

Herman Miller· Ray Wilkes C'. Modular Sofa Gr trcle 118 on read oup designed b er service card y 
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Metropolitan . nesting table:urrnture: 'Nucleus' Circle 11g 
0 

• multi-funct' n reader ser . ional, 
, vice card 

Pace Collecti . . 
cabinets des· on. Cristal Syste 
Circle 120 on ';ened by Raimon:;!' tempered glass 

ader service card 



Gunter Eberle designs Originals for Vecta Contract 

Karin chairs frames are of flexible Finland plywood with flat surfaces 
of melamine laminate in designer's color and pattern choice. KDX™ 
tables are available in laminates, including mirror chrome, or genuine 
woods. Karin and KDX© 1976 and patents pending. 

C1976 Vecta Contract~ 740 West Mockingbird Lane Dallas, Texas 75247 214/631-2660 TWX 9106614043 

Circle No. 356, on Reader Service Card 
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Harvey Probb . C' er. Advent II 
Jrcle 121 on 

1 
open off reader service ice system 
card 

Jens R" 1som· Th 
Circle 122 o~ re:d~~:te;~cgland chair series 

e card 
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Edward Axel R Circle 123 off man: Aktien . on reader serv1·c Series Club Ch . e card air 

~ 

Joh_n Stuart: Com designed b prehensive S . Y Will" eatin . 
Circle 

124 
iam Sklaroff 9 series 

on reader ser . vice card 

Steelcase: 421 I by Peter Buhk 2ternational Seat' ircle 125 on read~nrgs~roup design rv1ce card 
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Free-Dimensional 
Open Office System 

StowlDavis' Free-Dimensional is a complete open 
office system. Modular work station/ storage com
ponents and straight or radiused panels come 
in a range of heights. All provide acoustical control 
and concealed power/communication access. 
Task/ Ambient Lighting, engineered for StowlDavis 
by ITI Wakefield Lighting, illuminates both work 
surfaces and the surrounding environment. Lumi
naires are concealed in components or panel
mounted. TI AL is designed to adapt conveniently 
to individual project requirements. 

Free-Dimensional Open Office System has virtually 
everything necessary for your open plan project. 
Designed by Warren H. Snodgrass. StowlDavis, 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles; Grand Rapids, 
Ml 49504. 

STOW I DAVIS 



. r's saturda'/ 
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Stendig: Rey molded plywood side chair 
Circle 126 on reader service card 

Stow/Davis: Triangle Chair Series designed by 
Robert De Fuccio Circle 127 on reader service card 
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Thonet: Executive Highback designed by Robert 
Bernard Associates Circle 128 on reader service Co 

Turner: Limited edition silkscreen chairs designec 
by Wiinblad Circle 129 on reader service card 

Vecta Contract: 'Karin' oak laminate chairs desigr 
by Gunter Eberle Circle 116 on reader service care 



Introducing the first Marvin patio door to combine the 
advantages of V-groove closing and double 

weatherstripping . In high velocity wind and rain tests, 
air infiltration was the lowest ever recorded for a 

Marvin door. Now check the other assets 

A I • d of this door. Warm , wood frame C asslc Oor• and 5/s-inch insulating glass. 
e Handsome, heavy.duty hardware. 

Attractive screen door 

..,~af1tsIUanship and n:i~ f~as~~.n~=~~i~.i~ 
,1 famous workmanship . 

.,,, • Avail:~l ,e ~~ ~h;~e8~~~~~ ''· ~oo~]'je clo smg KDf~~~e~su~:; ~:~~~~ ::;~ 
l' • ~~ ' • ' \~~ ~fg~,"~~fh~~~rio~~::~; 

call for literature. Marvin 
Windows, Warroad, MN 56763. 

Phone: 218-386-1430. 
Ci rc le No. 336, on Reader Service Card 



If we tried to solve all your material-handling prob
lems with a single system, it would be like trying 
to fit square pegs into round holes. So we devel
oped a wide range of systems, to fill the needs 
of virtually any hospital. 
And we back our product with expertise that helps 
us tailor our material-handling equipment to your 
building instead of requiring that you plan your 
building to fit our systems. 
We work with you to determine the best system or 
combination of systems for the job you want done. 
We gather facts and figures on costs and cost
savings. We design the system down to the last 
nut and bolt - and can even employ computer sim
ulation to prove that our plans will work as well in 
actuality as they promised to on the drawing board. 

We provide full installation if required .. . train 
hospital personnel in proper and efficient use 
of the system ... and remain on hand during 
start-up and operation to make sure all the bugs 
are out. To assure that they stay out, AMSCO 
offers you a nationwide network of service 
technicians for preventive maintenance or repair. 
When it comes to material handling for hospitals, 
we may not have all the answers. But we're 
working on them. 

AAMSCO 
""""" SYSTEMS 
Division of American Steri lizer Company 

ERIE , PENNSYLVANIA·16512 

Circ le No . 309 , on Reader Service Card 

hospital planner, 
proceed from here 



Bally Prefabs are there 
for the very best 

in patient care 
Bally Walk-In Coolers and Freezers can be assem

bled in any size for indoor or outdoor use from 
standard panels insulated with four inches of 
foamed-in-place urethane. Choice of stain
less steel, galvanized or patterned aluminum. 
Easy to enlarge ... easy to relocate. Refrigera
tion systems from 35 ° F. cooling to minus 30°F. 

freezing. Subject to fast depreciation and in-
vestment tax credit. (Ask your accountant.) 
Write for 28-page book and urethane wall 
sample. Our 182-page Working Data Catalog 
is available to Architects and Specifiers at no 

charge. Also, see our catalog in Sweets, 11.24/Ba. 
Bally Case & Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pennsylvania 

19503. Phone: (215) 845-2311 . 
Address all correspondence to Dept. PA-9 

l,&.111 
@ f97S A. LL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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Progressive Architecture 

News report 

Opening party fills stairs to lower waiting room . 

fo . 330 , on Reader Service Card 

Richardson 's 'new' 
New London station 
In the tradition of whistle-stopping 
campaigns, an Amtrak train with a spe
cial car for press and distinguished 
guests including a U.S. Senator, made 
its way under rainy July skies from 
Washington to Boston. When it arrived 
at New London, Conn., bands played 
and the waiting crowd cheered . Sen . 
Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) stepped up 
to a red , white , and blue ribbon and 
with a snip re-opened the New London 
Rail road Station designed by Henry 
Hobson Richardson in 1885 and refur
bished by Anderson Notter Associates 
of Boston . 

The station, bought five years ago 
by the New London Redevelopment 
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Anderson Notter's reuse of New London station. 

Agency, was scheduled to be torn 
down . A citizen protest. A feasibility 
study. And soon Union Station Associ
ates of New London , a subsidiary of 
Anderson Notter-which received an 
AIA National Honor Award this year for 
reuse of the old Boston City Hall (P/A, 
April 1976, p. 24)-found itself the new 
owner of a building on the National 
Register of Historic Places. 

Amtrak agreed to lease spaces in the 
terminal for 20 years, and this commit
ment enabled other funds to pour in 
from numerous public and private 
sources-even from the New London 
Redevelopment Agency, which origi
nally wanted to tear it down . Govern
ment funds restored the exterior while 
private money enabled the interior to 
be converted into office space on the 
second floor and a restaurant (not 

2 
11_ 
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News report 

built) on the two-level mezzanine. 
The original materials and unique 

features, such as natural oak wood, 
slate roof, brick and granite walls , and 
fireplaces-were cleaned and repaired, 
and a new matching oak ticket counter 
was installed for Amtrak . An opening 
was made in the main floor to provide 
light and a grand stai rcase to a new 
waiting area below in the basement. 
Brightly upholstered waiting room 
chairs and carpeting add comfort . 

The building, while in use, is several 
months from completion but already 
seems popular with the town . The Day, 
a local newspaper which originally 
published an editorial favoring demoli
tion of the building ("Why an eyesore 
should be permitted to block this view 
[of Long Island Sound] is beyond com
prehension."), and later reversed its 
recommendation in an editorial , re
cently wrote in a special edition: "The 
Day congratulates Anderson Notter 
and the Union Railroad Station Trust 
for their foresight in saving this vener
able building which becomes more at
tractive with each passing day." 

Pension funds tapped 
for home mortgages? 
A tax bill amendment that would en
courage investment of pension funds 
in housing mortgages has been pre
sented to Congress for consideration 
along with the tax reform legislat ion 
(HR 10612). The amendment was pre
pared by Sen. Robert Dole (D-Kan.) 
and removes the present tax exempt 
status of pension funds unless 20 per
cent of the fund assets is invested in 
residential mortgages. The investments 
would have to take place at an in
crease of 2 percent a year until the 20 
percent level was achieved. 

Supporting this move is the National 
Association of Home Builders, which 
has campaigned for years to tap the 
billion-dollar pension fund reserves. 
The NAHB feels this source would give 
the traditionally fluctuating housing 
market more stability . 

Now the largest single source of 
home financing comes from thri ft insti
tutions-savings and loan associations 
and mutual banks-which themselves 
fluctuate according to national saving 
trends . 
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Labs for Kahn 's 
Salk Institute 
A 6000-sq-ft research lab has been de
signed for space within the late Louis 
Kahn 's Jonas Salk Institute for Behav
ioral Research in La Jolla, Calif. The 
work is by Munroe & Reeves, AIA, of 
San Diego, Calif . 

Required was direct visual and phys
ical access of the labs to a computer 
with the provision for occasional isola
tion of some of the labs. Space for the 
test animals also had to be included . 
The solution was a round configuration 
on one level below grade with the com
puter located at the center surrounded 
by wedge-shaped labs. The facility was 
built inside a shell completed in 1967 
but not in use. 

Circular plan for new Salk Institute labs. 

AIA grassroots 
debate ethics 
The first of several regional hearings 
on proposed ethics changes of the 
American Institute of Architects was 
held midsummer in Chicago but the 
turnout was sparse-perhaps because 
it was summer-but the debate was 

lively. Similar sessions will be held in 
Atlanta, Boston, and Los Angeles be
fore the task force reconvenes to pro
duce its final report for the 1977 con
vention in San Diego. 

The task force was charged to ex
plore 'grassroots' responses to contro
versial changes regarding advertising, 
competitions, and free sketches, pay
ing agents, and contracting for build
ing construction (P/A, June 1976, p. 
21 ) . 

Representatives from several mid
west chapters and societies came to 
Chicago to question the committee 
and voice their opinions. Unfortu
nately, members of the task force felt 
that they were not in a position to an
swer, and so discussion of current in
terpretation of ethics issues was limited 
seriously. Dialogue, however, was 
spirited, probing, and sincerely con
cerned. 

The majority agreed that the ban on 
advertising should not be broken . Rep
resentatives from the Minnesota and 
Indiana societies as well as the St. 
Louis chapter brought definite testi
mony in favor of that viewpoint. Many 
concurred that institutional advertising 
on behalf of the profession by the AIA 
itself should be explored. 

On the free sketch issue, dialogue 
seemed to indicate strong feelings that 
this practice was not at all in the 
client's best interest. Relatively little 
conversation was devoted to the sub
ject of paid agents, and some confu
sion surfaced on the existing policy re
garding design-build options. 

Additional and critical problems 
were raised over such issues as the ln
stitute 's failure to take a position on the 
mounting discrimination evidenced in 
Middle Eastern work, but these stand a 
good chance of slipping by unnoticed 
since the scheduled agenda does not 
call for such questions. 

Overwhelmingly, the sentiment of 
those gathered was clear: the AIA must 
not confuse ethics with economics. In 
order to maintain professionalism, the 
lnstitute's ethics must be safe-guarded 
against erosion, and representatives 
cautioned the AIA not to dilute its stan
dards for financial convenience or ex
pediency. [Linda Legner] 

Ms. Legner, an architectural writer in 
Chicago, is a frequent contributor to 
Inland Architect, journal of the Illinois 
Council and Chicago Chapter, the AIA. 



Rotary ownership 
for Mazda off ice 
Mazda Motors of America has a ''for 
sale" sign out on its never-occupied 
new corporate headquarters in Irvine, 
Calif . The price is $9 million for the 
116,000-sq-ft building and 35-acres. 

It faces the freeway and is a mile 
from the Orange County airport. Op
tional are $750,000 in furnish ings and 
accessories. 

Architects David Jacobson Associ
ates of Arcadia, Calif. aimed at what 
they called a "forward looking" 
yet solid and substantial corporate 
image-then came the economic 
squeeze and the decline of public faith 
in the rotary engine, forcing Mazda to 
curtail its expansion plans. The 30,000 
sq ft of specially created "Mazda blue" 
glazed tile facing the building makes it 
highly visible from the San Diego Free
way. Not visible is the rotary-engine 
shaped table (optional) in the fourth 
floor executive suite. 

The system used for the top three 
floors is cantilevered slab with post
tensioned concrete joists. The ground 
floor is carried on sculptured steel and 
concrete columns-leaving uninter
rupted a space for the display of 
Mazda cars to passing motorists. 

Mazda headquarters: Irvine, Calif. 

The curtain wall of the upper floors 
is composed of gray heat-absorbing 
glass at the vision panels running en
tirely around the perimeter; matching 
dark gray insulated spandrels are 
used. The 4'-10" glass panels at the 
corners are bent to a 15-ft rad ius, and 
are backed with black filler panels at 
the sill sections. 

The fourth floor board room had rear 
projection screening equipment tied 
directly to the National Computer 
System. 

First prize-Duplay model (above); second 
prize (below) by Polytechnic Consu ltants. 

French win $25,000 
Regina competition 
The $25,000 top prize in the Inter
national Urban Development Competi 
tion of Regina, Canada, was awarded 
to Claire and Michel Duplay of Paris, 
France, for a scheme which one of the 
jurors said embodied "ingenuity and 
joy." The purpose of the competition 
was to design new uses for 114 acres 
of rail yards in downtown Regina. 

Second prize, $15,000, went to 
Polytechnic Consultants Inc. of Tokyo, 
Japan, and third prize, $10,000, was 
awarded to the team of David Brindle 
and Chris Dawson of Los Angeles. 

A unique aspect of the competition 
was that citizens of Regina voted on 
the finalists, and their vote counted as 
the seventh juror on the six-man ju ry. 
The popular vote favored the Tokyo 
scheme, but the six individual jurors 
were unanimous in selecting the Paris 
project. Entries totaled 120, from 
which five were selected as finalists, 
awarded $10,000 each, and given the 
opportunity to submit again. 

Jurors were architects Alexander 
Kouzmanoff, New York; Fumihiko 
Maki, Tokyo; Ray Affleck, Montreal; 
and Clive Rodham, also a member of 
the Regina City Council; economist 
Douglas Fullerton, Ottawa; and attor
ney Richard Rendek, Regina. Funding 

of the competiton came from the Cana
dian Ministry of State for Urban Affairs. 

Boston's Navy Yards 
to be developed 
What Boston began by revitalizing its 
waterfront 15 years ago and is just 
about completing , it intends to do with 
the 90-acre Navy Yards phased out in 
1974. The city is anticipating $3 million 
federal and $2 million in city funds to 
begin demolition and site work. A big 
boost for the project came with the re
cent announcement by Gov. Michael 
Dukakis that the Massachusetts Col
lege of Art, which was seeking a new 
home, will relocate in a recycled Navy 
Yard building . 

Also encouraging has been an indi
cation of interest in housing from the 
French developers, Societe lmmobe
liere, which did the Watergate apart
ments in Washington, D.C. 

A large hurdle will be the transfer of 
property from the General Services Ad
ministration to the Boston Redevelop
ment Authority. As seen by the BRA, 
the Navy Yard site will include a per
manent mooring of the USS Constitu
tion: a public display to be run by the 
National Park Service; retail, office, 
and light industrial uses; 1000 units of 
housing; and a Museum of Nautical 
History. 

BRA's proposed Navy Yard development. 

The site has a number of 19th-Cen
tury granite and brick warehouses, 
some of which will be torn down. The 
Navy Yards are adjacent to the 
Charlestown community, which is un-
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News report 

dergoing its own renewal. At public 
hearings this summer residents voted 
to include the Navy Yard in their urban 
renewal program. 

Two tales of a 
city: Chicago 
"Build, don't talk ," said Mies van der 
Rohe, but today Chicago architects 
also are talking since Chicago's archi
tecture is the focus of its Bicentennial 
celebration . First, the Illinois Arts 
Council opened the ArchiCenter as a 
part of its Bicentennial program, "Il
linois Architecture: Revolution on the 
Prairie" directed by Alexia Lalli. 

ArchiVan , mobile museum that 's part of the 
Illinois Arts Council 's Bicentennial program . 

ArchiCenter is a permanent exhibit 
and tourist information center at 111 
South Dearborn St. and was designed 
by architects John Vinci and Lawrence 
Kenny . Featured at the comfortable 
gallery are audiovisual presentations, 
such as one on historic Pullman-a 
world-famous company town and one 
of the first planned ' 'new towns,'' 
drawings by Frank Lloyd Wright, and 
photographs of the construction and 
demolition of architectural landmarks. 

Two recent major architectural exhi
bitions in Chicago also have aroused 
earnest debate and gained national at
tention : " 100 Years of Chicago Archi
tecture, " an homage to steel-frame 
construction, originated in Munich and 
significantly expanded for its Chicago 
showing , and " Chicago Architects ," 
an exhibit first seen in New York (P/A 
April , 1976, p. 24), organized to com
plement " 100 Years " by showing 
works outside the mainstream. 

Jointly , the shows raised questions 
about contemporary architectural val
ues ranging from the scale and quality 
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Installation of '100 Years of Chicago Architecture ' at Museum of Contemporary Art. 

of ou r environment to architectural 
symbolism. It is a flaw of both that 
these values are only implied and 
never explicitly stated. Local discus
sions lauded the two shows but also 
leveled a number of criticisms. Both 
exhibits have been accused of being 
anti-urban, and "Chicago Architects " 
has been called diffuse and irrelevant . 
The" 100 Years " exhibit in its ex
panded version has come under attack 
for its often uncritical attempt to in
clude many, and therefore offend no 
one-with the inevitable dilution of 
both quality and polemic. 

Both exhibits have been exception
ally well attended, suggesting that the 
public is interested in architecture. To 
further present the dialogue implied by 
the two shows, the Museum of Con
temporary Art organized three sympo
sia in May on the past , present, and fu
ture of Chicago architecture. 

The Museum's symposium on the 
past had a panel comprising Chicago 
critic , Franz Schulze, moderator; Su
zanne Stephens, senior editor of P/A; 
William Marlin, former Chicagoan and 
associate editor of the Architectural 
Record; Nary Miller, editor of the In
land Architect and architecture critic 
for the Chicago Daily News, and Allan 
Temko, architecture critic for the San 
Francisco Chronicle. Temko, a 
staunch supporter of Chicago's struc
tural architecture, dominated the dis
cussion , trying to convince everyone 
that the holy grail is in the basement of 
the Inland Steel Building (by SOM, Chi
cago). Interestingly , it was not the ar
chitectural critics but the architects 
and planners in the two symposia that 

followed who made the severest crit
icisms of Chicago's architecture. 

The last symposium , a discussion of 
Chicago today, was moderated by 
Carter Manny, partner, C.F. Murphy 
Associates and director of the Graham 
Foundation, with architects Bruce Gra
ham, partner, Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill , Chicago; Dirk Lohan of Fuji
kawa, Conterato, Lohan & Associates 
(formerly the Office of Mies van der 
Rohe); James Freed, dean of Illinois In
stitute of Technology and associate 
partner, I. M. Pei & Associates, New 
York; Stanley Tigerman; and James 
Nagle, partner, Booth & Nagle. 

Significantly , several of the panelists 
represent firms that have had a major 
part in shaping not only Chicago but 
also other cities across the country. 
With the exception of Bruce Graham, 
they seemed to agree that perhaps 
modern architecture has been, as 
Manny put it , the Genghis Khan of 
cities . Manny believes that , "We are 
over the period of buildings as a 
unique single object. '' Buildings as mi
crocosms of entire cities will continue 
to grow in size and complexity. 

Nagle emphasized the need for 
buildings to be contextual-carefully 
considered responses to their environ
ments. Freed, who studied at !IT and 
worked for Mies van der Rohe , rejected 
the utopian or "perfect build ing" as 
anti-urban. 

Summing the meaning of all this talk, 
Tigerman , one of Chicago 's most vis
ible and audible architects said , " . .. 
when the mind is tapped, the viscera 
may not be far behind.'' [Stuart Cohen] 
[continued on page 26] 
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Guaranteed 
maintenance-free roofs 

New, pre-engineered application of zinc 

Georgia National Guard Emergency Center, Atlanta, Ga. , Architect: Barker & Cunningham, 
Roofing Contractor: R. L. Sanders Roofing Co. 

MICROZINC 70® 
(Batten and Standing Seam LOK Systems1M) 

D Guaranteed 20 years 

D Preformed components minimize error, reduce 
cost 

D For enduring beauty in roofing, fascia, gravel 
stops 

D Self heals scratches and cuts 

D Snap-lock components provide air flow 

D Air space insulates, saves energy 

Circle No. 362, on Reader Service Card 

D On-site labor greatly reduced 

D Easily soldered if required 

Send for our newly revised Sweet's Catalog 

•
Metal 

rDJJiiill & Chemical 
~Division 
Greeneville , Tennessee 37743 • 615/639-8111 
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News report continued from page 24 'Two Centuries of 
Black American Art' 
A major Bicentennial exhibition entitled 
"Two Centuries of Black American 
Art'' will open Sept. 30 at the Los An
geles County Museum of Art and then 
travel to Atlanta, Dallas, and New York. 
The exhibition, which includes redis
coveries of the impact of African arti
sans on the architecture of the Colo
nial South, was conceived by David 
Driskell, chairman of the Art Depart
ment of Fisk University, Nashville, 
Tenn. Historic movements such as the 
"Negro Renaissance" of the 1920s 
and 1930s will be represented. 

Housing Partnership 
sees bright future 
The National Housing Partnership 
chairman recently expressed confi
dence that the NHP will stimulate an 
annual $127 million in apartment con
struction and assist builders in provid

Crattsman Phillip Simmons with gate he executed. ing $160 million in houses. George 

DeFranceaux, chairman, also said that 
the federal Section 8 programs should 
increase "significantly" in the next few 
years. Section 8 does not provide di
rect aid to builders but rather offers a 
rent supplement to needy families and 
individuals. DeFranceaux spoke at the 
annual stockholders meeting of the 
National Corporation for Housing Part
nerships this spring in Washington . 

'Spectrum Canada' 
exhibit tours 
An exhibition of 184 juried works, in
cluding 16 architectural presentations, 
called "Spectrum Canada" will travel 
to ten Canadian cities during the next 
two years. The exhibition, opened in 
Montreal during the Olympic Games. 

Organized by the Royal Canadian 
Academy of Arts, "Spectrum Canada" 
received 1885 submissions from which 
jurors-including architect Henry Haw
thorn-selected the exhibit's contents. 
The installation was designed by To
ronto architect C Blakeway Millar with 
the assistance of industrial designer 



Francois Dallegret and painter D. 
Mackay Houstoun . 

'Guidelines' gives 
pros the business 
The Guidelines Architectural Letter, a 
monthly publication which tells archi
tects how to run an office-profitably
began four years ago when a regis
tered California architect wanted to 
help his talented fellow-designers from 
"going down the tubes" financially. 

A recent issue, for example, talks 
about how to accelerate with the 
pickup in the economy without taking 
on more employees-by instead send
ing work to moonlighting draftsmen. 
How does the architect avoid dis
astrous results from those free-lancers 
who might misrepresent their abilities? 

The Guidelines says first to advertise 
aggressively to build a pool of standby 
help and then when it's secured, "put 
it all in writing ." Don't stick with slow 
starters, don't pay hourly rates but 
negotiate a lump sum-paid after final 
acceptance of the drawings, and insist 

on progress prints at regular intervals. 
While some architects get burned by 

sending work out , the Guidelines cited 
one architect who gives work to up to a 
dozen free-lancers at a time, makes 
money on every job, and does good 
work. He employs a senior assistant to 
review progress prints and coordinate 
the in coming work. 

Fred A Stitt, who started the Guide
lines and is registered in California, 
said his 10 years ' experience working 
in offices of various types showed him 
that architects share mutual problems. 
He also discovered that some archi
tects had hit upon imaginative solu
tions, and so he started writing about 
these practices in a series of small 
manuals-13 in all-which have sold 
over 40,000 copies. 

Later Stitt published eight hand
books on such topics as creative 
bossing and errors and omissions. His 
latest invention is a lab in his own ar
chitectural office where new proce
dures in drafting room productivity are 
developed and tested. 

Guidelines is both informative and 
well written. A complimentary copy will 

be sent upon request to those writing 
Guidelines, P.O. Box 456, Orinda, 
Calif. 94563 . 

Other subjects the newsletter has 
covered are methods of making an ef
fective client presentation, using the 
telephone as a primary marketing tool, 
how to respond if you're laid off the 
job, and how to turn a profit with inte
rior design work. 

Professional groups 
consider standards 
The American Institute of Architects 
and three other professional groups 
have banded together to intensify their 
efforts to develop a unified specifica
tion system. The focus of the current 
effort is Division 1 , which outlines the 
general requirements of project imple
mentation. The task is to develop an 
approach to Division 1 documents 
compatible with those guidelines al
ready in existence for each group. The 
other organizations involved are the 
Production Systems for Architects and 
[continued on page 29] 
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The classic styling of ornamenta l h a ndrailings 
adds rich dimensions to any architectura l setting. 
The Blum col lection includes handrail mouldings, 
spindles, scrolls , finials and decorative panels . 

A large var iety of high qua lity components is 
ava ilable from stock in aluminum, bronze, steel and 
malleable iron . A lso included is a large selection of 
durable malleable iron treillage patterns in distinctive 
motifs whic h provide for a w id e range of custom 
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For complete information, including engineer
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MANOR RESTAURANT , West Orange, New Jersey-Arch : Richard 
M. Bellamy; Fabr: Orange Forge Co. 
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Design & Interiors; Fabr: Colonia l Iron Works. 
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News report continued from page 27 

Engineers (PSAE) founded by the AIA 
in 1969, the Construction Sciences 
Research Foundation (CSRF) and the 
Construction Specifications Institute 
(CSI) founded by CSRF in 1967. 

A new document relative to this uni
fication system is available : the 13th 
edition of the General Conditions of 
the Contract for Construction (Docu
ment A-201 ). This publication has 
dropped detailed procedural require
ments and has streamlined the provi
sions to the minimum legally required 
to establish a contractural duty. 

The AIA annually distributes more 
than 200,000 copies of the General 
Conditions Contract, the most widely 
used form of building construction 
contract. 

Bank of Oklahoma 
tallest in state 
The 51-story Bank of Oklahoma Tower 
by Minoru Yamasaki of Troy, Mich., is 

Oklahoma Tower in Tulsa . 

scheduled to open this month in Tulsa 
making it the tallest building in the 
state. More than two-thirds of the 
building was leased before the bui.lding 
was halfway completed . The building is 
part of the $200 million nine-square
block Williams Center-master planned 
by Yamasaki. The center includes a 
performing arts complex, hotel, en
closed retail mall, restaurants, parking 
garages, and a park. Williams Realty 
Corporation is the developer. The bank 

building will be clad in anodized alumi
num with solar bronze glass; at the 
base will be arches of white marble. 

Marshall Purnell is 
AIA minority officer 
Marshall Purnell has taken the position 
of administrator for minority affairs at 
the American Institute of Architects. 
Previously, he was co-director of the 
lnstitute's Federal Agency Liaison pro
grams, and prior to joining the AIA he 
was with Fry & Welch Architects, 
Washington D.C. and a member of the 
faculty at the University of Maryland 
School of Architecture. 

His appointment as administrator is a 
victory of sorts for the National Organi
zation of Minority Architects (NOMA) 
which had lobbied against the AIA's 
proposed reduction of the job from a 
full to a part-time position. However, in 
the AIA's cost-cutting efforts the job 
has been downgraded, from that of a 
deputy vice president to administrator, 
and the budget significantly reduced. 
[continued on page 30] 
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News report continued from page 29 

Headless horseman gallops along the Bay. 

Driftwood art 
adorns freeway 
Unsigned, mysterious objects of art 
made from driftwood and other found 
objects have baffled motorists and 
highway officials in Emeryville, Calif. 
for the last 11 years . The sculpture is in 
a changing exhibit on the shores of 
San Francisco Bay along the East-

Smiling face with a plastic bottle nose. 

shore Freeway, and nobody knows 
who does it or when . It began to ap
pear in 1965, but not one person has 
been seen assembling the fantastic im
ages, which have included a gigantic 
hitchhiking hand , a headless horse
man, a group of musicians, guillotine, 
sail boat, roadrunner, and dinosaur. 

Viewing the work causes a traffic 
slowdown as motorists approach a 
busy multilevel interchange, but the 

Motorists can't resist stopping for this hitchhiker. 

parking lot for a nearby development 
provides a place to stop and look. 

The major material is Bay driftwood 
which the artists augment with tires, 
bedsprings, oil drums, foam rubber, 
and logs. Even when vandals knock 
down the artworks the sculpture is re
stored or replaced . The display seems 
to change from month to month; some 
speculate that street people from 
Berkeley are responsible. 
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New A21 Maytag Washer uses less hot water, 
less total water than other leading brands 
of top-loading commercial washers. 

It can save you 25 to 53°/o on gas used to heat water. 
THE MAYTAG COMP ANY , NEWTON , IOWA sozoa 

Look what the dependability people 
have just come up with, to help you 
cut costs in the laundry room. 

It can also save you 2 to 15% on 
total water usage which, of course, 
could mean a saving on sewer tax (if 
applicable in your area) due to smaller 
discharge. 

The energy-saving new A21 Maytag 
Dial-A-Fabric™ Washer can save you 
from 25 to 53% on gas for heating 
water over other leading brands of 
comparab ly sized top-loading com
mercial washers, because it uses less 
hot water. 

Naturally, your actual savings will 
depend upon present equipment and 
cycle usage. The figures above are 
based on cycle usage of approxi
mately 31/2 hot, 5 warm, and 11/2 cold 
water washes out of every ten wash
loads. 

Breakthrough! 
Maytag-equipped 
HOME STYLE LAUNDRY 
can give you more profit 
per square foot. 

This revolutionary concept can cut your costs, wh ile 
giving you a unique kind of laundry that lets tenants 
enjoy homelike atmosphere and convenience. 
Everything's grouped in a functional cluster, like in 
a home laundry room. It's all made possible by the 
new A21 Maytag Washer and the exclusive D21 
Maytag Dryer, two separate dryers in half the space 
of one large dryer. Look at the many potential ad
vantages compared to the usual self-service laun
dry: Smal ler space needed, smaller initial cost, lower 
operating cost, better return on your investment. 
Get the full story of the Maytag-equ ipped Home 
Style Laundry now! 
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Many Other New Features 
You and your tenants will also like the 
additional features we've built into the 
A21 Maytag, including : Liquid bleach 
dispenser for extra convenience and 
better fabric care, plus handsomely 
styled new control panel with easier
to-read markings. 

Easy Care for All Washables 
Your tenants will love the conve
nience of the new A21 Maytag Dial-A
Fabric™ Washer. It lets them dial a 
scientifically programmed cycle for 
any washable fabric-even knits and 
wool. One dial setting does it! 
Money-Saving Maytag Dependability 
Of course you'll appreciate the de
pendability built into every rugged 
inch, plus easy maintenance made 
possible by complete up-front service 
access. Get the free facts on how the 
new A21 Maytag Washer can help you 
cut costs and increase profits. Mail 
the coupon now. 
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me how much I can save on basic utilities with the A21 Washer. 
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News report continued from page 30. 

Windows on the World terraced restaurant. 

Windows on the World 
at World Trade Center 
The New York World Trade Center's 
107th floor, acre-large restaurant, Win
dows on the World, which seats up to 
1 000 at a time, has opened to critical 
acclaim-not so much yet for its design 
by Warren Platner of North Haven, 
Conn., as for the total dining experi
ence advanced by its managers, ln
hilco, created as a subsidiary of Hilton 
International especially to run eating 
facilities at the WTC. 

Windows of Windows on the World 
and of the Observation Deck on the 
companion building were a point of 
controversy with the buildings' archi
tect Minoru Yamasaki of Troy, Mich., 
and planners of the restaurant. Yam
asaki designed the windows of the 
towers 1 '-9" wide, but after a debate 
they were increased to 2'-4" on the 
restaurant and observation deck floors. 

The dining rooms-and there are 
several types-create an atmosphere 
of well-being and "residentiality." 
"There's nothing here to impress 
people but to make them feel comfort
able,'' declared Platner. 

Well, perhaps the women's and 
men's glittering lounges could be a bit 
impressive to visitors. They are un
questionably the most ornate rooms. 
And why not? asks Platner. Both were 
created in odd-shaped leftover spaces, 
but the Norwegian Rose marble on the 
walls, polished chrome towel stands, 
and ceilings paneled in oyster-white 
si lk (embroidered pink silk on the pow
der room walls) compensate for any 
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Mirrored, 50-ft gallery from restaurant to reception area (far end). 

feeling of being spatial stepchildren. 
At times some of the devices, such 

as stylized paintings or the proposal to 
include large, semi-precious stones in 
the mirror and glass gallery, jar the 
senses. And yet, this restaurant has 
something to please everybody. 

Platner said all he was told when he 
got the job seven years ago was the 
budget-$6 million later increased to 
$6.5-and the request for a fireplace. 
Despite inflation he stayed on budget, 
and he successfully discouraged the 
idea of a fireplace (smoke handling 
would be too difficult). Expenses were 
kept down by using stock materials on 
large areas and lavishing money on 
small focal points like the toilet rooms 
or the numerous one-of-a-kind lighting 
fixtures created by Platner. 

His overall design principles were to 
use every inch of window space for 
dining and to place the largest rooms 
at the corners, which have the best 
views . At the northeast is the main res
taurant seating 350; the southeast cor-

Gleaming restrooms spare no expense. 

ner contains the Grill, seating 200. To 
overcome the notion that only window 
tables are desirable, the dining areas 
are tiered giving each table a view and 
enhancing the feeling of intimacy. 

Observation deck 
easy on the feet 

Comfort and view for top of World Trade Center. 

"It's hard to be down when you're up" 
is the promotional theme of the Obser
vation Deck at the World Trade Center 
[continued on page 42] 



AIR·LEC DOOR OPERATORS 
SAVE YOU MONEY! 
Specify Air-Lee Automatic Door Oper
ators when you remodel your plant .. _ 
Save thousands of dollars a year. Cut 
costs on heating, cooling, door main
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Free Planning Assistance 
Forma's professional approach to laboratory planning. 

Good planning saves money. And we're making planning a lot easier by making 
it tree. From Forma Scientific you'll get detailed drawings, specifications, and good 
sound advice on environmental walk-in rooms, modular laboratory furniture, and 
glassware washing and drying systems at no cost. Because intelligent, cooperative 
planning is good business. For you and for Forma Scientific. Let us hear from 
you s_oon. 

.... Forma Scientific 
• - BOX 649 •MARIETTA, OHIO 45750 •AREA CODE 614/373-.4763 
-· TELEX 24-5394 •TOLL FREE JN-WATS SERVICE 800-848-9730 AREAS I . 2 & 3 
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News report 

In perspective 

House for many 
Dutch architect Egbert Jan Hoogen
berk has proposed a prototypical 
"house" in which 22 individuals, more 
or less, would share cooking, dining, 
recreation, and craft rooms. Private liv
ing-sleeping units would be loftlike 
flats and duplexes, equipped with 
sinks, hot plates, and showers, each 
divisible to meet the needs of one to 
four people. Two private rooms for 
guests would be included; a small ele
vator would accommodate wheel 
chairs and furniture. 

Hoogenberk's concept is a straight
forward way to provide small-scaled, 
communal structures for the growing 
number who are not part of couple
plus-children households. Similar in 
some respects to the converted loft 
housing of New York, this proposal re
places redundant kitchens, toilets, and 
other private facilities with communal 
ones, encouraging an extended family 
relationship within a manageable 
group. 

The dimensions of this prototype 
would be adaptable to most urban and 
suburban sites . Construction would be 
of concrete block bearing walls and 
light precast floors. Plastered wall sur
faces would have "innocent and rela
tively cheap'' decoration in bright tiles, 
which could be varied widely from 
building to building. [JMD] 
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Great hall (above) links communal ground floor with private second floor (plans below) . 

Duplex units on top two floors (section left) have divisible upper lofts (sketches below). 

---,~· 
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:opper fire sprinkler 
y-stem. Saves lives. Saves 
roperty. Saves money. 

Engineered copper fire sprinkler systems are designed 
; top fires in compartmented \buildings before they threaten 
Jple or property. 

Because copper is easy to handle, fabricate an install, 
aves in-place costs in stn.ictu r~s such as hospitals, n rsing 
mes, office buildings, hotels a d multi-family dwell in s. 

By detecting and suppressing fires early, the copper 
item utilizes a modest water sup ly while still providing 
lding-wide coverage. 

Copper's inherent corrosion resistance eliminates 
f need for oversizing to compensate for pipe corrosion 
lldup. Copper tubes stay clean inside and handle 
issures reliably. 

The copper system is put togetber by simple 
dering and installs fast, even in existing buildings. 
e system can be altered easily as future changes 
:::ur in room size, shape or use. And flush-to
ling sprinkler head designs are available 
shown. 

Most important, the low installed c 
he new copper system extends 
>tection to structures where formerly 
·inklers were not affordable. 

For more information on 
gineered copper fire sprinkler 
;terns, write to: 
>per Development Association Inc. 
Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 
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News report 

Report from 
New England 

For some, good comes in threes 
Can the three-decker, that "weed" of 
19th-century New England archi
tecture, survive? Like Brooklyn's 
ailanthus (tree-of-heaven), the native 
growth springs endlessly-north to 
Maine, south to New Jersey-housing 
25 to 50 percent of the inhabitants of 
many old northeast cities. 

A vernacular offshoot of the town
house, it is thin-fronted but freestand
ing, an old form of low-rise / high-den
sity housing with one family per floor . 
Unlike the revived rowhouse, however, 
the triple-decker has yet to acquire city 
chic. Some are dilapidated; few inspire 
great love. 

E 
~ 
-; 
=> 
.c 

C--=~ ~ 
Three-deckers: compelling form of mass housing. 
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In the last year or two, however, this 
early mode of mass housing has won 
some new fans and even fanatics. Ur
banists see its three-family living style 
as an alternative to suburban sprawl. In 
its reclamation also lies salvation of the 
old city it fills. 

Like its historic kin in the Victorian 
inner city, the three-decker stacks 
three families head-to-toe in spacious 
six-room apartments off narrow corri
dors. It features bay windows, big 
porches, side and backyards. Playful 
ornament scales down the bulk of its 
skinny shape. Variety in color, site, and 
detail enliven the monotonous rows 
into spritely streetscapes. Unlike tight 
rowhouses or the Chicago "three-flat" 
which bears a like name, the three
decker is an urban architectural form 
with rural New England aspirations. 
The reformers of the hour wanted to 
give the working classes more room 
than the packed tenements; they sup
plied some yard space, windows on 
four sides, and porches front and back 
to air the baby or the wash . 

In the 1880-to-1910 heyday of the 
form, hundreds of anonymous carpen
ter /bu ilders hammered out the wood
framed houses for early industrial 
areas. A multiple of the single-family 
ideal , it would fill tree-lined subur
banesque streets and yet provide the 
density for immigrant-dwellers to carry 
on European-style street and stoop life, 
and to use the trolley moving out to the 
emerging ''streetcar suburbs.'' 

Today, the three-decke~ is both an 
antique and a compelling forr:n of mass 
housing. Lately , a few are learning to 
enjoy the rhythms of its muted colors 
and shapes; to see the variety within 
unity (roofs are mansard, flat, or 
peaked); and to appreciate "the plas
ticity of the wooden form rustically sim
plistic in its urban context," as notes 
Arthur Krim, geographer and three
decker researcher. 

The lack of pedigree has blinded 
many of the 150,000 or so three
decker dwellers who ring Boston (an 
equal number, by guess, elsewhere). 
" Ugly duckling" and "homely," the lo
cal papers still label them while yet en
dorsing Boston's attempt to polish the 
image. But the design-wise have be
gun to know better. " It would be a real 
question in my mind as to which is the 
ultimate form of urban architecture
the rowhouse or the three-decker," de
clares John Harrell, an urban designer 

with the Boston Redevelopment Au
thority. Like the early brownstone pio
neers, the small band uses these struc
tures either intact or, occasionally, as a 
shell. 

''At first , the concept of buying a 
three-decker house in the city is odd," 
planner Fred Ficken admits. Able to 
see design and economic possibilities, 
he has punched skylights in his top 
floor quarters and plans the novelty of 
selling off the two units below at 
$10,000 or so apiece. 

Bob Rugo, another three-decker 
owner and likewise a planner, is well
aware that 1 200-sq ft spaces on 8000-
sq-ft lots (typical size) don't sell at a 
HUD auction for $6000 without imply
ing trouble. There are indeed social, fi
nancial, and neighborhood problems. 

The condition of these structures 
tells more of northeast city life and ur
ban attitudes than of architecture. In 
Bangor, Maine, they blend in ; in stu
dent-packed Cambridge or stable Ev
erett, Mass., they look well-kept; they 
fetch prices in Boston from $25,000 to 
$50,000 and up; and in parts of Dor
chester they face absentee owners and 
abandonment. 

Economics matter most to promoter:: 
of the form and should intrigue hous
ing experts everywhere. A Boston Re
development Authority I Boston Urban 
Observatory study, led by Rolf Goetze, 
said the three-decker is the " lowest 
cost form of home ownership in many 
neighborhoods. For thousands of 
working-class families who could not 
manage a mortgage without help of 
rental income, they offer the only avail
able entry into home ownership." As 
an alternate to high-rise or single-fam
ily solutions, they are a still-working 
model of mass housing . The fact that 
resident owners often charge low rents 
to get compatible tenants and that 
these tenants, in turn, may share in up
keep suggests other housing lessons 
on informal subsidy and support. 

Three-deckers could, and some
times still do, represent a stepping 
stone for lower income groups movirig 
up. The three-decker, then, should 
provide one of the more provocative 
architectural trends. 

Meanwhile, we might all do well to 
remember that a weed is only a plant 
with an unappreciative gardener. 
[Jane Holtz Kay] 
Ms. Kay, a tree-lance writer, is archi
tectural critic tor The Nation. 
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cenior High School, Plano. Texas 

act: Jarvis Putty Jarvis. Inc., Dallas, Texas 
tor Batson-Cook Company, Dallas, Texas 
Manufacturer: Lone Star Stucco by Texstar Industries. Inc ., Ft. Worth , Texas 
ing Contractor : Ray Boyd Plaster & Tile, Inc, Garland, Texas 



... the sands of time 
do not impress this Patcraft carpet! 
It is "PRECIOUS" ... made of DuPont Antron®ll Nylon ... a 
carpet that combines aesthetics with durability for exceptionally 
high performance plus ease of care. (Custom colors available) 

ANOTHER PATCRAFT CARPET! 

•• 
1~ DUPONT 

ZE;_P.E!L 
CARPET PRDTECTDR Box 1087 • Dalton, Ga. 30720 
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News report continued from page 32 

in New York. Once there on the 107th 
floor, you should be down-sitting, that 
is-according to the Deck's designer 
Warren Platner. After visiting scores of 
observation decks on tall buildings 
around the world, he concluded they 
were inconsiderate of the foot-weary 
tourist. His remedy was specially de
signed metal benches right at the win
dows ' edge so that the viewer can rest 
and look straight down as well as out. 

Rails behind the seats and an ele
vated floor enable a second row of 
people to lean on the rails and com
fortably look out without disturbing 
those who are seated. 

To keep within his $1 .3-million 
budget, Platner eliminated the reflec
tive metal ceiling, but he didn't pinch 
on the floor covering: an embossed, 
nonskid rubber that's easy on the feet 
and practically maintenance free. 

Since scheduled tour groups visit 
the Deck rain or shine, something of 
interest had to be provided when the 
view was obscured . Graphic artist Mil
ton Glaser was commissioned to de
sign a presentation on marketing 
around the world (to tie in with the 
World Trade Center theme) and the 
colorful display lines the inner walls, 
where another railing provides addi
tional seating . 

Personalities 
Robert Tannenbaum, RA has been 

named director of the graduate pro
gram in community planning at the 
School of Social Work and Community 
Planning, University of Maryland at 
Baltimore. 

Basil Honikman has been ap
pointed chairman of the department of 
architecture , architectural engineering 
and planning at the University of 
Miami , Coral Gables, Fla. 

Joseph Esherick of Esherick Hom
sey Dodge & Davis, San Francisco, 
has been elected an associate of the 
National Academy of Design, New 
York City. 

Hugh A. Stubbins, Jr., FAIA of 
Cambridge, Mass. has been named an 
honorary member of the Boston Archi
tectural Center. 

Kevin Roche of Kevin Roche-John 
[continued on page 44] 

YWCA, Minneapolis. Minnesota 
Freerks Sperl Flynn. Architec ts. 

St. Paul , Minnesota 
Hoyt Construction Company, 

Sheet Metal Contracto r. 
Bloomington. Minnesota 

Color Kl ad 
TheY's Choice 
When the architect chose ColorKlad for the 
Minneapolis YWCA, he had good reasons
the same good reasons which make 
ColorKlad the most visible- and exciting
roofing and flashing metal on the market 
today. 

Nine attractive colors and two textures 
blend wel l with any architectural style or 
building material. NewtexturedColorKlad 
"T" eliminates glare and hides seams, fur
ther expanding the architect's design flexi
bility. And ColorKlad's maintenance-free 

BRASS & ALUMINUM CO. 
Bui lding Products Division 
724 24th Ave. S.E. 
Minneapolis. Minn. 55414 

Dial Direct Without Charge 
MINN ONLY 800-552-1202 
NATIONWIDE 800-328-7772 

finish is backed by a written. 20 isEND FOR ou'R NEW COLORKLAD BROCHURE , 
yea~ warranty ' guaranteeing AND COLORCHART TODAY! I 
maximum performance-at low-: · 1 
est possible cost to your client. 1 Name ______________ _ 

Specify the aesthetics, integ- : Title __ _;__ ___________ _ 

rity and cost performance of 1 Company ____________ _ 

ColorKlad for your next project-I Address ____________ _ 

you'll make a wise choice. :city state----2ip 
1 

~----------------~ 
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VICRTEX® 
vinyl wallcoverings 
vs. 
MILDEW 
Many vinyl wallcoverings are subject to ugly mildew stains
stains that ruin the installation and call for costly replacement. 

One vinyl is guaranteed never to mi/dew-VICRTEX! 

Our exclusive manufacturing process prevents mildew by per· 
meating the cotton backing, the vinyl surface and the adhesive 
with mildew inhibitors. We also bleach cotton backings com
pletely to free them of oily cotton seeds that often cause 
permanent surface stains. 

Here's proof-look at these "or equal" samples: 

Competitor 's sample from actual 
instal lation is permanently 
stained by Mildew. 

Vicrtex Bleached Backings, 
plus Mildew Inhibitors in 
the vinyl adhesive prevent 
Mildew Stains. 

It's difficult to deface Vicrtex-we've made it that way! 

And: 90 original patterns, deep textures, thou
sands of colors provide a boundless design pal
ette for any interior scheme. 

Specify today for lasting beauty tomorrow. Get all 
the facts in the Vicrtex guide, "Vinyl Wallcover
ings-Questions & Answers." Write or phone for 
your copy, today! 

L.E.CIRPEITERA. AOAYCO 

ANO COMPANY ~ COMPANY 

170 North Main Street, Wharton, New Jersey 07885 
(201) 366-2020 NYC : (212) 355-3080 

News report continued from page 43 

Dinkeloo & Associates, Hamden, 
Conn., has received the National Total 
Design Award from the American Soci
ety of Interior Designers. 

Calendar 
Through Oct. 10. "Suburban Alterna
tives: 11 American projects,'· Magaz
zini del Sale, Fondamenta di Zattere, 
Venice, Italy. The exhibit. organized by 
the Institute for Architecture & Urban 
Studies, is the American contribution 
to the 1976 Venice Biennale. 
Through Oct. 31. "Signs of Life: 
Symbols in the American City," Ren
wick Gallery, Smithsonian Institution , 
Washington, D.C. 
Through Oct. 31. "Three Centuries of 
American Art'' exhibit, Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. 
Through Oct. 31 . "Art Nouveau Bel
gium/ France," Art Institute of Chicago. 
Sept. 17-0ct. 17. Chicago Chapter, 
AIA, Awards exhibit. Art Institute. 
Sept. 26-30. Council of Educational 
Facility Planners international confer
ence, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Oct. 5-7. The Producers' Council, Inc. 
annual convention, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Oct. 8-9. International conference on 
designing for the elderly sponsored by 
AIA and Center on Aging & Human De
velopment. Nashville, Tenn. 
Oct. 9-12. Industrial Designers Soci
ety of America annual meeting, Phila
delphia, Pa. 
Oct. 13-30. International Conference 
of Women Architects, Iran . 
Oct. 21-22. International Academy for 
Aquatic Sports and Recreation Facil
ity-Olean YMCA Architectural Con
gress, Olean, N.Y. 
Oct. 29-31 . National Trust for Historic 
Preservation annual convention, Phila
delphia, Pa. 
Nov. 3-4. Computer graphics confer
ence and equipment display, Engineer
ing Society of Detroit. 
Nov. 7-9. National conference on 
planning and design of state court pro
grams and facilities, University of Il 
linois, Urbana-Champaign. 
Nov. 17-19. Building & Construction 
Exposition & Conference sponsored 
by The Producers' Council, Inc., 
McCormick Place, Chicago. 



PermaGrain acrylic/wood is a 
uniquely desirable flooring sur
face. It's the warm natural beauty 
of fine hardwoods enhanced by 
the reflective lustre of acrylic plastic. 

The durability and ease of 
maintenance associated with 
PermaGrain are inherent within 
the flooring. The color is evenly 
dispersed throughout the material 
thereby allowing sanding or other 

repairs to be made and still main
taining the original selected color. 

Its unequaled wear character
istics are achieved by forcing 
liquid acrylic into the porous 
wood structure and hardening 
by gamma irradiation. 

Installed in commercial buildings 
and retail stores throughout the 
country, its beauty and perform-

ance are proven in high traffic areas. 
It's a flooring that can satisfy the 
most demanding of clients . . . 
giving the same high level of 
permanent beauty that leading 
designers and builders have 
already achieved. 

Call us, or write today for our 
Designer Brochure .. . it will help 
you visualize how PermaGrain 
can work for you. 

PermaGrain 
acrylic/wood flooring 

the 
high traffic 
floor 
manufactured for 

E.L. Bruce Co. Inc. 
Box 16902, Memphis, Tenn . 38116 
(901) 332-8071 a Ci Company 

PermaGrain is a registered trademark of 
ARCO Chemical Company 
Division of AtlanticRichfieldCompany 
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lntroducin~ruD Acoustic Wood Paneling 

The Beautiful 
Sound Trap 
The part of the panel 

you see catches the eye. 
The part of the panel you 

don't see catches the noise. 

Trysil Decorative/ 
Acoustic Wood 
Paneling lets you 
control sound without 
sacrificing aesthetics. 
Used for walls and 
ceilings, it is more 
economical than the 
combined installed 
costs of sound treat
ment and decorative 
paneling. Installs 
quickly and easily to 
concrete, brick, plaster, 
etc. Three standard 
sizes available in 15 
rich, elegant wood 
veneers. Finished and 
unfinished. 

• FLAME RETARDANT 
• ACOUSTICAL RATING 

.80 NRC 

Write for Free Folder 

Trysil National Distributors 

aanCKOK 
1nousTr1es. inc. 

Ad 117 

1900 South 20th Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19145 
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in your computer, control, laboratory rooms 
wherever delicate equipment is installed 

~JEIFY?frq~ 
CONCRETE BLOCK WALLS 

And you save many other ways ... PERMANENT, SANITARY, FACTOR Y 
ISH. Low maintenance. No refinishing ever! BUILD & FINISH IN ONE OPERATION. Thru·wall , . 
bearing units eliminate expense of back-up wall . .. CANNOT PEEL OR BLISTER. lmpervio• 
moisture or steam .. . EXC ELLENT CHEMICAL RESISTANCE . Acids, bases , greases , cle< 
compounds , etc .. .. LOW STL, HIGH INSULATION . FIRE RATINGS meet code req uirements . L 
energy and insurance costs ... MEET FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS for impervious surfaces .. 
TIME, JOB· SITE deliveries . .. 48 COLORS. Pl ain , sculptured & design faces . 

®U.S. Pat. Off., Can. & other countries by THE BURNS & RUSSELL Cl 
Box 6063, Baltimore, Md . 21231 301/837-0720 ® 4.4/bu in SWEET'S 
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SIDE SLIDING STORE FRONT SECURITY 

grjlles & 
closures 

Unique side
s/iding design means 

more freedom in architectural treatment. 
Dynaflair grilles and closures are free forming and bend 
around curves. Eliminates floor track without sacrificing 
security; cuts costs in renovations. No motors or con
trols-can be closed and opened by the touch of a finger. 
Grilles offer excellent visibility and unobstructed air flow; 
Closures provide max imum security with clear see-through 
Lexan panels fitted into the tubula'r extruded aluminum 
hinge members. 
Available in a wide range of colors and patterns, Dynaflair 
grilles and closures have been used by most major devel
opers and mall operators; more than 2,000 installations 
in the U.S. alone. 
Call collect or write for complete catalog and nearest 
representative . 
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Which Kencove vinyl wall base 
was installed 10 minutes ago? 

10 years ago? 
Kencove doesn't fade or shrink. 
That's why the 10-year-old Kencove (on right) looks as 

good as the new Kencove beside it. 
Of course, to stay looking good, Kencove has to start 

out looking good. 
That means ends that butt up evenly (accurate factory 

cutting and uniform height standards see to that) and ends 
that stay together (Kencove's unique formulation 
insures that) . 

Corners look and hold better, too . Because Kencove is 
easily molded at corners in one seamless piece, right 
on the job. 

Kencove's eleven colors (shown below) come in the 
following dimensions: Thickness: 1/8" to help hide wall 

irregularities. Heights: 2¥2", 4", 6" (except white). 
Lengths: 48" in all heights; 96' rolls in 2Yz " and 4" heights 
(except white) . Vinyl straight base also available in most sizes . 

Call your Kentiles representative for samples. And 
when in New York, visit our permanent showroom in the 
D & D Building, 979 Third Avenue, Room 1710. 

For wall base that wears years like minutes, remember 
Ken cove~ 

mrn1~00111rn1 
lilllmmmril 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215 
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Health Care Centers, Providence, R.I. 

Health and packaging 
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Building shell is 
basically a rec
tangle, with all 
areas requiring 
fixed wal ls loca
ted along right 
wall in drawing 
and model photos 
(opposite page). 
Beginning with a 
set of parts de
signed around the 
program require
ments, many op
tional layouts 
are possible. The 
drawing and the 
large model photo 
(opposite page) 
depict the built 
version. Painted 
mechanical ele
ments (opposite 
page, lower right) 
serve to il lus
trate how building 
systems function . 
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Two government-sponsored community health centers 
focus on maintaining residents' medical well-being 
by providing an inviting, non-institutional environment. 

Change. If there is anything just as sure as death and 
taxes, it is change. As many architects can attest, it is the 
one program constant for which it is most difficult to de
sign. Certainly no discipline demands more of its physical 
facilities than the health care field . 

When the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity asked the 
Research and Design Institute (REDE, now operating as 
The REDE Corporation) to design two prototype health 
centers for Providence, R.I., there were social implications 
as well. Prompted by the Health Maintenance Organization 
(HMO) concept, the centers were to replace, and upgrade, 
services which had been provided by neighborhood store-

front clinics in Providence. While the storefront operations 
had some severe quality shortcomings, they did spring 
from the communities themselves, and had the advantages 
of being familiar to local residents, of seeming friendly and 
non-institutional in character. Any new center, then, would 
have to retain those characteristics which encouraged the 
community people to avail themselves of services offered . It 
would also have to be capable of adapting to extremely un
certain future needs. 

REDE designers were given a suggested plan for such a 
facility by the government sponsor, but felt that it was far 
from adequate. After lengthy consultations with community 
residents-potential users-and with staff members, REDE 
undertook a redefinition of the program, and of its compo
nent parts. To have used the suggested scheme would 
have locked the centers into fixed and rather institutional 
patterns not at all conducive to the type of care desired. 
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Finished interior of medical center built of factory-fabricated panel system. Main waiting area (above) serves low-walled specialty reception spaces. ---• 
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Health Care Centers 

Another consideration, long a part of REDE 's outlook 
(PIA, Jan. 1973, p. 78), was the desire to make as much 
use of available systems and parts as possible. Flexibility of 
walls alone would not be enough. Various types of medical 
specialties such as pediatrics and obstetrics demand differ
ing shelf and table heights, and an ideal system would pro
vide those options and many more. REDE took its compo
nent ideas to a local manufacturer, William Bloom and Son, 
who agreed that, with simple standard adjustable shelf 
hardware, the panels would be capable of accepting an al
most infinite variety of shelves, cabinets, mirrors, tack
boards, etc. Also possible were entire self-contained rooms 
complete with a ceiling, lighting, and temperature control. 
Wall panels could be pre-wired and fitted with electrical 

--- ., 
, - ;;.:, .,, ._ - ...-:- ~ , .. 

. 1-

~ 
At the request of the OEO, one center was built conventionally, with fixed 
stud-and-gypsum board walls, creating objects around which carpet must 
be fitted. Flexibility and future change, of even the smallest accessory , is 
limited, since moving almost anything necessitates repair of wall or carpet. 

-

outlets and with high windows mounted in standard gas
kets used in buses or vans. 

Developing their concept out of these components, 
REDE designers sought to combine inviting open spaces 
with appropriate degrees of privacy. The parti called for a 
main reception desk where patients would be greeted and 
directed to the proper area for examination or treatment. A 
skylighted waiting area with large plants is centrally located 
to serve specialty areas, each of which has its own recep
tion desk, with low partitions. Adjacent semi-enclosed con
sultation areas have slightly higher surrounding panels 
which allow a sense of privacy without full enclosure. Full 
privacy, of course, is possible in the examination rooms. 

While O.E.O. bought the plan, it decided to build one of 
the prototypes with the panel system, and the other using 
conventional construction. Conventional walls, needless to 
say, have little flexibility and require that carpet be installed 

The shell for second of two centers was entirely finished and carpet was 
installed before the builder left the job (above). Interior components 
were then brought in and assembled by the manufacturer (using ordinary 
tools) , including full room units, complete with ceilings and lighting. 

~ 
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Health Care Centers 
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around them, not universally as in the panel scheme. Seen 
by itself, the conventionally built center would no doubt be 
a very acceptable design, but compared with the "kit-of
parts'' facility, it pales. Certainly the latter is given an ad
vantage by the colorful treatment of the ceiling mechanical 
elements, a feature omitted in the other center. But there is 
more to it than that. The crisp detailing of the panel compo
nents is as functional as it is handsome. Virtually everything 
that is wall-hung can be repositioned at will, whereas on 
gypsum board walls, installations tend to be much more 
permanent. Various wall coverings, integral with the panel 
system, had to be surface-applied to the standard walls
and they look it. All in all, the effect of the components 
scheme is a cheerful, integrated environment, just what the 
designers sought in terms of light, color, and scale. 

As with all projects, there are aspects of the Providence 
health centers which did not reach the heights to which the 

Components of manufactured interiors system 
provide numerous options for joint conditions 
and attachment positions. Shelf indicated (left) 
is only one of many accessory items wh ich may 
be mounted at various heights and locations on 
standard slotted track. Wall surface materials 
of almost any type can be integral part of 
the panels, fabricated along with the assembly. 



design team aspired. Since those administrators with whom 
the concept was developed are no longer connected with 
the projects, and since O.E.O. was disbanded by the Nixon 
administration, there has been a continuity problem . While 
the major thrust of REDE's concept has been realized, 
much of the graphics program designed for the panel sys
tem has failed to materialize. Signs and notices of the 
marker and tape variety suffice instead. 

Funds for maintenance-or at least an interest in it-ap
pear minimal. Coffee stains mar carpeted floors, although 
the carpet was specifically chosen for its ability to resist 
stains and to be cleaned. Nobody bothers, it seems. (An
other nearby center, also with REDE-designed interiors, 
sparkles because maintenance is constantly stressed.) Nor 
is any time wasted on the grounds. Perhaps the commu
nities lack sufficient interest, or maybe the loss of those far
sighted enough to launch the programs in the first place left 

the centers somewhat adrift ; it's hard to say. 
One other point bothers REDE principals Ron Beckman 

and Howard Yarme. Their efforts to develop a truly versatile 
system of interiors components from standard generic 
(rather than one-off exclusive) parts would seem to have 
paid off in the one prototype facility . But the end result-a 
specific set of objects-is not what they were after. Their 
work has always sought to initiate on-going process, not 
just a physical thing. It has been their goal to develop direc
tions, points of departure upon which others could build . 
But the process which generated the panel system for the 
O.E.O. medical center, while it produced a marketable 
product, seems not to have been grasped for the lessons it 
could lend to other manufacturers. (It has been offered.) 
Most interiors systems are still made up of proprietary ele
ments, interchangeable only within the individual system; 
many are expensive and non-standard, eliminating them 

from consideration for all but the higher-budget interiors. 
But for all that, the medical centers are functioning . The 

spatial feeling and scale are friendly and inviting. They 
work as they are being used, and they would work if re
quired to change. If the implications are lost, if the projects 
become just another set of dust-gathering prototypes, it 
won't be because REDE didn't do its part. [Jim Murphy] 

Data 

Projects: prototype neighborhood health centers, Providence, R.I. 
Architects (building shell) : McConnell & MacLeish . 
Designers (interior concepts and program): the Research and Design 
Institute (now REDE Corporation , Providence, R.I.) Ronald Beckman, 
Executive Director; Howard Yarme, Project manager; Peter Wooding, 
Industrial Designer. 
Program: buildings to house health care facilities for two neighborhoods. 
Interiors to provide flexible, inviting environment for changing health care 
needs. 
Sites: two separate urban city lots, in blocks surrounded by low-scale 
residential / light commercial neighborhoods. 
Structural system: open web joists and steel beams and columns. 
Mechanical system: gas-fired forced warm air , air conditioning . 
Consultants: Wilkenson Associates, HVAC; Morris Staller, electrical. 
Client: the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity (Now Community 
Services Administration) . 
Interior components: William Bloom and Son . 
Costs: approximately $32 / sq ft. 
Photography: REDE, except as noted . 
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Hospital room equipment 

Around the patient 

Many disciplines must be drawn together to design an 
efficient and pleasant environment for both patient 
and medical staff within the bounds of the patient room. 

A hospital patient room fits many needs. It's a sick bay. It's 
a hotel room. It's an emergency unit. It's a family reunion 
center. To make sure it fulfills these demands requires 
more than one specialist. It calls for a team of experts plan
ning together-right from the start-to translate the hospital 
client's needs and philosophies into a functioning patient 
unit. Good planning, supported by practical testing, as
sures a well-equipped, efficiently operating patient room. 
Once the broad physical space parameters are set, the 
planning team goes to work-interpreting, analyzing, modi
fying-to tailor that patient room to best fit the needs of the 
client. Together with the architect and the client, an Ameri
can Health Facilities planner, nurse consultant, equipment 
planner, and interior designer create the final product. 

In-depth interviewing is vital. Taking the time initially to 
learn the hospital client's philosophies and needs invariably 
saves time by enabling AHF and the client to come up with 
an appropriate solution in a shorter period of time. 

Single rooms vs. multi-bed rooms 
The trend today-towards single-bed rooms-seems to par
allel the trend toward increased ambulatory care; those pa
tients who are actually admitted to hospitals are generally 
more ill. Single rooms eliminate all segregation problems, 
for example, male-female, smoker-nonsmoker. They give 
instant isolation capabilities. They avoid the inefficiencies 
of shifting patients to "match them up." Each move costs 
$50-$75 in terms of keeping track of the patient for billing, 
notifying pharmacy, switching charts. A typical multi-bed 
unit often functions at 80-85 percent occupancy because 
of impossible matches. The 40-bed units built in the past 
generally resulted in 32-34 occupied beds. This number of 
patients related efficiently to nursing staffing patterns. To
day, creating a 32-34 single-bed unit allows the same nurs
ing effectiveness. 

Double rooms serve a good purpose in some depart
ments, orthopedics for example, where the typical lengthy 
stay of the patients can be made less boring by changes of 
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roommates. Double rooms are used in a psychiatric area 
for the companionship that can be an important part of a 
patient's treatment. In the OB department, women who de
liver normally are not "sick" and usually enjoy company. 
(With OB occupancy on the decline, however, being able 
to use that single OB room for a clean surgery patient be
comes very attractive.) Occasionally a hospital will use 
double rooms to establish rates-and to illustrate that the 
rates charged for a single room are realistic. 

The mock-up room as a planning tool 
A good way to assure an effective room is to build a mock
up. Move in a surrogate patient, perform the procedures 
that could be done in the room, and see how it would work 
under actual conditions. The mock-up room tests concepts 
of medical / nursing care. A hospital-appointed committee 
usually works closely with the planners as they modify the 
room to suit the hospital's and patient's needs. The size of 
the room, the function of the components as they relate to 
patient care, nursing staff utilization, economy and effi
ciencies, and aesthestic considerations can all be tested 
thoroughly. The hospital client can also rigorously test all 
the equipment he'll be purchasing for the room. 

The basic AHF philosophy of room size is-start small. 
Then let the room out, inch by inch-literally-as needs de
velop. A 6-in . increase in room dimension multiplied by 
many rooms plus additional corridor space quickly adds up 
to feet and yards. At $85 per sq ft, it makes sense to the 
client to proceed this stingily . Once the mock-up room-a 
simple plywood structure fastened with C-clamps-is set up 
and the corridor width is marked off, test procedures begin . 

Cardiac arrest-six people and a crash cart have to get 
through the door, into the room, and around the patient
quickly! The procedure is run through until everyone feels 
sure that the space allotted will offer no physical detriment 
to handling this critical situation. 

A stretcher is brought in to check patient transfer proce
dures. Manipulating a wheelchair around the room is an
other check, as is determining whether toilet and shower 
facilities are adequate for wheelchair patients. The position 
of cubicle curtain tracks is noted to make sure they don't 
interfere with IV equipment. 

The position of the bed is studied. A bed on an angle 



generally decreases the width of the room and gives better 
visibility of the patient from the corridor-an important nurs
ing need . The hospital's concern with the patient 's ability to 
look out of a window is also a determining factor. 

Architects creating a nurse's direct line of vision to the 
patient's head frequently find the jutting bathroom wall in
terferes with a clear view. If the bathroom is not located 
near the entrance to the room, the need for a handy wash 
area can be filled by a lavatory located there . It provides 
easy access to doctors and technicians entering the room. 

Lighting 
Lighting is the most difficult part of functionally equipping a 
patient room, since there are so many different demands to 
be met. The mock-up room provides an excellent opportu
nity to test the various kinds of lighting required. 

1) The patient needs a reading light that is easily control
lable, safe, and located so that the raising of an electric bed 

Two typical hospital room arrangements , one-bed versus two-bed . 

won't drive an IV pole into it. 2) The physician requires 
bright lights for examination and dressing changes . And 
the lighting must be sufficient for head-to-toe inspection of 
a patient-many of whom weren 't considerate enough to 
restrict their ailments to above-the-waist areas. 3) The room 
itself must have adequate illumination for visitors. 4) Nurses 
need a night light so they can safely enter a room at night 
without disturbing the patient with bright lights. A control 
on this light should enable the nurse to brighten the night 
light enough to allow her to read a patient's wristband be
fore administering medication. A night light can also be a 
reassurance to the patient. 

The lighting system within a patient room generally turns 
out to be a combination of many manufacturers' offerings. 
Fluorescent or quartz lights distort skin color less, so their 
usefulness in diagnoses is obvious. They also cost less to 
operate than incandescent lighting. Attaching rheostat de
vices to a fluorescent system is extremely expensive how
ever; it's not nearly so costly for incandescent lighting. A 
careful evaluation of needs and physical environment leads 
to a lighting system best suited to the hospital. 

Built-ins 
Built-in wardrobe requirements and locations can be deter
mined in the mock-up room. Wardrobes usually tend to be 
roomier than necessary. Hospitals with patients who re
quire longer stays need larger wardrobes, however, as do 
hospitals in climates where bulky coats have to be accom
modated in December. The hospital may also request that 
the wardrobe serve as a closet for linen and pil low storage. 

TV location is critical. Aesthetics, visibility, and light re
flection must all be considered. Small TV's mounted on an 
arm or a larger set on the wall are the two current options. 
Manufacturers point out that both present the same size im-

age to the viewer. (One space problem was solved for a 
client when the TV was mounted above the wardrobe.) 

If a coaxial cable system is designed into the building, it 
significantly decreases wiring costs of the project. TV's, 
telephones, nurse call systems will be in the cable-and the 
hospital can implement even more sophisticated systems 
as they are developed. There's also a trend to using a cen
trally located dispatcher who handles calls from patients all 
over the hospital and then informs nurses from the floor of 
patient requests. Some systems use a color code to simul
taneously indicate personnel location as well as the degree 
of urgency of the patient calls. 

Components of the room 
The AHF equipment planner talks equipment specifics from 
a data base of every type of equipment and furniture. In a 
typical building program, more than 250 manufacturers' 
names and 3000 items can compose the final hospital 
equipment list. This data base breaks down into more than 
450 space modules within the hospital-32 for patient 
rooms alone-and reviews the latest equipment specifica
tions. It provides a beginning for the in-depth interviewing 
between equipment planner and the hospital personnel. It 
assures that every option and kind of system is debated, 
and that nothing is forgotten . Careful listening on the plan
ner's part, right at the start, results in a well-equipped pa
tient room for the hospital. 

Bed consideration 
To learn about bed requirements, planners interview nurs
ing administration and department heads to learn what the 
bed needs to do. Does the nursing staff prefer electric 
beds? Should the bed have a five-position setting? Should it 
be controlled manually? What surface should the mattress 
rest on? Options include a solid pan or a chain link spring. 
A firm surface increases effectiveness of resuscitation 
equipment and results in greater comfort for the patient. 
This need for rigidity under the chest during cardiac arrest 
can also be provided by placing the bed's removable head
board under the patient. Once the headboard is removed, 
everyone needed in the emergency situation can gather 
around the patient for maximum attention. Safety features 
on a bed are important, the safety rails for example, and 
state and national safety codes must be consulted. 

The equipment planner prepares a presentation of avail
able beds which meet the client's requirements, discussing 
pros and cons of each model. They discuss servicing as
pects-will it be serviced by the hospital engineering staff? 
Should the hospital contract with an outside provider? Pre
liminary discussions determine which beds the hospital will 
evaluate carefully . Once the bed is set up, nursing, engi
neering, biomedical engineering, and maintenance can 
thoroughly inspect every portion of it in a working environ
ment. The engineering department should-literally-take 
the bed apart, checking ease of access to the parts. On an 
electric bed, biomedical engineers should conduct a safety 
check for leakage of electrical current. Dependability of the 
bed is paramount-downtime on an electric bed costs the 
hospital money. Housekeeping will check ease of environ
mental maintenance. They'll check for protection for the 
walls. Are the bed's wall bumpers adequate? 

The hospital may not want to use the same bed in all 
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Hospital room equipment 

areas. Sometimes a stretcher bed is used in ICU / CCU 
areas. It allows the staff to move the patient from the oper
ating table back to his room without continually lifting him 
from surface to surface. 

Medical wall systems 
Wall systems come with a variety of options and can be tai
lored to fit a hospital's needs. Usually it's dollars that dic
tate how elaborate they are . A complete wall system may 
include patient lighting , blood-pressure apparatus, and 
oxygen, vacuum, and suction outlets. Bedside cabinets 
and storage units can be hung from the system. A hospital 
may not need the sophisticated flexibility that is typically of
fered. Some hospitals elect to go to a panel system with 
wiring and minimal options for less complex needs. 

Chairs 
A basic decision: who's the chair for-the patient? Visitors? 
Or both? A weak patient won't easily be able to get out of a 
soft, deep chair. He needs a chair that's comfortable, yet 
sturdy-but its sturdiness may not be comfortable to a vis
itor. The inpatient requires a chair that will maintain its bal
ance under weight fluctuations as he assists himself up. 
The proper seat height is also important for easier rising 
from the chair . The correct pitch of the chair back is essen
tial to the proper support of the head and back. 

If the chair is procured with the patient in mind, the hos
pital's nursing philosophy must be considered. In medi
cal / surgical areas particularly, if a patient is well enough to 
sit in his chair, that could mean it's checkout time-accord
ing to one philosophy. Another views the chair as part of 
the therapy and essential to the recuperation process. This 
applies particularly to progressive care areas in a CCU. Pe
diatrics presents another consideration. A reclining chair 
that has overnight, sleep-in capabilities or a chair that con
verts into a bed offers good solutions for accommodating 
parents who want to spend the night with a sick child. 
Maintenance factors are vital. An opening at the back of the 
chair simplifies maintenance procedures considerably. Is 
the chair moistureproof? This is a necessary feature in a 
geriatrics ward where there are incontinent patients. 

The trend in patient rooms is toward smaller spaces. The 
space must therefore be used even more efficiently-and 
raises the question: is the additional seating necessary? 
And if it's necessary, how can it be handled? One solution 
is a stacking chair that can be stacked outside the room 
when it isn't being used . Another is a folding chair that can 
be hung on the wall-or stored in the wardrobe in the room. 

Bedside cabinet 
Choice of bedside cabinet is heavily influenced by nursing 
philosophy. Does the nurse consider the bedside cabinet 
part of her equipment or does she feel that it's for the pa
tient? Or both? If the nurse intends to use that unit as a 
work space-upon which to set a tray-the top must be 
large enough to accommodate her needs, in addition to the 
patient's flowers, cards, etc. Other spaces can also be 
planned for the patient's use: a wall-mounted shelf or a 
flower stand . 
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Should the cabinet have three drawers? Two drawers 
and a shelf? Again, who's going to be using it? Is it only for 
the patient 's belongings or will the bedpan be stored there? 
Should the bedside cabinet stand on casters, legs, a sled 
base? Consider mobility: most patients are right-handed, so 
the cabinet should be positioned at the left side of the bed. 
But what happens with a lefty? Is it important that the cabi
net can be moved to the other side of the bed? Mobility in a 
bedside cabinet is an asset when the patient begins to sit 
up in bed . The cabinet on casters can easily be moved for
ward to accommodate his altered reach . But what happens 
when the patient begins to move around and tries to sup
port himself against the cabinet? 

Overbed table 
Some hospitals choose overbed tables with a vanity for 
their medical/ surgical patients. For patients in pediatric or 
psychiatric units, however, the vanity mirror may present a 
potential danger. The hospital must also consider how else 
the table will be used. If the patient takes his meals in a 
chair, the overbed table must have a base that will allow it 
to convert to a lower position. And if electric beds have 
been specified, it 's important to select an overbed table that 
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Characteristic list of equipment for one specific type of hospital room . 
AHF derives similar lists for each room type in its planning process. 

rises easily-or the button-pushing patient who's manipula
ting his bed may find his knees are taller than he thought. 

Window treatment 
Choices include draperies, horizontal blinds, vertical 
blinds, or shades. Draperies can be washable or dry-clean
able. Fiberglass draperies are a popular choice, but hospi
tals should be aware that these "glass" materials break 
down. Some people are allergic to fiberglass fabric and vis
itors-or even the wind-in disturbing the draperies, can 
dislodge fibers into the air. 

A system of thin-slat horizontal blinds sandwiched be
tween thermal glass can be most effective for nursery win
dows. This system can provide privacy .and acoustical con
trol. The post-partum unit is generally positioned adjacent 
to the nursery, and the system keeps nursery sounds from 
escaping. When new mothers hear crying-any baby's cry
ing-there's no way they can be convinced that it 's not 
their brand-new offspring! 

Carpet vs. vinyl 
The most intelligent answer to the carpet vs. vinyl debate is 
a definite "it depends." Carpeting can be an asset in areas 

like general medical / surgical rooms or a cardiac unit 
where quiet is important. However, it may not be the best 
solution in potentially high-spillage areas like ICU areas. It 
is also critical that crash carts and other rolling equipment 
can be moved quickly in ICU . A hard surface floor assures 
this. It is extremely important that the proper fiber and car
pet construction be selected. Demanding a quality carpet 
designed for health care will result in a higher initial cost 
than for vinyl , but the long-term maintenance costs are 
considerably lower. 

Interior design 
Historically , interior designers have not been included on 
the planning team until later in the project. Working to
gether early, however, can mean the difference between a 
dull, sterile room for sick people and a lively, attractive 
room in which to recover. 

Interior design input is a valuable aid for equipment plan
ners too. It assures that equipment finishes and colors will 
be coordinated to building colors, window treatment, and 
accessories . Knowledge of design considerations adds an
other dimension to the equipment planner's selections for 
hospital approval. What does the final equipped room look 
like? Patient room needs are so unique and complex that 
each hospital represents hundreds of ideas and compro
mises. The results are a room that is equipped to function 
as efficiently and effectively as the hospital-and its pa
tients-would like. Aesthetic considerations must tie all the 
carefully selected pieces of equipment together for a pleas
ing environment. Many factors influence the interior de
sign-the architecture of the building, and the building ma
terials and finishes used. The designer may be dealing with 
hard surface materials-paint and vinyl-and use a lot of 
color and patterns for interest. Or with the use of wood and 
carpeting , he can take a totally different approach for a 
softer, more sophisticated atmosphere. Once the hospital 
administration has defined the institution 's " personality " 
or at any rate, the personality it would like to project-de
signers use equipment, furnishings, colors, and fabrics to 
create that image. 

Planning equipment for a patient room involves a lot 
more than putting equipment into a room. It 's a thoughtful 
planning process that requires expertise in architecture, 
medical / nursing techniques, interior design , graphics, psy
chology , environmental concerns, a vast knowledge of 
hospital equipment and furnishings . The chief critic is the 
patient who's going to be using that room-and he usually 
has plenty of time to analyze the results. 0 

Co-authors: Jan Dolson, RN, Health Faci lities Consultant. 
Recent planning projects include Vanderbilt Univ. Hospital, 
Nashville, Tenn. and Duke Univ. Hospital, Durham, N. C. 
Loren Hesla, Project Director, AHF, holds a BS in business 
from Southern Methodist Univ. and studied hospital admin
istration at the Univ. of Minn . Carol Krewson, IBD, is cur
rently planning interiors for Vanderbilt Univ. Hospital, Nash
ville , and Creighton Memorial St. Joseph Hospital , Omaha, 
Neb. Joe Parimucha, AIA, holds an MS in public health 
and medical facility planning and design from Columbia 
Univ. and a bachelor of Architecture from Carnegie Insti
tute of Technology . 
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Technics: life safety in health care facilities 

Where there's fire there's smoke 

It's especially hard for the mind to accept death 
from fire or smoke in a place like a hospital or 
nursing home. This is reflected in society's many, 
often conflicting codes dealing with life safety. 

Architects who design health care facilities-hospitals , 
nursing homes, and other similar projects-know that this 
category is one of the most demanding in terms of con
straints, especially regarding the floors that house patients. 

Of course there is the ever-present constraint of money
or the lack of it. Then there is the constraint imposed by the 
nature of the facility, what architect Joseph L. Russo calls 
" the tyrannical rule that relates the number of rooms on a 
corridor to the distance a nurse must travel to reach her pa
tient.'' And finally there are the life safety-related code 
mandates on the size of fire zones or compartments, corri
dor width, door size, direction of door swing, materials that 
may be used, number, size and location of exits, fire detec
tion, alarm and suppression systems, and on and on . 
Russo points out also that the code requirement of inde
pendent egress for each 150'x150' (maximum) area on the 
patient floor creates a basic grid that the architect must fol
low in his building plan as a whole. 

There 's no unanimity among the various codes or gov
ernment agencies on what constitutes appropriate design 
for life safety. True, there is general agreement that fatali
ties are unacceptable and that smoke kills more patients 
than flame. There is even fairly wide-but not complete
agreement on what would constitute an ideally fire-safe fa
cility if dollars were unlimited . But in this imperfect world 
where everything has a cost, choices must be made. Fires 
will happen . Is it enough to make structures fire-resistive? 
Should the emphasis be on early detection , alarm, and 
evacuation? Is it reasonable to expect to evacuate large 
numbers of bedridden patients rapidly from the building? 
From the fire area? Should the emphasis be on fire contain
ment and extinguishment with automatic sprinkler systems? 
Should the emphasis be on compartments-areas of safe 
refuge that can be isolated from the fire and smoke? Should 
fire doors and corridor doors to patient rooms be allowed 
to remain normally open , closing automatically in emer
gencies, as barriers against fire and smoke? 
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Decoding the codes 
Most building codes address themselves to most if not all of 
these questions. Where applicable codes point in the same 
direction but differ in specifics, architects tend to avoid 
hassles by following the most restrictive-and expensive
ones. But what is an architect to do when codes unequiv
ocally contradict each other? Richard Sander, partner with 
Joseph Russo in the firm of Russo & Sander, cites an ex
ample : New York State requires sprinklers in operating 
rooms, New York City forbids them. Some codes say , Keep 
the exhaust system going during a fire to evacuate smoke; 
some codes say , Don 't. Of course, conflicts like this are 
eventually resolved, but think of the cost in wasted time, ef
fort, and money. 

Fire-related regulations tend to be reactive . Each disaster 
sets off a flurry of activity aimed , usually , at preventing the 
same disaster from happening again . The result is an ac
cretion of well -intended but often self-defeating rules and 
laws, says Howard Seltzer, president of Westermann Miller 
Associates. 

Seltzer says that the multitude of codes is inefficient and 
leads to excessive costs. Furthermore, when architects up
grade an existing facility , they are usually required to bring 
it up to the applicable codes. This is so expensive that 
many owners decide not to have the job done at all. 

WMA has assembled a 35-page tabular code monitor to 
cope with the tangle of codes that may be applicable to the 
University of Pennsylvania Silverstein Pavilion hospital ad
dition project in which the firm is engaged (associated ar
chitects, Geddes Brecher Qualls Cunningham; consultant, 
Maurice W. Perreau lt). The possibly applicable code provi
sions are identified for each construction item. Among the 
codes analyzed for the monitor are National Fire Protection 
Association Life Safety Code, NFPA 101; NFPA Occu
pancy Standards and Process Hazards; Basic Building 
Code; Philadelphia Building Code; Pa. Dept. of Labor and 
Industry, "Bui lding Regulations for Protection from Fire and 
Panic " ; HEW, PHS 930-A-7 ; HEW, " Minimum Require
ments of Construction and Equ ipment for Hospitals and 
Medical Facilities," and many more. 

PIA has no easy answers to the problems posed by the 
multiplicity of codes. Undoubtedly a single, all-embracing, 
national code, flexibly and rationally administered, and 
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quickly responsive to new, authentic fire research findings, 
is what we need. There's nothing like that today, although 
NFPA 101 probably comes closest. One can only hope that 
code authorities, fire safety experts, architects, engineers, 
and legislators will find a way soon to come together and 
create such a code. For now, however, the best we can do 
is to mark the paths and pitfalls in the thicket of conflict and 
confusion that is life safety design. 

Interlocked chain 
" Life safety depends on an interlocked chain having seven 
major links," says John M. Foehl, SFPE, manager of archi
tectural and building products, Copper Development Asso
ciation . The links: fire prevention, detection, alarm, escape 
or refuge, containment, control, and suppression. Pre
vention implies good housekeeping practices. Detection 
relies on heat, smoke, flame, and rate-of-temperature-rise 
sensors. Alarm refers to alerting supervisors, central secur
ity , and the local fire department. Escape or refuge relates 
to a rehearsed evacuation plan . Containment refers to the 
structure's fire-resistive characteristics. Control refers to 
smoke evacuation and ventilation and the use of portable 
extinguishing equipment. Suppression refers to sprinkler 
systems and fire hoses. 

John G. Degenkolb, California fire consultant , makes 
these recommendations for a complete life safety system: 

1 Fi re-rated construction . 
2 Early-warning detection of smoke and fire, activating 

the automatic closing of doors to all patient sleeping 
rooms, surgeries, intensive care units, cardiac rooms, etc ., 
to block the passage of smoke and confine the fire to its 
room of origin . 

3 Automatic sprinkler protection. The sprinklers are in 
addition to, not in lieu of, smoke detection and automatic 
door control. 

4 Division of each floor into at least two areas or com
partments, with automatic-closing, tight-fitting smoke and 
draft control doors on cross corridors . In case of fire, the 
patients are evacuated horizontally to the safe areas from 
the fire-affected area until it is safe to return or until evac
uation from .the building, if necessary. 

5 A train.ed staff capable of instant response to build
ing emergencies. 

6 Smoke control facilities , consisting of either a separate 
air conditioning system for each area of the floor or mo
torized smoke-actuated dampers to isolate the smoky area 
from the rest of the building . It is not practical, says Degen
kolb, to shut down an air supply which serves more than 
one floor, as this could endanger patients, but the system 
nevertheless must not permit smoke to be recirculated. 

Along with Degenkolb, most fire experts agree that evac
uation of a hospital , nursing home, or similar institution is 
usually impractical if not impossible, except from street
level floors. Much preferred is so-called horizontal evac
uation to a safe area on the same floor, but this pre
supposes that the institution has a sprinkler system to fight 
the fire and / or the fire department will arrive before it is too 
late to control the blaze. 

Doorways to trouble 
Degenkolb's recommendation for detector-activated auto
matic-closing doors in patient rooms is the subject of ex
tremely active controversy. It 's interesting to note that 
Foehl's chain of seven links does not include automatic 
door closers. "Everything in life safety comes to a compro
mise, mainly because of economics, " says Foehl, and the 
automatic door closer is squeezed out by economics. Early 
detection and automatic suppression have top priority, 
Foehl believes. But the controversy doesn't hinge only on 
economics. Supporters and opponents of automatic door 
closers have a basic disagreement as to whether they have 
any life safety value at all , although one may wonder if 
some of the opposition 's non-economic arguments are a 
mask for economic considerations. 

Let's look at some background . Most fire fatalities in 
health care facilities are due to smoke or gas inhalation and 
most result from fires originating in patients' clothing, mat
tresses, or nearby combustibles, and usually are related to 
cigarette smoking . In two Chicago fires early this year-
at the Wincrest Nursing Home and Cermak House-more 
than 30 died this way. In the years that fire records have 
been kept, thousands of patients have died of smoke inha
lation in health care facility fires. The proportion of inhala
tion to flame deaths has probably grown as fire-resistive 
and protected construction has grown more widespread . 
"We're building better ovens," says Richard Sonder. 

A reaction: Codes and regulations were written to require 
that doors on patient floors be kept closed or be self-clos
ing to prevent smoke spread. Overlooked was the fact that 
nurses feel they must be able to see their patients, that 
many patients feel isolated behind closed doors, that 
closed doors are an inconvenience to the staff and that 
they may be a danger as they swing shut behind patients or 
nurses carrying trays. An unscheduled reaction: Staff fre
quently chocked or tied doors open, illegally but effectively. 
This has turned an emergency into a disaster on a number 
of occasions when the staff failed to close the doors during 
a fire . 

One solution: Permit doors to remain held open normally, 
with provision for remote or automatic release and closing 
upon detection of smoke. The three model building 
codes-the Basic, Standard , and Uniform-now require in
stitutional occupancy doors to be either self-closing or au
tomatic-closing by detection of products of combustion 
other than heat. NFPA 101, by contrast, permits stairway 
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4 HEAT STAGE - UNCONTROLLED 
HEAT AND RAPIDLY EXPANDING AIR 
NOW COMPLETE THE DANGEROUS 
COMBINATION. 

3 FLAME STAGE-ACTUAL. FIRE 

MAJOR HAZARD 

NOW EXISTS. APPRECIABLE HEAT STILL 
NOT PRESENT, BUT FOLLOWS ALMOST 
INSTANTANEOUSLY. 

2 SMOLDERING STAGE -
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS NOW VISIBLE 
AS SMOKE; FLAME OR APPRE
CIABLE HEAT STILL NOT PRESENT. 

MODERATE HAZARD 

1 INCIPIENT STAGE - INVISIBLE 
PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION GIVEN 
OFF. NO VISIBLE SMOKE, FLAME OR 
APPRECIABLE HEAT YET PRESENT. 

TIME IN MINUTES OR HOURS 

Chart shows long incubation period during which lethal gases and 
smoke may be generated before flames erupt. (LCN Door Closers) 

doors and doors in smoke partitions and on horizontal exits 
to be self-closing or automatic-closing, but says nothing 
about room-to-corridor doors. Several states have adopted 
all or parts of the model building codes or the NFPA Life 
Safety code. Nursing homes must meet the standards of 
NFPA in order to be certified under federal Medicare and 
Medicaid programs. 

Strong opposition to self-closing or automatic-closing 
doors has come from associations of nursing homes and 
hospitals, and they have sponsored campaigns to eliminate 
the requirement from several state and local codes, espe
cially with regard to room-to-corridor doors. Some archi
tects agree with some of their arguments. 

Martin Cohen and Barry Oberlander, SOM, say: "When 
we speak of life safety, we're not only speaking of the phys
ical structure, we 're speaking also of the ability of the nurs
ing staff to function properly, to keep an eye on the pa
tients. Self-closing doors either hide the patient from the 
nurse, or they're blocked open, which defeats their pur
pose. Automatic-closing doors add expense at a time when 
we've got to hold expenses down. Also, someone has to 
hold the door open while you're evacuating a patient who 
is bedridden." 

Frank Eliseo, director of development of New York's Fa
cilities Development Corp., the state's agency for adminis
tering the design and construction of health-related, nar
cotics, and correctional institutions, says: "We don't want 
to close doors on individual rooms; we want to close off 
and compartment the peril area and move our patients hori
zontally to safe refuge areas.'' 

All of the architects that PIA talked to agreed on the need 
for detector-actuated automatic closure on fire doors and 
those between compartments. When they objected, it was 
to the devices on patient doors. 

This kind of thinking apparently mystifies fire consultant 
Degenkolb. "Does it make any sense," he asks, "to build 
one-hour fire-resistant corridor walls, to prohibit or block 
shut the transoms, to require wired glass to be limited in 
area and to be in the fixed closed position, to prohibit lou
vers in doors, to prohibit the use of the corridor as an air 
supply plenum, and then to allow an unprotected opening 
at least 44-in. wide by 80-in. high every 10-15 ft along the 
length of the corridor in both walls? I think not! " 
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Have it whose way? 
The battlers for and against make use of analyses of institu
tional fires , tests, and statistics, often with the same mate
rial being interpreted both ways. Some opponents claim 
that an automatic sprinkler system and early warning de
tectors are enough ; the National Automatic Sprinkler and 
Fire Control Assn . states that there never has been a mul
tiple loss of life from fire in a completely sprinklered nursing 
home in this country since fire records were first assembled 
by the NFPA. 

Proponents counter that NFPA 101 specifically exempts 
fire-resistive institutional buildings and one-story facilities 
with protected construction from the requirement for full 
sprinklering. HEW estimated that, as of March 1976, almost 
8600 of 16,500 nursing facilities participating in Medicare 
or Medicaid were not required to have this protection be
cause of their constructional classification (although some 
of these may have been so equipped, nevertheless). An
other item: HEW has the right to waive the automatic 
sprinkler requirement, regardless of construction, if it con
siders that fire safety is not compromised; but a Govern
ment Accounting Office (GAO) survey for Congress re
ported in 1975 that 79 percent of the nursing homes in its 
sample which had been granted HEW waivers did not meet 
HEW's own standards for the waivers. 

Following the Wincrest fire in Chicago, Mayor Richard 
Daley ordered an investigation. The panel determined that 
Wincrest was a modern, well-constructed fire-resistive 
building, well-equipped with heat and smoke detectors 
wired to transmit a house alarm, and a fire alarm system 
directly connected to the Chicago Fire Department. Being 
fire-resistive, Wincrest was not required to have a fully 
sprinklered installation. 

The fire at Wincrest was discovered in a plywood ward
robe in patient room 306. Nurses discovered it and pulled 
the fire alarm. They tried to fight the fire with hand extin
guishers and started evacuation procedures. The first fire 
company arrived in less than four minutes. When the fire 
was extinguished, physical damage was only $25,000. But 
23 patients had died of smoke inhalation. 

The Investigatory Panel concluded : Automatic sprinklers 
would have solved the problem: detect the fire, give the 
alarm, and either extinguish or hold the fire in check. In
directly this would control the amount of smoke. 

This supposition is possibly true, says Stanley Reichlin , 
president of Reading Door Closers, but why did the panel 
not consider detector-actuated door closers? Reichlin 
quotes Senator Charles Percy as saying that several resi
dents were in Room 308 with the door closed and did not 
even know there had been a fire until after it had been ex
tinguished and they were rescued. Reichlin further says 
that the American Nursing Home Assn. 's Fire Safety Man
ual assigns 12 fire responsibilities to the nursing staff, in
cluding closing patient doors, sounding the alarm, and no
tifying the fire department, staff, and patients, but there's 
no certainty that they would perform as required in an 
emergency. 

For example, nine patients died in a hospital fire in Os
ceola, Mo., in 197 4, because their doors were left open; the 
nurse on duty had not attended fire drills. Reich I in also 
says that a 33-month study by the Oregon State Fire Mar
shal 's office found that of 13 fatalities covered by the study, 



nine took place in fully sprinklered buildings, and in seven 
cases the sprinklers never operated . Reichlin contends that 
smoke often kills in the time between fire ignition and the 
activation of the sprinklers. Activating the sprinklers with 
fast-acting detectors would solve this problem , except that 
these detectors signal frequent false alarms. A falsely trig
gered door is a minor annoyance; a falsely triggered 
sprinkler is a considerably more serious affair. 

" Project Corridor, " a series of full-scale fire tests ordered 
by the California State Fire Marshal found that smoke-ac
tuated automatic-closing doors " greatly improve the safety 
to persons from fire by obviating the human factor needed 
to perform the same function if such devices are not pro
vided ." The test rooms in Project Corridor were not 
equipped with sprinklers. 

Richard Hudnut of the Builders Hardware Manufacturers 
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" Project Corridor" tests by California State Fire Marshal indicate 
that one doorframe-mounted ionization detector may rep lace a pair 
of ceiling-mounted detectors, one on each side . (Rixson-Firemark) 

Assn . objects to some of the cost figures-he calls them 
misleading-reported by opponents of mandatory de
tector I closers. Hudnut says the opposition should not in
clude the cost of items they are willing to accept aside from 
the closer unit, such as the smoke detector, warning light at 
the patient's door, signal at the nurse's station, and the 
hookup to the central alarm system. Some of the quoted 
figures run to $3000; the actual costs are claimed to run 
closer to $125-$325 per door for UL-listed devices. 

The foregoing account of the controversy over door 
closers can hardly be described as fitting into a nutshell. Al
though it is a sharply abbreviated version of the thousands 
of words that have been employed in the battle, it was nec
essary because this is one area of institutional life safety 
where experts-including architects-do not agree. 

Shower of safety 
There is no question of the vital role that automatic sprin
klers play in preventing the spread of fire and extinguish
ment. The experience of recent years has shown that fire
resistant construction is no magic shield against fire or 
fatalities. High-rated construction protects property, not 
necessarily lives. As the old truism has it, buildings may not 

burn but contents do. Cohen and Oberlander recommend 
mandatory automatic sprinklers; John Foehl adds, even in 
closets, where many smoldering fires start. Cohen points 
out that fire-resistive construction can be defeated by poor 
housekeeping which allows heaps of trash and rubbish to 
pile up; furthermore, careless maintenance crews may, say, 
open a fire-rated ceiling to do repairs and neglect to re
place the tiles, destroying the ceiling's fire effectiveness. 

Building codes recognize the value of automatic sprin
klers by awarding bonuses to institutions that have full in
stallations. NFPA 101 , for example makes these allowances 
for health care facilities: 

Construction . Building up to three stories high may be 
protected noncombustible; normally , buildings of two sto
ries and more must be of the higher-rated fire-resistive con
struction . 

Ionization detector placement tips: Location too close to supply 
register , top, is bad, as air may sweep particles of combustion away 
from detector; good location is near return grille. (LCN Door Closers) 

Enclosure walls around stairways, elevators, etc. Fire 
resistance must be at least 1 hr in buildings up to three sto
ries; normally , at least 2-hr resistance is required for build
ings of two stories and more. 

Corridor walls. Partitions may be used to divide corri
dors from use areas; the normal requirement is continuous, 
slab-to-slab walls with at least 1-hr resistance . 

Exit capacity. Based on 22-in .-wide units, allowed ca
pacity for exits leading to stairs is 35 persons per unit, 
raised from 22; for exits without stairs (doors on horizontal 
exits), capacity is raised to 45 from 30. 

Travel distance. Maximum distance from a patient-room 
door to the nearest exit is raised to 1 50 ft from 1 00 ft; dis
tance from the farthest point in a room to the exit is raised 
to 200 ft from 150 ft . 
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These bonuses add to the designer's freedom and cut 
construction costs. Yet cost is the main reason that sprin
klering is not universal. The GAO has some reassuring 
news on this score. Based on a survey, GAO came up with 
an installation cost figure of $393-$625 per bed. Amortiz
ing the higher figure over 20 years at 9% percent interest, 
this comes to $5.57 per bed per month. Medicare and 
Medicaid reimbursements for interest and depreciation 
would pay part of this. Lower insurance premiums might 
also be granted. 

GAO does recognize that HEW takes too long to process 
the paperwork and that HUD procedures prohibit the grant
ing of loan insurance after work has begun. It recommends 
legislation requiring automatic sprinklers in all nursing 
homes and a change in HUD's restrictive procedure. 

John Foehl of CDA is involved in another approach to 
cost saving: hydraulic design . In conventional design, the 
size of mains, risers, sprinklers, etc ., is specified in the 
codes. But, says Foehl, sprinkler codes have traditionally 
been property-oriented rather than life-safety oriented, 
since they were designed to protect the large open spaces 
of industrial and commercial buildings; the availability of 
large flows of water was desired. 

But a life safety automatic sprinkler system for the pa
tients' floor would have to fight the fire in only one, or per
haps two, rooms. By quickly suppressing the fire, it would 
prevent its spread. So by careful analysis of the needs, par
ticularly of the most critical room, the available water sup
ply pressure (determined by flow tests at the nearest hy
drants), and of pipe and fitting pressure losses, hydraulic 
design offers the possibility of a much less expensive and 
more flexible sprinkler installation. Some codes allow wider 
spacing for sprinklers in hydraulic design. Foehl's interest 
is, quite naturally, copper pipe. Because of its low-friction 
bore and its resistance to scale and corrosion (assuring 
that capacity does not diminish with time), a lower supply 
pressure is needed to provide the required flow. In marginal 
pressure situations, this could eliminate the need for a 
booster fire pump. 

A computerized program for the hydraulic design of au
tomatic sprinkler systems is available. Copper Development 
Assn. offers the service free to architects, engineers, and 
owners. The architect provides data about the building and 
the water-supply characteristics, CDA translates the data 
into computer language and the computer designs the 
complete sprinkler system. 

Unsleeping eyes 
The eyes of any fire control system are its detectors. 
Alerted, they can cause alarms to sound, lights to flash, 
dampers to open or close, fans to turn on or off, doors to 
close, sprinklers to operate . Their location and the nature 
of the trouble can be displayed and printed out at a remote 
station, including a central security console. 

Since fires usually smolder before they flame, often gen
erating lethal quantities of smoke and invisible gases, early 
detection is vital. This is provided by products-of-combus
tion detectors, also called ionization detectors. They re
spond, very fast, to the presence of such products in the 
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air. This makes them ideal for patient rooms and corri-
dors. However, because they occasionally false-alarm, they 
are not used to initiate drastic action, like the opening of a 
sprinkler, although their speed would be advantageous. 
Sprinklers depend on heat: a fusible link melts at a pre
determined temperature or a heat-affected diaphragm 
opens, allowing water to spray through the sprinkler orifice. 
Aside from the extreme discomfort which may be caused 
by an unnecessary sprinkler shower, once the link melts 
the head must be replaced. The diaphragm unit, however, 
automatically shuts off and resets itself when the tempera
ture drops. 

Rate-of-rise sensors ignore ambient temperature, high or 
low, but are triggered when it gets too hot too fast, as when 
a fire flames up. Flame detectors respond to flickering light, 
and are useful for storage and other unattended areas, or 
where a flash fire or explosion might occur. Photoelectric 

UPRIGHT SIDEWALL 

PENDENT FLUSH 

Sprinkler-head types are upright, pendent, sidewall, and ceiling flush
mounted. Usual orifice size is Y2 in., but smaller orifices may be 
used in confined spaces such as closets and vestibules. (CDA) 

detectors respond when smoke obscures the air beyond a 
predetermined point; a gathering of determined tobacco 
smokers can cause them to false-alarm . 

Fire tests and actual experience invariably show the ef
fectiveness of ionization detectors, but their proper place
ment is a matter of continuing investigation. 

NFPA Pamphlet 80, "Standard for Fire Doors and Win
dows,'' in its 197 4 revision says that where the depth of the 
wall section above the door is 24 in. or less, one detector 
placed within 1 to 5 ft of the opening on either side or 



mounted on the doorframe will give good protection . In its 
1973 edition , the standard required two detectors, one on 
each side, or a single doorframe mounted unit, if the wall 
section was more than 12 in. deep. 

NFPA 101, in an addition to its 1973 edition, states that 
an approved smoke detection system is to be installed in all 
corridors, spaced no more than 30 ft apart or 1 5 ft from the 
walls, and electrically interconnected to the fire alarm sys
tem. But where each patient room is protected by such a 
system and there is a local detector at the smoke partition, 
no corridor system is required on a patient sleeping floor. 

Big Brother is watching 
Central control systems bring the ultimate in sophistication 
to a fire safety operation . Not only can they supervise all 
fire, smoke, and ionization sensors and fire alarm and noti
fication functions, but the systems may also be used to 

Schematic Distribution Pattern-Standard Upright 

Schematic Distribution Pattern-Standard Pendent 

Schematic Distribution Pattern-Standard Sidewall 

Schematics illustrate water-spray patterns produced by different 
types of sprinkler heads. Top is standard upright sprinkler, middle 
is standard pendent and bottom is sidewall-mounted head. (CDA) 

monitor and control physical security , heating and air con
ditioning, lighting, elevators, laundry and kitchen equip
ment, garbage and sewage processors and, indeed, any 
critical equipment. 

While simpler systems are usually hard-wired-that is, a 
separate circuit connects each sensor to the control con
sole-more advanced systems are soft-wired and multi
plexed under computer control, and speak to the computer 
in its own language; digital-coded pulses. With soft wiring , 
sensors in any zone are wired to local data-gathering pan-

els, instead of to the control unit; the local panels in turn 
are connected to the control unit with 2-wire coaxial cable. 
Many times a second the computer addresses each sensor 
with its digital code and checks on its status, using the 
shared wires (multiplexing). If an anomaly is indicated, the 
computer rechecks a few times to make sure it isn't a false 
alarm, then initiates whatever action is required . 

A smaller central system may be dedicated to any of the 
jobs mentioned above. A larger, integrated system spreads 
the cost and can supervise many buildings scattered over 
a wide area. Many systems are modular and expandable, 
block by block. Building alterations don't entail extensive 
rewiring of connections; just tell the computer about the 
new arrangements. 

St. Francis Hospital, Beech Grove, Ind., a 306-bed facil
ity in two buildings, with an eight-floor addition underway, 
uses one of the large systems to control almost all building 
functions, including life safety. Two interesting features: fire 
control doors are electromagnetically latched open and re
leased by the computer when it receives an alarm from the 
associated detector; fire extinguisher brackets are wired to 
send an alarm to the central console when the extinguisher 
is removed, alerting the console attendant when even a 
small fire occurs. 

Cohan and Oberlander of SOM probably sum up the feel
ings of most architects when they say: "Codes are a 
necessity. Without them, in the intense competition over 
where the available hospital dollars should go, life safety , 
among other features , could be short-changed. Codes are 
supposed to represent the minimum, not the ideal, and the 
minimum is what you usually get." 

What worries Cohen and other architects the most is 
what he calls the " unsinkable battleship mentality," the be
lief that design by itself can prevent fires and save lives. 
While this is complimentary to architects, Cohen says, the 
real answer to the problem is a well-trained, well-disciplined 
staff that maintains excellent housekeeping standards and 
knows exactly what to do in a fire emergency . 

When Utopia is established, we shall see this. In the 
meantime, architects must struggle within the restraints of 
the codes , fighting for variances when they believe there is 
a better way, and pray that patients and their visitors stop 
smoking. [Henry Lefer] 
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Resort condominium, Ocean City, Md. 

High density on the dunes 

A condominium project in Ocean City designed 
by architect William Morgan explores high-density 
housing issues with provocative results. 

Ocean City compares to many East Coast seaside re
sorts. The oldest portions of these towns, constructed in 
the early part of this century, are edged with boardwalks 
behind which sit two- and three-story wood frame guest
houses with double-tiered porches. This densely built, not 
very lavish vernacular construction gave way in the 1950s 
to low-rise concrete block motels, even less lavish in ap
pearance. As speculation forced land prices up, it was evi
dent that high-rises would soon appear where permitted . 

Up until the 1960s a large tract of privately held land 
north of Ocean City lay completely undeveloped. When it 
was finally subdivided and sold, the real estate developers 
pressed for variances from the town's 45-ft height limit for 
high-density condominium construction . Since the strip 
contained no cottages or motels, the city, in consultation 
with a planning firm , decided to allow 20-story towers in 
that zone. What would have been desirable at the same 
time (if a touch utopian) was an overall urban design plan 
to coordinate the siting and architectural execution of the 
projects. Instead the developers and their architects have 
created a chillingly monumental melange of awkwardly 
massed and positioned slabs, blocks, and towers. Rising in 
phantasmagoric relief against the city's wide white beach, 
they are a far cry from this country's "beach shack" am
bience formerly predominant on its coasts. 

With this kind of backdrop, the Pyramid stands out. If it 
can't alter the entire gestalt, at least it provides a strong 
identifiable building of architectural distinction for its resi
dents. Informal conversations with tenants reveal they were 
attracted to the Pyramid by its architectural "look," its 
floor-through apartments, balconies, and private ocean 
views. Morgan has worked out a complex V-shaped 
scheme with apartment units stepped back in staggered 
banks of three floors , all facing the ocean . Because of the 
plan, each living room and balcony is oriented east toward 
the ocean view with bedrooms cranked to the southwest or 
northwest along open access corridors. 

Despite design advantages, the original selling prices 
failed to attract prospective buyers . At that time (197 4-75) 
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MASTER PLAN ~N 

Master plan shows three 
phases: only one on far right 
is built (left) . 

SITE PLAN <i.._____JD 



The distinct geometry of the Pyramid stands out as isolated fragment (left above) but gets swallowed seen in context (above). 

Expression of circulation provides articulation 
of fac;:ade (above and below) extending from 
elevator core at entrance to open galleries 
along side, or cantilevered fire stairs. 



Resort condominium, Ocean City, Md. 

the high costs of construction of the Pyramid , coupled with 
the "soft condominium market" in Ocean City and other re
sorts precipitated the project's going into foreclosure. Orig
inally the condominiums were priced in the $45,000 (one
bedroom) to $60,000 (two bedroom) range with some 
reaching as high as $90,000. Finally they were offered
with smashing success-at an $18,000 average reduction 
per condominium. Unfortunately, however, the joint ven
ture partners, headed by Ocean City developer John Wha
ley who hired Morgan, lost their total investment. 

According to Whaley, the particular type of concrete 
construction-more than the design-was the principal rea
son behind the "astronomical" cost, (reportedly $10 mil
lion). A completely poured concrete structure appeared 
most desirable for the scheme given its configuration and 
concrete's acoustical advantages. (Most of the condomin
ium towers along the strip use some form of concrete con
struction : the most popular method is a poured-in-place 
concrete frame with precast concrete stacked walls.) Thus 
Morgan and Whaley decided to try a new poured-in-place 
method, a low-slump sprayed concrete with a one-sided 
form. However, it proved to be too slow a technique for this 
large a structure. Eventually concrete masonry had to be 
employed where feasible for the upper walls. In addition, 
expensive transfer beams were needed to fit car slots in 
between ground floor pilings supporting the triangular 
structure. 

Originally the master plan called for 580 units in three 
pyramidlike structures, 13-, 19-, and 25-stories high . Not 
any longer. So the Pyramid sits on its 2.5 acres surrounded 
by some breathing room of undeveloped land (five acres) 
where the other project stages would have gone. Yet despite 
its distinctive architecture-especially in comparison with its 
neighbors-the single building functions only as one nicely 
fashioned fragment in a chaotic environment. Its value to the 
overall context is thus diminished. As such, the Pyramid 
should then be viewed primarily for its implications as a 
housing prototype to be applied elsewhere. 

Here the advantages of the solution are clear, though 
very peculiar to a certain situation. Aside from the amen
ities of the plan mentioned above, the setback of the design 
casts fewer shadows on the beach and swimming pool 
than a normal tower configuration . The raising of the build
ing off the sand (in case of flooding) allows room for car 
slots (only about a third needed, however) . The architect 
succeeds in breaking up the massing and varying the ele
vations artfully, by cantilevering the fire stairs at the end of 
the wings progressively away from the building and pulling 
them back towards the elevator core , and by staggering the 
banks of apartment units. 

Nevertheless the design concept does have certain defi
nite drawbacks, formally and programmatically. Since the 
structure recedes away from the ocean at the center, apart
ments there are cast in cool shadows from late morning on 
(a situation desirable in Florida perhaps more than Mary
land). Although the balconies are shielded from other bal
conies by the blank walls stepping forward , the effect from 
within most of the apartments is similar to seeing with a 
horse's blinders: The view ahead is great, but confined . 
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Staggered banks of units provide privacy of views from apartment balconies 

Apartments are simply finished with carpeting , acoustic spray on ceilings. 

Ship-decklike terraces surround corner apartments . 
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN 

(The rare corner apartments with 1 000-sq-ft terraces, on 
the other hand , are splendidly expansive). As ingenious as 
the layouts are, most of the apartments have the long dark 
"dumbbell " shape found in New York City's old-law tene
ments-a criticism made by prospective tenants. Since the 
bedrooms overlook the open circulation galleries, their win
dows are understandably small. This concept obviously 
works best for housing where the occupants are able to 
spend most of the day outside. 

Morgan reasons that the " deep mass from east to west 
provides maximum enclosed space within a minimum pe
rimeter surface-an important economic factor." Perhaps. 
However, the fire stairs cantilevering out from the volume, 
the changing rhythm of units ascending to the elevator 
core, the recessed entries off the corridors call for a lot of 
perimeter walls, floors, etc. Gross square footage totals 
249,694 sq ft; net, 163,618 sq ft-a rather uneconomical 
ratio. These jazzy manipulations in the massing, the less
than-rational maneuvering of protruding floors within set
back banks of units neither advance the building type in 
terms of simplified construction, nor really, in terms of ar
chitectural form. While all these elements along with the 
strong elevator core marking the entrance create a legible 
and formally " interesting " exterior, the whole tends to 
strain for too broad a gestural effect. This is not to detract 
from the Pyramid 's architectural edge over much luxury 
housing . But it still comes close to being Miami Beach with
out the tzazkas. 

The architect (understandably) sees it differently: "A ma
jor design influence was the sand dunes-the fragile inter
face between the relentless sea and unyielding land .. . 
(with) each dune related to the next as sculptures under the 
sun. Set at the edge of the sea, the building becomes the 
beginning of the earth ." 

Aside from the ecological questions of building anything 
atop the sand dunes, or perceptual distinctions regarding 
the point at which a building stops looking like a sand dune 
and starts resembling a mountain, the architect can't be 
faulted for his intentions. Nor for his aspirations. " It makes 
available to the majority of our population high-density 
housing of architectural excellence. " Citing failures in 
housing in the U.S. and Canada, Morgan maintains that the 
"most interesting aspect of this project has been to pa-

ONE BEDROOM UNIT 

tiently search ... for an architecture of reality." 
That architecture of reality hasn't been found yet, how

ever. Taken as a prototype for urban housing, the concept 
raises questions regarding the plan's applicability to other 
situations, the optimum construction techniques, etc. In 
terms of resort housing, it may offer a more palatable solu
tion than other high-density condominiums, but leaves the 
question open whether any high-rise high-density develop
ment along the coast is desirable-from either the ecologi
cal or recreational point of view. [Suzanne Stephens] 

Data 

Project: The Pyramid condominum , Ocean City, Maryland. 
Architect: William Morgan Architects, Jacksonville, Florida; William 
Morgan, designer; Thomas A. Mccrary, project manager ; Theodore C. 
Strader, project architect. 
Contractor: The Farms Company. 
Program: one phase (180 condominium units) of a total plan for 580 
condominium units for high-rise development in beach resort. Most of 
units are one and two bedrooms with a limited number of penthouses and 
corner units with additional bedrooms. All units required a direct view of 
the ocean and a balcony (facing east) not less than 1 0-ft deep. Master 
plan wou ld also include recreational amenities such as ball courts, 
enclosed pool , activity rooms. 
Site: 2.5 acres (this stage) on oceanfront beach , north of main business 
district. 
Structural system: six-in.-thick reinforced concrete walls support 
poured-in-place flat slabs. Bearing walls are sprayed in place low-slump 
pea rock concrete using one-sided forms. Uppermost bearing walls are 
concrete masonry where stresses and codes permit. Concrete foundation 
pilings support bearing fin walls and transfer beams to raise structure off 
the ground and allow for car parking. 
Mechanical system: vertical riser shafts carry conventional systems and 
are connected to 20-ft-wide insulated chase garage ceiling linking to 
central utility room . Ch iller at top of elevator shaft supplies cooled water to 
individual air handling units; electric resistance strips in unit supply ducts 
provide heating . 
Major materials: poured-in-place concrete, paint, carpeting (See Building 
materials, p. 112). 

Consultants: Atchison & Keller , Inc . (mechanical) : Sherrer-Bauman & 
Associates, structural; Geiger-Berger Associates, special structural; 
William Lam Associates, Inc ., lighting ; John Saladino, interiors of model 
apartments. 
Costs: withheld at request of client. 
Photography: Robert Lautman. 
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Resort condominium, Baja Calif. 

Low density in the dunes 
C. Ray Smith 

' 
Resort condominiums at Baja California by Mexican 
architect Ricardo Legorreta offer a low-
profile, low-density form of beachfront housing. 

Few buildings built underground have as spectacular and 
self-evident rationales for being dug in as the condominium 
units designed by Mexico's Ricardo Legorreta for the resort 
at Cabo San Lucas in Baja California, Mexico. And few un
derground buildings actually reinforce the contours of their 
terrains as these condominiums do. 

There, at the southernmost tip of Baja, the desert vegeta
tion comes down in a continuous run from the headland 
mountains to the sea. A dune behind the beach is angled 
toward the jagged, imposing rocks of the cape-the end of 
the road and of the land, the last goal and symbol of con
quest over that 1000-mile frontier projecting into the 
Pacific . 

On this beach adjacent to the Camino Real Hotel at Cabo 
San Lucas-a resort that has had considerable success as 
Baja's tourist flow has increased-the hotel envisioned ten 
condominium units planned for sale. Architect Legorreta, 
who had designed Mexico City 's Camino Real Hotel (PIA, 
June 1969, p. 82) with sculptural massing, battered walls, 
and vibrant color inside and out, felt that " any kind of ar
chitecture would be powerless to compete with the natural 
environment at Cabo San Lucas." Therefore, he explains , 
"The criterion of the design was to leave the landscape 
untouched." 

Into the slope of the dune he recesses two rows of units, 
five to a row. Each condominium is a two-bedroom unit 
with a living room, kitchenette, and bath flanked on each 
side by a bedroom and another bath. 

Visible only from the water, the units are entered across 
the dune on boardwalks that thread through a pattern of 
low, concrete retaining walls-like a desert version of a 
boxwood parterre. Everything else is underground. 

The underground scheme is especially practical at Cabo 
San Lucas since it almost never rains. Local stone is used 

Aurhor: C. Ray Smith , AIA, an architecture and design 
critic, was Editor of Interiors and senior editor of P/A. 
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for the retaining walls of the units and concrete slabs for 
the roofs; the inner walls, with an air space between them 
and the retaining walls, are of block and plaster. 

From the dune-top boardwalks, stairs leading down to 
the units narrow at the bottom. The device, which architect 
Legorreta has applied before in the entrance hallways of at 
least two houses in Mexico, provides a transition that, he 
says, "changes the scale and the sensation of light so that 
you enter the space through a kind of tunnel." At the bot
tom of the stair is a patio-also open to the sky and filled 
"like a small oasis," the architect notes, with tropical desert 
vegetation. 

From inside, each room has a view of the rocks through 
glass walls that slide open onto the beach. Beyond the 
glass, exterior retaining walls are inflected to the views of 
the rocks dipping into the sea. Each wall is specially con
structed to make the most of the individual angles of each 
unit as well as to preserve the dune. 

Besides its purpose as a condominium, each unit is 
planned so that it can be used as supplemental hotel ac
commodation until it is sold. What makes it possible to use 
each condominium as three separate hotel bedrooms is the 
sunken patio forming a central space. The patio both sepa
rates and links the three-room unit. 

To make each of the rooms serviceable as a separate ho
tel accommodation, each is visually isolated from the other 
by a small, enclosed tunnellike entrance. The central living 
room has wood shutters against the patio glass to maintain 
privacy. In addition, each room has its own bath , and the 
living room has a convertible sofa that allows it to double as 
a bedroom. 

Inside, according to architect Legorreta, "The inner at
mosphere is created by means of walls of balanced propor
tions that generate both parapets and furniture .'' Furnish
ings include these built-in " parapet" units of brick and 
plaster that serve as cushioned banquettes and as end ta
bles. The banquettes divide the seating areas from the 
sleeping areas of the bedrooms, and there a change in ele
vation reinforces the distinction. 

The plaster-finished interiors are painted sand color to 
extend the idea of consistency with the dune. Recessed in 
the wall alongside each dining table is a wedge-shaped 
lighting fixture, sculpted into the plaster. Light spreads 
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Resort condominiums, 
Baja California 

The entry stairs led to 
private rear court that 
separates three bedrooms 
(right) . Rooms can function 
as three separate units or 
one apartment . Plaster 
finished interiors with 
clay brick flooring below 
are deliberately simple . 
Bathrooms are lit by round 
skylight (bottom right) and 
finished in handcrafted 
tiles . Wedge-shaped niche 
in dining area (bottom left) 
conceals lighting. 
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down those sand-colored plaster wedges with the glow of a 
wall-washer on travertine. Architect Legorreta feels that 
Mexican architecture must take advantage of the crafts
manship of its contractors to build in such fixtures rather 
than apply industrialized fittings for which there is no tradi
tion of maintenance in his country. 

Other interior materials are the clay brick of the floors 
and the handmade ceramic Mexican tiles that line the walls 
of the bathrooms-above which, incidentally, are round 
skylights that dot the dune with cistern like forms. Among 
the movable furniture, the chairs, which are designed by 
the Legorreta office and are from a series called the Vallarta 
Furniture, have rush seats and legs that splay or flair at the 
bottom. 

All of the interior detailing is done with Legorreta's usual 
care and functional invention, but the site solution and the 
inflections toward the views are so strong as to take prece
dence. As Ricardo Legorreta says, "with the use of the un
derground elements, the landscape blends with the archi
tecture, giving it strength and personality, and at the same 
time, the architecture forms part of the landscape. By its 
lines and volumes, it tries to give man the desired peace 
and rest that have been lost in most of our cities." 

This basic concept paradoxically elevates the condomin
ium project to a stature far greater than its actual one. O 

Existing hotel sits in back of condominiums. 

Data 

Project: condominiums for Camino Real Hotel , Cabo San Lucas , Baja 
Calif. 
Architects: Legorreta Arquitectos, Mexico, D.F. Ricardo Legorreta, 
principal in charge of design. 
General contractor: Constructora Ballesteros. 
Program: ten three-room condominium units, planned as supplemental 
hotel accommodation until sold . 
Site: sand dune and beach adjacent to client's existing hotel. 
Structural system: retaining walls of local stone: concrete slab roofs; 
inner walls of block and plaster separated from retaining walls by air 
space. 
Mechanical systems: through-wall al e units in bedrooms. 
Major materials: plaster walls, clay brick floors , handmade ceramic tile 
baths, sliding glass walls. 
Consultants: Bernardo and Jose Luis Calderon, structural ; P.S.I., 
electrical and mechanical. 
Client: Camino Real Hotel, Cabo San Lucas. 
Photography: Richard Gross. 



Arata lsozaki 

The unreal 
architecture of 
Arata lsozaki 
Jennifer Taylor 

The architecture of Arata lsozaki may be seen as 
outrageous, but his built works in Japan communicate 
abstract theories and satisfy functional demands. 

The architecture of Arata lsozaki presents the most 
eloquent statement of the introspective, poetic mood of 
Japanese architecture replacing the search for tech
nological and structural prowess that dominated the archi
tecture of the 1960s. Yet the event of lsozaki's architecture 
is unique and isolated. His buildings provide a completely 
new architectural experience that derives from the rejection 
of the modern architecture's objective theories and the 
substitution of a personal, visionary approach to what he 
sees as the problems of today's existence. 

The theory 
To lsozaki, a building is the medium for returning meaning 
to the environment through the artist's ability to see and ex
press the nature of the times, and to provide the opportu
nity for the release of the individual from the position into 
which he has been forced by contemporary life. "Today 
humanity has been atomized, made anonymous, and ren
dered abstract," and so, "It is scarcely surprising the archi
tecture designed for anonymous human beings should be 
abstract and standardized .'' lsozaki contends that the ob
jective basis of modern architectural theories has contested 
rather than supported the right of the individual to identity 
and expression. He claims , "Modern architecture in gen
eral attempts to bury abstracted humanity with ubiquitous 
technology,'' and further, ''It seems to me that the heart of 
our modern architectural inheritance is the task of con
densing architecture and architectural parts in an oppres
sive visual simplicity that is always linked with commercial 
production. Things are losing their names, and individuality 
is being stripped of its significance as everything becomes 
enmeshed in the invisible, but all-pervading and controlling 
web of technology ." 

Author: Jennifer Taylor is a lecturer in architecture at the 
University of Sydney, Australia. Research for this article 
was supported by the Japan Foundation . 
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Gunma Prefectu ral Museum. 
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Arata lsozaki 

The modern progress of Japan was built 
on the astounding rise in technological 
ability. Today the results of this progress 
are being evaluated, and their desirability 
questioned. While this is happening in 
many countries of the world, the rapid 
changes in Japan have produced more 
critical results than those found in most 
other lands. Like lsozaki , many architects 
are rejecting what now appears to have 
been an ill-founded faith in technology, 
and are embarking on a personal search 
for a way to combat the problems gener
ated in the last decade. 

In lsozaki 's work the reaction has been 
radical. So total has been his rejection of 
tangible determinates that he has sought 
solutions on metaphysical planes. He ex
plores "the immeasurably vast and compli
cated situation that constitutes our times,'' 
and develops a means of presenting the 
meaning of this condition in the building. 
He does this by using signs, symbols, and 
abstract images which are open to inter
pretation by the individual according to his 
experience and awareness. As lsozaki 
projects concepts of an intangible quality, 
he changes the commonly accepted rela
tionship of things that belong to the tan
gible world by the restructuring of space, 
light, color, shadow, and texture. Only by 
destroying the conventional order of things 
can the new relationship between individ
ual and environment become evident. 
Consequently, lsozaki 's buildings are un
familiar, even "unreal," and one becomes 
intensely conscious of their unique evoca
tive atmosphere. 

However, lsozaki is aware of the exis
tence of, even the need for, controls, be 
they political, administrative, or tech
nological. "Consequently, devising ways 
of dealing with controls and interpreting 
them in a concrete way that makes resist
ance possible is one of the major aspects 
.of the architect's job.'' lsozaki aims to free 
the individual from the strait jacket of dis
regard and overt control, and make pos
sible his freedom of perception and behav
ior within recognizable restraints. 

The buildings 
Arata lsozaki attended Tokyo University, 
and after graduation studied under Kenzo 
Tange in the URTEC group. While still with 
URTEC he received his first independent 
commissions, among them a house for a 
doctor in central Oita and the Oita Medical 
Hall. Both buildings are highly stylized, but 
show a remarkable self-confidence for a 
29-year-old architect. While the doctor's 
house is strictly geometrical, the Medical 
Hall breaks away from the architecture of 
its day by adopting the Bosch-like form of 
an onside oval drum elevated on sturdy pil
lars and slab walls. Within and below this 
unlikely body are the offices and confer
ence rooms of the medical practitioners of 
Oita. The non-conformity of the archi
tecture becomes clear when one realizes 
this building was completed in the same 
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year as the Dentsu Advertising Building in 
Osaka and the Kurashiki City Hall, both 
prime examples of Tange's rectangu lar fa-
9ade architecture. As much as Tange's 
buildings speak of established order, so 
lsozaki's speak of rebellion. 

The pivotal building between the lessons 
of his mentors and his own direction is 
also to be found in Oita-the Iwata Girls' 
High School of 1964; the year of Tange's 
National Gymnasiums and St. Mary's Ca
thedral. The school is the first building de
signed by lsozaki after leaving Tange's 
atelier, and the effects of his tutorage are 
apparent. The new buildings are part of 
the design for an extensive complex to be 
added to an existing school. There is a 
surreal atmosphere about the site on 
which the old and new buildings stand. 
The original timber frame structures wi th 
connecting wooden corridors are dilapi-

Doctor's residence . 

dated and sprawl in a lazy manner through 
neglected gardens of semitropical growth. 
A less likely site for avant-garde archi
tecture is hardly imaginable, but on even
tual arrival at lsozaki's complex, one finds 
it surprisingly at home in the strange set
ting. The new school is not large but its 
scale is heroic. It is divided into two princi
pal sections, the classrooms and the spe
cial-use areas. The blocks rear up facing 
each other across a 63-ft-wide open space 
that is overlooked from all rooms. By step
ping out the floor on the upper levels, the 
blocks acquire not only a tense dynamic 
quality, but the space between them be
comes clearly defined, almost protected. A 
third element, the restroom block, is boldly 
and sensibly placed in the center of the 
composition to serve both wings. It forms 
the central focus of the group. 

The emphasis placed on communica-

Oita Medical Hall ; original portion (right), new addition (left) . 



tion, both physical and visual, between all 
parts of the composition provides the key 
to the success of the building . The hori
zontal paths between blocks are true com
munication channels . The connection on 
the second level serves not only as a phys
ical link but also as a viewing platform for 
what is going on below. The ground level 
platform forms a terrace, on which any ac
tivity is visible from above. Its position in
vites participation by all who exit from ei
ther wing . The vertical circulation is also a 
major communication space . The landings 
on each level are of sufficient dimension to 
serve as storage spaces, working areas, 
and as places for informal group discus
sions. The life in this building takes place 
in the communication corridors. The class
rooms simply provide spaces for instruc
tion. A stroke of vitality comes from the 
use of bright color flashed against the con-

Oita Prefectural Library. 

crete, painted on doors, and in the red and 
blue awnings. The High School retains the 
boldness of the raw architecture of the 
earlier works, but its planning concepts 
are new. While lsozaki 's later buildings 
adopt streamlined finishes, the logic of the 
school 's courtyard is often retained and 
seen as roofed-over, enclosed principal in
ternal spaces. 

The decade of 1 956-1 966 was not 
such good years. Japan's expressionistic 
formalizing was not only pushed to the 
limit , but in some cases over the edge . The 
National Theatre in Tokyo, Tange's Ka
gawa Prefectural Gymnasium, Kiyonori 
Kikutake 's Miyakonojo City Hall, Togo Mu
rano 's Takarazuka Catholic Church , and 
Sachio Otani's Kyoto International Confer
ence Hall were completed about this time. 
Even Kunio Mayekawa's dependable ratio
nality is not evident in his Civic Center for 

Oita Medical Hall ; new room adjoining original building . Iwata Girls ' School. 

I 

Saitama. lsozaki's Oita Prefectural Library 
belongs to this era. The building, which is 
sited directly opposite his earlier Medical 
Hall , is an experimental building showing 
full well the frustration of the architect as 
he searches for a new order and a fresh 
expression . The threatening, exaggerated 
external form is matched in the interior by 
equally complex, even tortuous spaces hit 
in the least logical places by strong, harsh 
colors. The lack of resolution of the 
sought-after rationale, of what lsozaki calls 
" process planning ," is apparent through
out. That this building was attuned with its 
times is testified to by the award of the Ja
pan Institute of Architects prize, and the 
Council of Architecture prize in Japan for 
1967 . Despite its shortcomings, the build
ing is a significant development in lsozaki's 
work , as concepts so awkwardly handled 
here are refined and restated later. 

Y. Futagawa, ~ Retoria 
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Arata lsozaki 

In the late 1960s the influence of Robert 
Venturi and Charles Moore reached Ja
pan. There are two sides to this influence. 
First, the obvious-the use of color, partic
ularly the supergraphics. But there is little 
evidence that this captured the Japanese 
imagination. Strong colors are found, such 
as the deep blue studded with stars in the 
dome over a fashionable restaurant, but 
the intent is quite different and bears no 
relationship to the use of color in the 
American work. It is in lsozaki's Fukuoka 
Sogo Bank in Oita of 1967 that the envi
ronmental potential of the new color is 
grasped and expressed. The dramatic 
central banking space relates to the plan 
of the girls' school courtyard, but here it 
is covered by a high, multi-angled roof 
that admits light from various unexpected 
places. By selectively keynoting structural 
elements, mechanical outlets, and circula
tion paths with bright colors, lsozaki adds 
to the confusing, lighthearted fantasy that 
contradicts the accepted image of "bank." 
In the design of this building he slips into 
other idioms his later work will exhibit. 
Given a very awkward, irregular corner 
site on the main street of Oita, he breaks 
the building into two sections-a lower part 
containing the main banking chamber, and 
a simple tower of prefabricated sections 
containing offices and conference rooms. 
The architectural interest is concentrated 
in the commanding forms and the equally 
dramatic central banking space. Other 
considerations are secondary. Despite its 
general assurance, there is still a naivete 
about this building, which is replaced by 
full confidence and sophistication in the 
major commissions of 1972-75. 

The urban theories of Venturi and Scott 
Brown were the second aspect of the 
American influence. These had arisen 
from the particulars of the American situ
ation and much of what was said meant 
little in Japan. The Japanese had always 
lived with, and loved, the mess. No urban 
renewal programs had attempted to tidy up 
their cities. No cleansing, purifying hand 
had been laid on their buildings, for this is 
not the nature of Japanese architecture. 
But what was meaningful and was 
grasped, again by lsozaki, was the design 
potential in Venturi's subtle innuendos and 
the lessons he drew from the Italian archi
tecture of the 16th Century. In a similar 
manner, lsozaki stimulates awareness by 
altering the accustomed context, scale, 
and texture of things, and by the juxtaposi
tion of conflicting elements . But while 
Venturi also drew images from everyday 
common objects, and stressed the reality 
of the familiar world, lsozaki draws his im
ages from unrelated times and places , and 
emphasizes not the local scene but the un
limited bounds of today's existence. His 
use of color enters realms untouched by 
his American contemporaries. As in the 
Byzantine age, lsozaki plays light on shin
ing colored surfaces to dissolve and de
materialize the building in order to create 
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intangible other-worldly spaces. It is the 
unreality, rather than the reality of life, that 
is stressed. 

Following a visit to Los Angeles in 1969, 
as visiting profes~or at the University of 
California, lsozaki was given the opportu
nity to relate the American concepts to his 
own perception of the current environment 
with the designs for three branch offices 
for the Fukuoka Sogo Bank. These small 
branch buildings allowed for the develop
ment of new design means, and each 
presents a clear, simple statement of the 
architect's intent. These were followed in 
1972 by the complex design for the bank's 
Home Office. 

The twin parallel red sandstone-clad 
walls that constitute the main section of 
the bank stand , large and imposing, in a 
line of glass-sheathed buildings in the 
main street opposite Fukuoka Station. This 
flat , dark, street wall, besides being a 
strong defining element in itself, acts as a 
foil and gives substance to the skeletal 
structures along each side. The severity of 
the wall, broken only by the rhythmical 
punched pattern of window openings, is 
relieved by a nonsensical , small, white, al
most-classical window bay which projects 
from the otherwise unbroken flatness of 
the plane. Rather than break the wall for 
entry and light, lsozaki has placed a full, 
separate front element in the form of a 
huge polished red granite beamlike struc
ture supported on gigantic hollow pillars of 
chipped red granite. Under the beam and ·~ 
between the pillars is tucked the miniature ~ 
white marble entry which echoes in color .: 
and scale the single projecting window ~ 
motif of the wall above. Together these el- ~ 
ements make up a second, lower, street ~ 
faQade. Curving skylights with black metal 
trim form the transition between the two fa
Qades. The integration of the white graph-

Oita Branch, Fukuoka Sogo Bank. Interior (below) 

Ropponmatsu Branch , Fukuoka Sogo Bank (belov 

ics in the upper corner of the building 0 

completes the composition, which gener- ~ ~================ 
ates interest at all levels and yet maintains 6: 
the integrity and power of the whole. All ~ 
four faQades of this free-standing structure ~ 
are equally resolved, and in visual terms 2 
the building presents a highly successful ~ 
example of street architecture. ~ 

The inside of the bank is amazingly rich ~ 
with the play and extravagance possible 0 

iil only with a manneristic approach within a F 
seemingly limitless budget. The principal rn 

banking hall with its entries and lobbies is Tokyo Branch, Fukuoka Sogo Bank (below). 
dressed in white sandstone and polished 
red granite. It gleams in the flood of light 
pouring down from the skylights above 
and through the translucent vertical 
marble slabs that run from floor to ceil ing 
at each end of the long narrow hall . The 
place is alive with astonishing, curved , 
contradictory details, and each willful part 
maintains its independence from the 
whole . Doors, clocks, telephone booths, 
benches, counters, all share in the arbi
trary delight of the architect's frivolity. This 
is not a generalized space, nor is it a 
space of discrete functional parts . Rather, 
it combines the general with the particular, 
and puts them into conflict with each 
other. This concept extends throughout 
the building wherein each section has its 
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Main entrance (above). 

I 
Executive offices (above and below). 
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Home Office, Fukuoka Sogo Bank; from the front (above) , from the side (drawing, left). 

Lounge (above); main banking room (below). 
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Gunma Prefectural Museum (this and facing page); stair to third floor (below) . , own individual character, which is dis
cordant with, yet ordered by, the imposed 
discipline of the whole. 

In the same year, the extensions to the 
Oita Medical Hall were completed, and the 
changes from the approach of 1960 to that 
of 1972 can be clearly seen. The curving, 
heavy form of the early section, denoting 
the time of searching, has given way to 
clear resolution . The transition from the 
old to the new is achieved by retaining the 
rear outer wall of the old building as an in
ternal wall of a light court which leads 
smoothly up low stairs into the new sec
tion. The elevator is centrally placed with 
the same directness and charged with the 
same overtones as the toilet block at the 
girls' school. The directness is carried 
through to the top level of the building 
where one leaves the elevator, not into an 
intermediary space, but straight on axis 
into the principal area of the curved hall 
with the sweeping tiered skylights above. 
The expected and the unexpected are 
continually played against each other. The 
new part's relationship with the old is ex
plicit. Facing each other across the light 
well the spaces of the two are visually 
linked through the openings of the new in
ner walls . With the exception of the confer
ence hall, all parts of this building are tied 
together in a mesh of total or partial com
munication, horizontally and vertically. Not 
only is the new section notable for its inte
gration of the two parts, but throughout it 
presents a harmony of blended spaces 
from the conference hall on the top level, 
down through the balconies, small stepped 
lecture spaces, and bridges that overhang 
the major office space below. All through 
the building the highly inventive and com
plicated spaces are modulated by frequent 
interjection of simple and direct details and 
objects. The curving metal stacking chairs 
and high-backed curved plywood chairs, 
hallmarks of an lsozaki building, take their 
place with other precisely designed fur-

~ nishings and fittings. Convincingly the di
~ verse textures, colors, lighting, spaces, 
':; and solids are all brought together in a uni
~ fied composition . 
~ The economic upward trend continued, 
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Gunma Prefectural Museum; outdoor terrace of inflected cubes that extend into pool. 

and with it came a noticeable turn towards 
luxurious finishes in the work of those un
dertaking the principal commissions. But 
lsozaki continued to demand the limelight 
with his three buildings of 197 4-75 vin
tage: the Gunma Prefectural Museum of 
Modern Art, Takasaki, the Kitakyushu City 
Museum of Art, and the Kitakyushu Pre-
fectural Library. 0 

Gunma Prefectural Museum is quite ~ 
11 unreal." In sweeping lawns enclosed by ~ 
woods on the outskirts of the country town ~ 
of Takasaki stands the pristine aluminium- ~ 
clad building. Far removed is the brute .; 
concrete of the 1960s; its place now taken ~ Rtt~~~~ 
by sleek, shining, geometrical boxes. The ~ i.;-:;:ZE~.:;s;~~fi~~ 
building profile is held long and low along ::> '" 

View across building from main entrance hall. 

the axis of the site, with two short wings South side of building showing outdoor terrace (left) and main entrance (right). 
projecting at either end from the major ---~ 
front faQade. The grounds entrance lies at 
one corner of the site, and in a masterly 
stroke, lsozaki elevated the nearest wing 
over a reflecting pool and angled it from 
the remainder of the building, facing the 
point of entry. On passing through the 
gate, the visitor is hit with a direct broad
side which prepares him, in part, for what 
is to follow. 

The Museum is entered through the fur
thest wing so that the entire principal fa
Qade is experienced before moving inside. 
Even so, the impact of the vast, meticu
lously polished silver and white foyer is 
startling. The space is contained in twin 
linked boxes with geometrically subdivided 
windows filling their exterior walls, and re
vealing once again the full faQade one has 
just passed. Ramps, bridges, and bal
conies float through, rather than break up, 
the smoothly simple major space. Were 
the materials less rich and the detailing 
less precise one could say it was detailed 
to the point of austerity; almost a rocket 
ship imagery. The surrounding secondary 
spaces, such as the restaurant, provide 
the lsozaki counterpoint by the unex
pected intrusion of harsh, bright colors. 
The exhibition galleries vary in their light
ing treatment but mostly they are plain, 
open spaces in marked contrast to the dis
tinctive design of the lobby and its adjoin
ing rooms. 

Interior of main entry hall (above). 
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Third floor exhibition space (above). 

"Stair sculpture" at erid of first floor exhibition space (below). 
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From Gunma Museum to the Kitakyushu 
City Museum was a short step for lsozaki, 
but as much as Gunma is gentle and eph
emeral, so Kitakyushu is harsh and ag
gressive. Rather than the flat plain of the 
park at Takasaki, the Kitakyushu Museum 
site is the top of a hill. The building has re
sponded by rearing dramatically in multi 
levels climaxed by two boldly cantilevered, 
hollow, square-sectioned, overgrown 
beams that contain the principal exhibition 
spaces. These gigantic beams are 
wrapped in dark silver metallic sheets and 
filled at their ends with windows similar to 
those at Gunma Museum. As at Takasaki, 
the sequence of approach to the building 
has been carefully engineered, and the 
shock of entry into the main hall is com
parable. While most parts of the building 
are of asymmetrical design and accom
modate their functions in a straightforward 
manner, the principal entry hall is strictly 
symmetrical, with the great elevated boxed 
exhibition rooms slashing through on each 
side, carrying their metal-clad walls into 
the interior. The hard, taut, reflective 
space of the hall is highly expressive of 
lsozaki's drive towards a new imagery for 
20th-Century architecture. As always, the 
initial blow is softened, this time by gently 
curving white marble stairways and 
smooth, almost classical doorframes. 

The Kitakyushu City Museum of Art 
combines several of the features of the 
preceeding works: the centralized space 
of the girls' school, the aggressive cantile
vers of the Oita Library, the distinct sepa
ration of parts of the Oita Bank, the contra
dictions of the Fukuoka Bank Home Office, 
and the three-dimensional ordering grid of 
Gunma Prefectural Museum, the Rippon
matsu and Nagasumi branch banks. The 
soft and the hard, the exuberance and the 
reticence, the logical and illogical, are all 
together in this tour de force. 

For the library at Kitakyushu there is no 
precedent in Japan and few clues in lso- Kitakyushu City Museum of Art. 
zaki's previous work. One cannot but be 
amazed at the imagination of an architect 
who can conceive of a library and its ac-
companying museum as two sensuously 
curved snakelike forms vaulted with con
crete ribs and sheathed in copper. Full ad
vantage is taken of the siting of the build
ing in the city's park grounds. Reading 
rooms and stacks open generously onto 
leafy surrounds to capture the nearby 
castle on its hill, and like a train on a sharp 
corner provide views back and forward to 
the curves of the building itself. Longitudinal section (above), transverse section (below). 

Not only is this library incredibly bold in 
its conception, but surprisingly it com
fortably houses the complex functions of a 
large resource center. There are virtually 
no solid internal walls. The transition be
tween, and definition of, spaces is 
achieved effortlessly by distance, direc
tional change, and variation in floor and 
ceiling levels. The smoothly functioning in
terior consists of spaces not only pleasant 
and comfortable, but even emotive and in-
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Kitakyushu City Museum (this and facing page). " Japan Architect 
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Arata lsozaki 

spiring. Under the vault are placed floors 
at varying levels, some of which burst out
side the skin and run alongside the main 
structure or tangle in an explosion of com
peting elements. The changes of level with 
stairs, ramps, overhead bridges, and bal
conies are typical of lsozaki's control of 
space variation, and over all soars the ex
posed concrete ribs of the vault. As in all 
lsozaki's buildings, the mix of seemingly 
discordant parts is apparent. The out
standing example here is the juxtaposition 
of the large, colorful, complex and circular 
medievel rose window, and the small, 
plain, ultra-simple, rectangular modern 
doorway below. The circular motif is 
picked up in the center of the door panel, 
making the relationship explicit. There is 
no balance of these opposites. The new is 
reduced to absurdity by the dominance of 
the old. Throughout the building the child
like furnishings , murals, graphics, and su
pergraphics give a note of innocence that 
denies the seriousness of the whole. 

For the first time since Iwata High 
School, lsozaki has designed a building in 
which the answers to functional, visual , 
and emotional needs are fully integrated 
and attuned. This is a remarkable building, 
and one can only wonder where he will go 
from here. 

The manner 
The buildings are eloquent, but speak to 
the senses rather than to reason. One can 
understand the parts, even recognize their 
origins, but a rational explanation of the 
whole remains elusive. 

The architecture derives from lsozaki's 
personal vision of the world and its trans
lation into built forms through the control 
of a depersonalized " manner." He ac
cepts that the media for architecture can
not be invented. Rather, the artist has to 
recognize its existence in the multiplicity of 
all things through time and space. Com
munication, travel , and education have 
broken down the barriers of time and dis
tance. " We have arrived at a point where it 
is meaningful to introduce and to mix in a 
disconnected fashion the many layers of 
historical fact, multiple styles, and regional 
visual vocabularies. " In his buildings one 
can find " as vocabulary items things de
veloped over the past 40 years of history 
of modern architecture. Probably their sole 
distinguishing element arises from the ex
panded field from which eclectic selection 
has become possible." The presence of 
items, which may range from Marilyn Mon
roe curves to LeCorbusier 's concrete, or 
from a Romanesque arch to a rocket-ship 
fusilage , represents the eclectic borrowing 
of ideas and objects from the grab bag of 
experience. These are simply the words, 
however, and should not be confused with 
the grammar with wh ich lsozaki writes the 
language of his buildings. 

The grammar of lsozaki is unique. At 
risk, I venture to suggest that for the gram
mar of form he is indebted primarily to 
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Kenzo Tange; for his awareness of the 
possible range of vocabulary and tech
nique to Robert Venturi, Charles Moore, 
and Hans Hollein; and, for his approach to 
design, to the modern formalists , particu
larly Louis Kahn, and again Venturi. But 
while such influences may have provided 
important stimuli, they have become more 
and more blurred as lsozaki either reacts 
against them or expands their meaning. It 
is interesting to note the similar orientation 
of some Italian projects of the late 1960s 
and 1970s. Surprisingly, as lsozaki had not 
encountered the Italian designers or their 
works until recently, these sympathetic de
velopments are discrete and independent 
reactions to circumstances in the individ
ual countries. 

For each specific project he holds an 
" imaginary hypothesis" about the nature 
of the buildings. This he calls the " image." 

1 
N 

He finds he cannot explain the origin of im
ages. The image is the essence of the 
building which initiates and permeates all 
aspects of the design . It is often expressed 
as a metaphor or an abstract idea. For the 
Oita Medical Hall it was "stratocomulus 
clouds,'' and for the Ripponmatsu and 
Nagasumi branches of the Fukuoko Sogo 
Bank it was " twilight." The image is mean
ingless outside itself and cannot be built. 
In order to give physical form to the visual 
concept he employs an approach " man
ner" as a framework for procedure. The 
"manners" operate through depersonal
ized techniques which are invented by the 
artist to explore the nature of space and to 
control the development of the design. 
These are totally abstract schema, con
ceived in terms of a geometrical ordering 
and disordering of space by means of a 
conceptualized grid or projection, to which 
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Kitakyushu Prefectural Library (this and facing page). 

Masao Arai , " Japan Architect 



Kitakyushu Prefectural Library, east entrance (above). 

Main entrance on north side of building (above). "Rose window" above east entrance (above). 

Reference materials room on second floor above first-floor reading rooms (below). 

all parts of the building must conform. For 
the Iwata Girls' School the manner was 
''chessmen,'' and for the Nagasumi and 
Ripponmatsu branch banks it was "ampli
fication. " These systems are developed to 
fit the specific requirements of the project 
as '' I have not yet found a core that I feel 
will lead straight to an accurate totality 
covering the vastness of current condi
tions. I do not, in fact, think that a single 
solution can cover all the aspects of our 
world.'' He often uses more than one mod
ulating system in a building. 

So, having conceived of the image, de
veloped the manner, and recognized the 
media, the building design proceeds 
towards the creation of spaces, forms, and 

0 objects that embody the projection of the 
~ artist's vision. Given the constraints of the 
2 functional demands of architecture it 
§ wou ld be expected that the built form 
~ would fall far short of the concept. But lso

zaki's intentions become manifest in build
ings that engender an indefinable sensory 
awareness of vision, image, and manner. 

To say lsozaki's architecture is uncon
ventional and nonconforming would be a 
gross understatement. Rather, it is out
rageously different. While the work follows 
in the path established by the early form 
makers of modern Japan, by his own vir
tuosity lsozaki has created a new world far 
removed from the drab heaviness of the 
architecture of the 1960s. With their con
temporary sophistication and wit, his build-

0 ings offer a unique architectural experi
~ ence, both in their outward appearance 
f--

2 and interior effect. While strikingly original, 
§ lsozaki 's architecture reflects the tenor of 
~ its times, particularly the buoyancy of the 

Japanese economy in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, with the accompanying in
vestment in sumptuous and extravagant 
architecture. It clearly expresses the dis
illusionment with the material and spiritual 
results of Japan's rapid advance into the 
post-industrial society. 

Further, it is in accord with its place. 
Where else exists the combination of tal
ent, money, mood, and values that makes 
such architecture possible? From a West
ern viewpoint one could question the 
Japanese values as indicated here; the pri
ority given to beauty and meaning in archi
tecture over convenience and functional 
efficiency, and expenditure on luxuries 
rather than necessities. Perhaps such 
questions are valid, but the same could be 
directed to the 5th-Century Greeks. It is 
against just such questions that lsozaki is 
rebelling. 

In Japan, his buildings are applauded by 
both the clients and the profession. This is 
evidenced by the Fukuoka Sogo Bank 
(which has returned to the same architect 

0 
on five occasions) and by the respect ac

~ corded by his contemporaries. In the fine 
~ arts of painting and sculpture a stance 
~ such as that adopted by lsozaki is the 
~ norm, rather than the exception . His major 
~ achievement lies in his ability to com-
~ municate his abstract theories while, at the 
g same time, satisfactorily accommodating 
~ the functional demands of the applied art 
;iii of architecture. D 
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Telegraph Landing, San Francisco, Calif. 

Village on the waterfront 

An 'urban village' of 189 condominium dwelling units, 
designed by architects Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell, 
maintains and advances San Francisco's tradition 
of low-to-medium rise, in-city, open-market housing. 

Citizens of San Francisco have long had the enviable 
choice of living well close to downtown. The hills-Nob, 
Russian, and Telegraph-which originally walled in the city 
were occupied early by the wealthy and have remained 
residential enclaves of prime value. Except for some tower 
building on Nob and Russian Hills and in the redevelop
ment area of the Golden Gateway, density has remained 
relatively low. Everyone's favorite image of the city includes 
streets of three- and four-story buildings whose rippling, 
bay-windowed faQades provide continuity from Victorian 
times to the present. 

For many years San Francisco has offered superior ur
ban amenities: accessibility to a lively downtown shopping 
center as well as strong neighborhood shopping districts, 
proximity to the work habitat of the somber-suited and striv
ing, and splendid recreational water areas with a choice of 
wilderness sports areas on ly hours away. All this plus a 
temperature climate have been factors in attracting moder
ate as well as the upper income residents. 

Those whose acquaintance with San Francisco goes 
back for 30 or 40 years know it as a place where a surpris
ing number of residents care about architecture. The area 
has maintained more architects in residential practice 
longer than most of the rest of the country, and they have 
contributed tract house and condominium styles that have 
been exported to the rest of the country . 

Developers have naturally shared in this endeavor. Some 
have even actually sponsored serious architectural design. 
In the 1950s, Joseph .Eichler was that rare developer who 
saw that only good architects could provide the kind of re
flective design that would lift his product above the banal 
level of those he saw carpeting the Bay Area. 

In the 1960s, another developer, Angelo Sangiacomo, 
came along to wave the flag for high style design, this time 
in the urban context. Starting in 1964 when he hired Jo
seph Esherick & Associates to design 144 one-bedroom 
units for a site on the slope of Telegraph Hill called Bay 
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Bay Stockton East and West, by Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis and 
completed in 1964, apply the Telegraph Hill vernacular. Wood-framed 
buildings over a concrete garage contain small units with ample windows. 

Stockton East & West, Sangiacomo has hired top talent. 
The recently completed Telegraph Landing-a condo

minium complex by another developer-represents the kind 
of urbanity San Francisco fosters. This development is tai
lored to a market which is increasingly the on ly one in 
sight: professional and retired people without dependents. 
The architects , Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell, have bested 
the limitations of an irregular 2. 17-acre site zoned for three 
different height limits, producing a project which, though 
densely packed, belies its actual size . A general theme of 
irregularity has succeeded in diminishing the scale and en
suring a graceful fit into a background context of small
scale buildings on Telegraph Hill. In fact, the hill-dwellers 
who keep a vigil over waterfront development have been 
entirely persuaded on the project's value by seeing a piece 
of the dreary gray foreground converted into a bright, 
sculptural form topped off by green roof gardens. 

The faceted form has been achieved within a regular 
structural system, exposed at the underground garage level 
but hidden in the living floors above. There a series of can
tilevered areas give the structure an irregular perimeter.The 
four buildings define a meandering interior court , a pedes
trian street. The staggered building heights, 84 ft, 65 ft, and 



The Telegraph Hill apartments, (above) by Karl 
Treffinger & Associates-a Sangiacomo project
are also wood-framed above a concrete garage. 

Northpoint, by Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons, is 
notable less for its stern fai;;ades (above) 
than for its internal garage-roof gardens. 
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At the foot of Telegraph Hill , 
nine-story apartment structures 
at Telegraph Landing look out 
over four-story double-duplex 
units toward a 210-degree view 
of the Bay. A private plaza, 
with contro lled access, leads 
to apartment entrances. 

James K.M. Cheng 
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Telegraph Landing, San Francisco 

40 ft, plus the use of different colors for high-rise and low
rise, have further reduced a potential and undesirable 
monolithic effect. The irregularity of the building enve
lope gracefully assimilates inset windows, bay windows, 
solariums, angular glass areas, and balconies. 

As for the units themselves, the 133 condominiums 
which occupy the high-rise buildings provide 19 different 
floor plans, offering the prospective buyer a feeling of cus
tom design impossible in the usual linear, boxy plans. 

The 50 two-story ''townhouses'' are stacked double in 
the low-rise buildings, with bedroom floors providing a buf
fer zone between the living floors. Outside space, either on 
the roof or on the ground is available to all townhouse 
units. According to architect John Field, this responds to 

buyer expectations that in San Francisco, if nowhere else, 
there will be a reasonable amount of indoor-outdoor living . 

Condominium sales at Telegraph Landing have been 
slower than the sponsors must have hoped. Perhaps the 
proportion of large units is too high for a market that in
cludes very few families. And the two-city-block separation 
between this site and the nearest existing housing has no 
doubt been a handicap, even though key business, shop
ping, and entertainment areas are within reasonable walk
ing distances. Subsequent development on adjoining sites 
will probably cure that problem. 

All in all Telegraph Landing deserves the approval of its 
prospective market. If there is any light at the end of the 
dark economic tunnel it should not be both the first and last 
of its kind. Yet, optimism is hard to come by in these times. 
Architects and developers in San Francisco are both 
caught in the bind between the environmentalists and spi-

CHESTNUT ST 

PARTIAL PLAN, MID-RISE BUILDING 20' 

TYPICAL PORTION, LOW-RISE BUILDING 
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raling land and building costs, which make the consumer 
the end loser and thereby diminish his numbers. But the in
terstices of the city where the projects on these pages were 
built still clearly do exist, we can, at least on paper, salute 
them and dream about their future. [Sally Woodbridge] 

Data 

Project: Telegraph Landing, San Francisco, Calif. 
Architects: Bull, Field, Volkmann, Stockwell, San Francisco; John Louis 
Field and Henrik Bull, architects in charge; David Paoli, project director. 
General contractor: Cahill Construction Co. 
Client: Sansome Street Associates; subsequently The Travelers, Real 
Estate Investment Dept. 
Program: 189 units, 56 in low-rise " townhouse" buildings and 133 in 7-9-
story apartment buildings. Private central plaza; parking under entire 
complex-one car /unit; clubroom with kitchen; steam rooms, sauna, 
gym; roof garden on mid-rise buildings; commercial unit on Lombard 

Solarium of a top-floor unit 
at Telegraph Landing (left) 
yields dramatic bay views. 
Complex interior layouts 
(plans opposite) include 
staggered living-dining 
spaces (below left) . Roof 
gardens on mid-rise units 
(bottom) embellish view from 
hill. Brick-paved plaza 
(right) has a focal fountain. 
Tall wood fences between plaza 
and private gardens (below) 
are relieved by cut-outs that 
can hold potted plants. 

John Dixon 

Street (now used for sales office). Areas: activity rooms, about 3000 sq ft; 
commercial, about 3000 sq ft; average apartment, 1326 sq ft; total, 
250,736 sq ft. 
Site: 2.17 acres, nearly level , at northeast foot of Telegraph Hill ; 
surrounded by wharves, new and rehabilitated commercial structures, 
and vacant parcels. 
Structural system: low-rise buildings, wood frame; mid-rise buildings, 
cast-in-place, post-tensioned columns and slabs with non-bearing 
masonry walls. 
Mechanical system: heating (only) from central gas-fired boiler, 
individual air-handling units in each apartment . 
Major materials: exterior of low-rise buildings, painted stucco; exterior of 
mid-rise buildings, grooved concrete block, with heavy duty acrylic 
emulsion coating; sliding aluminum-framed windows and doors; brick 
plate paving in plaza; gypsum board interior surfaces. 
Consultants: Royston , Hanamoto, Beck & Abey , landscape architects; 
L.F. Robinson & Associates, structural; Montgomery & Roberts, 
mechanical; A.J . Zarcone, electrical. 
Cost: approximately $10 million (construction only). 
Photography: Rob Super, except as noted. 

James K.M. Cheng 



Even the toughest customers 
are sold on vinyl building products. 

That's because building products of BFG Geen® 
vinyl are not only beautiful, they also live a long, 
virtually care-free life. 

They won't warp, rot, peel or absorb moisture. 
Which means vinyl gutters and downspouts 

don't rust or corrode. Vinyl shutters, siding and 
soffits won't need painting. Vinyl 
trim, baseboards and flooring 
are attractive, yet durable. 

Products made with Geen 
vinyl can provide year 
'round comfort, too. 

Vinyl siding helps to 
insulate. Vinyl clad 
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windows and vinyl weather stripping fit snugly to 
do a better job of preventing heat loss and 
minimizing condensation. 

Vinyl products are easy to install. 
But most of all, vinyl in building products gives 

homebuyers more good reasons to buy. And you 
won't find a better reason than that. 

Not in a dog's age. 
For information about building 

products made with Geen vinyl, 
write: B.F.Goodrich Chemical 

Company, Dept. P-2, 6100 
Oak Tree Boulevard, 

Cleveland, Ohio 44131. 

Circle No. 326, on Reader Service Card 



Technics: Specifications clinic 

Architecture 
by team 
Martin Martensen 

'A team is an association of people sharing common 
goals, who are willing to cooperate, and who can 
communicate with each other. An architectural team 
exists when the prime goal is to create architecture.' 1 

Being part of the team is an exercise in mental calisthenics, 
jumping from idea to idea until the most appropriate solu
tion to the problem is reached . Being a team member is to 
specialize, knowing more about a particular phase of the 
total process and its implications to the product than any
one else knows. It is being accepted as an expert. At the 
same time, however, it is essential for each team member to 
have a general understanding and genuine concern for the 
total project goals. 

The team provides the client with the documents neces
sary to communicate his needs to the construction indus
try, thus setting up a pathway for contract relationships. It 
is toward this purpose that the specifications writers are in
volved through their specialized understanding of the many 
legal documents and requirements that are acceptable to 
the construction industry, to assist the client in avoiding le
gal pitfalls. 

The master specifications is the tool spec writers use to 
evaluate new products, new systems, and new processes. 
Working within the total concept of the project, they are 
able to assist the team in judging the quality, serviceability, 
and compatibility of products and systems within the limits 
and goals established for the project. It is their function to 
assist the client and management personnel of the team to 
organize the materials and documents within the specifica
tions, to make them compatible with varying and changing 
methods of construction, with varying project management 

. methods, construction management methods, fast track, 
and conventional construction methods. 

The research and evaluation involved in developing our 
master specifications provide us with our prime tool, the 
starting point to work from. Our process allows us the flexi
bility to permit team members to make suggestions and 
recommendations, which if they survive our research and 
evaluation process, are merged into the project docu
ments. In the process of adapting the master specifications 

'William W. Caudill , Architecture By Team, Pg. 69. 

to project specifications, each team member puts forth his 
best arguments concerning his concepts of the project 
goals. Team interaction thus comes into play to produce 
the final result. The specifications writers' goal of defending 
our concepts and our master specifications then becomes 
not so much a matter of retaining the materials and prod
ucts in the master specifications, but a matter of defending 
a process of research and evaluation , determining what is 
most appropriate for the project. The spec writers' contri
butions to the team effort are thus involved in a process of 
constant interaction with other team members, be they fel
low employees or outside consultants, instead of being re
stricted to the written work towards the end of the process. 
There is much room for debate, disagreement, and argu
ment concerning alternate solutions in the process of writ
ing specifications. We frequently dispute with other team 
members in the process of developing the project, resulting 
in better solutions for the project, not a compromise. 

Just as the specifications writers are relied upon to pro
vide specific services to the project team, each team mem
ber is relied upon by the specifications writers to provide 
specific information to be processed into the project speci
fications. This interaction is a two-way street . The client , 
through the management personnel of the team, in consul
tation with his attorneys, insurance counselors, and advi
sors, provides the specifications writers with information to 
be incorporated into the "Boilerplate." The client often 
makes suggestions and recommendations on the type of 
materials and finishes to be used and manufacturers and 
their service facilities with which he has been most satis
fied . The designers provide the specifications writers with 
information regarding materials, their colors, textures, 
forms, and shapes which are to be included in the project. 
The technologists provide the specifications writers with in
formation concerning building systems and components, 
and the relationships of the variety of materials to each 
other. 

It is the responsibility of the specifications writers, within 
the team, to take the available legal documents, amending 
and supplementing them to produce a legal vehicle by 
which the client is assisted in his working relationship with 
the construction industry in producing the final product. 
The many past project documents which were created 
through the team effort indicate what has worked in the 
past. Each project, however, differs in its requirements and 
requires a rethinking and reworking of the master specifica
tions . The spec writers thus modify, edit, and revise the 
master specifications to fit the present conditions. 

The specifications supplement the drawings and are in 
turn supplemented by the drawings. The designers and 
technologists deal with concepts graphically ; we deal with 
concepts verbally . The project specifications neither lead 
the drawings, nor are they subordinate to the drawings. 
The specifications delineate the who, what, and how of the 
project and the drawings delineate the what, where, and 
how much of the project. It is only through intensive team 
effort that all areas of the project and process can be thor
oughly covered . 0 

Author: Martin Martensen is a Specifier in the Specifica
tions Group, Caudill Rowlett Scott, Houston , Texas. 



It's the law 

Courts disagree on 
exclusionary zoning 
Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan 

Significant constitutional questions are involved in 
determining under what circumstances, if any, a 
town, through zoning, may prohibit the construction of 
multiple residential housing within its borders. 
These issues have been litigated in a number of states, 
but the conclusions reached have not been uniform. 

The Supreme Courts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey (Ap
peal of Girsh, 437 Pa. 237; Southern Burlington County 
NAACP v. Township of Mount Laurel, 67 N.J. 151) have 
struck down ordinances which excluded all multiple resi
dential construction, whereas Florida courts have upheld 
the validity of such exclusionary zoning provisions without 
any qualifications (Blank v. Town of Lake Clarke Shores, 
161 So. 2d 863; Gautier v. Town of Jupiter Island, 142 So. 
2d 321 ). In Michigan, an ordinance excluding the use of 
mobile homes was invalidated (Bristow v. City of Wood
haven, 35 Mich . App . 205), but on the other hand, it has 
been held permissible in Ohio, Connecticut, and Missouri 
to exclude business structures from a community where 
adequate commercial services are available in neighboring 
communities (Valley View Village, Inc. v. Proffett, 221 F. 2d 
412; Cadoux v. Planning & Zoning Comm. of Town of 
Weston, 162 Conn. 425; McDermott v. Village of Calverton 
Park, 454 S.W. 2d 577) . 

In a recent case in New York, that state's highest court 
attempted to set forth guidelines under which the consti
tutionality of the exclusion of multi-family residential hous
ing could be determined (Berenson v. The Town of New 
Castle). The town involved is a quiet and undeveloped sub
urban community located 35 miles north of New York City. 
The town had experienced a 300 percent population in
crease over the past 25 years and the authorities sought to 
preserve as much of the Town's rustic atmosphere as was 
legally possible, and under the zoning ordinance excluded 
the development of any multiple family dwellings within the 
boundaries of the town . A developer who planned to build 
a large condominium development on 50 acres challenged 
the validity of the zoning ordinance. The proposed develop
ment was to include public water and sanitary sewers, a 5-
acre lake, swimming pools, and tennis courts. The commu
nity was intended for married couples and required either 
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the husband or wife to be at least 50 years of age. 
The New York Court of Appeals pointed out that zoning 

ordinances are susceptible to constitutional challenge only 
if clearly arbitrary and unreasonable and having no sub
stantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, or gen
eral welfare. In setting forth the applicable criteria in deter
mining the constitutionality of exclusionary zoning, the 
Court reviewed earlier decisions on this subject. In one ear
lier case, a zoning ordinance excluding multiple dwellings 
from a village in order to preserve it as a secluded quiet 
community of one-family homes, was held "patently unrea
sonable.'' In another decision it had been held that a zon
ing ordinance limiting business and apartment house use 
to an area adjacent to areas where such development had 
already occurred was valid " since a locality may adopt 
plans suitable to its own peculiar location and needs.'' In 
still another case, the Court ruled that a 2-acre minimum lot 
requirement for one-family residential use was valid be
cause of the "isolated geographical position " of the village 
in question . Also, the Court had upheld a zoning ordinance 
which had set forth a program for phased growth . 

The Court stated that in considering the validity of a zon
ing ordinance excluding multiple family housing as a per
mitted use, the general purposes which the concept of zon
ing seeks to serve must be considered. The Court said: 

" The primary goal of a zoning ordinance must be to pro
vide for the development of a balanced, cohesive commu
nity which will make efficient use of the town's available 
land . . . By balanced, we do not mean to imply that a com
munity must maintain a certain quantitative proportion be
tween various types of development. Clearly, such a re
quirement would rub against one of the basic purposes of 
zoning, which is to provide in an orderly fashion for actual 
public need for various types of residential, commercial, 
and industrial structures . .. 

"Similarly, the town is free to set up various types of use 
zones. There is no requirement that each zone-must con
tain some sort of housing balance. Our concern is not 
whether the zones, ... are balanced communities, but 
whether the town itself, as provided for by its zoning ordi
nances, will be a balanced and integrated community ... 

"While it may be impermissible in an undeveloped com
munity to prevent entirely the construction of multiple-fam
ily residences anywhere in the locality, it is perfectly ac
ceptable to limit new construction of such buildings where 
such units already exist." 

The Court asserted that before !he validity of the zoning 
could be determined, it was necessary to ascertain what 
types of housing presently existed in the town, their quan
tity and quality, and whether they adequately meet the 
present needs of the town . Also to be determined was 
whether new construction was necessary to fulfill future 
needs and , if so, what forms new developments ought to 
take. As part of the determination, consideration must also 
be given, stated the Court, to regional needs and require
ments and that "there must be a balancing of the local de
sire to maintain the status quo within the community and 
the greater public interest that regional needs be met." The 
Court concluded that "until the day comes when regional, 
rather than local, governmental units can make such deter
minations, the courts must assess the reasonableness of 
what the locality has done.'' O 





... beautiful and versatile, too. 
Kitchen counter tops take a beating, but repairability is 

one of the practical advantages of Du Pont CORIAN* -a solid 
filled methacrylate material with color and pattern all the way 
through. Unlike ordinary surfacing materials, surface damage 
such as minor cuts ·and scratches, stains or other abuse can 
usually be repaired with abrasive cleanser or fine sandpaper. 

And CORIAN combines this unique repairability with the 
versatility of custom fabrication (CO RIAN can be worked like 
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Books 

Banham's view 

Walter Gropius 

Frank Lloyd Wright Le Corbusier 

The Age of the Masters: A Personal View of Modern Ar
chitecture by Reyner Banham. New York, 1975, Harper & 
Row, 169 pp., 194 illus., $15, $5. 95 paper. 

Reviewed by Leonard K. Eaton, professor of archi
tecture, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 

Among critics and historians of modern architecture, no 
one has a higher standing than Reyner Banham. For many 
years one of the outstanding figures on the English aca
demic scene, he has been a prolific contributor to archi
tectural journals, has taught in Norway, Germany, and the 
United States, and has made numerous television appear
ances on the BBC. The American publication (or rather, re
vision) of this volume, whose first version appeared in En
gland in 1962, is therefore an event of substantial interest. 

For Ban ham, the Age of the Masters is essentially the pe
riod dominated by the four men: Mies van der Rohe, Walter 
Gropius, Frank Lloyd Wright, and LeCorbusier. Toward 
these giants, he has an essential reverence which is tem
pered by a shrewd realism, as in his assessment of the late 
work of Wright. The structure of the book, however, does 
not revolve around the careers of the "big four." In the first 
chapters on theory , function, form, construction, and 
space and power, he sets forth his own interpretation of the 
development of the Modern movement, with due attention 
to the historical complexities which are involved. These dif
ficulties, as we all know now, are substantial , and Banham 
does not underrate them. Indeed, he has unquestionably 
absorbed almost all of the significant critical writing about 
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modern architecture in English, French, German, and Ital
ian, during the last generation. 

One of the criticisms that might be made of the book is 
the lack of a formal bibliography. If one had been included, 
it would have been enormous. It should be stressed that 
this is essentially an extended essay, and as the subtitle in
dicates, a personal view. Hence there is justification for the 
omission . Because of the richness of his thought , a sum
mary of Ban ham's critical position is really impossible. Suf
fice it to say here that in this book he is primarily concerned 
with the aesthetic qualities of architecture. This is a consid
eration of great importance, since the author was a pioneer 
in calling attention to environmental factors as design de
terminants in his earlier We/I-Tempered Environment. 
Structure, and the possibilities of a brave new air-condi
tioned world, play some part in his thinking, but aesthetic 
affect is primary. 

What we have, then , is Banham's personal selection of 
those buildings done in the last two generations which he 
has himself visited and found architecturally notable. The 
first qualification is especially important. One of the best 
qualities of the book is that one feels immediately that Ban
ham has seen almost everything he is writing about and 
that he is truly fascinated with contemporary architecture. It 
is, as a matter of tact , a real pleasure to read a book on 
modern architecture that does not discuss the Barcelona 
Pavilion . It isn 't that Banham doesn 't admire Mies; on the 
contrary, he gives the full treatment to the Fransworth 
House, the Seagram Building , Crown Hall , and the Berlin 
Museum. He couldn't visit the Pavilion, so he didn 't write 
about it. More people should follow that example. 

Banham's selection of important buildings has a pleas
antly idiosyncratic and extremely English quality to it. There 
is also a great deal of leaping about in time and space. A 
rather little-known factory at Merlo, Argentina, of 1964 by 
the Italian architect Marco Zanuso is followed by Charles 
Eames' house in Pacific Palisades of the early 1950s, 
which is succeeded by Bruce Goff's Ford House in Aurora, 
Ill. This is indeed a mixed bag, and it is to Banham's 
enormous credit that he is able to see the virtues in all 
these buildings and take each on its own terms. Many of 
the Classics of the Modern movement are here-the 
Schroeder House at Utrecht, the Schocken Store at Stutt
gart, and of course, the Bauhaus-but others are curiously 
missing , and tor an American, there are some strange in
clusions . For this writer the huge Park Hill housing block in 
Sheffield appears to be positively sinister in its scale. Fur
ther, if one is going to choose a single building to represent 
the late Aalto, why select the church lmatra? One could go 
on at great length in this vein, but this is precisely the 
charm of the book: it is witty, well argued , and makes one 
want to sit down and spend an evening talking architecture 
with the author. 

It remains to be noted that the pictures are generally of 
high qualit.y and that the typography is excellent. There are 
a few spelling errors, but these are inconsequential. The 
book is available in both paper and hardback editions, and 
one hopes that it will have a wide readership in both for
mats. Final note: Reyner Banham is moving to the U.S. to 
teach at the Buffalo branch of the State University of New 
York, and we can all be grateful. D 

Aslesen & Herman , Architects 
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Work / storage / distribution system (above and below) . 

Work/storage/distribution system. The UNI
CELL system is based on one-piece molded 
plastic components or cells which can be com
bined into any number of configurations. Cell 
units are freestanding or positioned on wall rails 
and fitted with selected components: fronts, 
shelves, trays, drawers, and subcontainers that 
interface. As requirements change, units can be 
repositioned. Cells and components are molded 
from pre-engineered thermoplastic materials 
and meet or exceed combustibility standards . All 
units are variations on one width basic design, 
and in modular heights of 6, 9, 12 and 27 incre
ments. Cells are available in two depths. For ex
ample, a 27 cell can hold up to 27 pull trays, 
each with a value of 1, or a 9 cell can hold three WALL RAIL 

drawers each with a value of 3. Drawer and lift 
fronts are available in a broad color range . Mon-
itor Products. <: 
Circle 130 on reader service card 

Patient chair. Arm / leg frame is oak veneer 
molded plywood, seat unit consists of a tubular 
metal inner frame that has a removable chan
neled vinyl cover which is available in seven col
ors and can be removed and replaced . Wood 
finishes are natural , English and dark oak, teak, 
and walnut. Flexible, cantilevered arm/leg frame 
of oak face molded veneers. The arm/leg unit is 
attached with demountable bolts and nylon spa- Patient chair 
cers to a tubular metal seat/back frame covered 
with a removable self-supported channeled vinyl 
sling. Self-adjusting curved seat and back. 
Thonet Industries, Inc. 
Circle 131 on reader service card 

Nurse call system. Patient stations are made of 
high-impact plastic with nylon screws to elimi
nate the possibility of electrical leakage, fit into 
standard 2-gang and 3-gang electrical boxes. 
Compact pillow speaker enables patient to initi
ate calls to the nurse and to select TV and radio 
programs, which sound is heard through the pil
low speaker for private listening. Control Station 
handles up to 60 patients . Executone, Inc. 
Circle 132 on reader service card 

Vitrlform 90 porcelain-on-steel panel when 
laminated to fire-coded gypsum board creates a 
fire-proof barrier that will not degenerate and 
give off smoke and poisonous gases in case of 
fire, states maker. Panels have a "O" rating for 
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DISTRIBUTION CART 

flame combustion , smoke development, and fuel 
contribution. Requires no moldings and only one 
grout line every four feet. Alliancewall Corp. 
Circle 133 on reader service card 

Electronic door security control. Device has 
ten buttons which permit the selection of 10,000 
combinations that are programmed by slide 
switches in control box. It has a penalty time ro
tary control which makes it inoperative from 3 to 
20 seconds (adjustable) when an out-of-se
quence number is entered into the input panel. 
Other standard features include remote unlock, 
adjustable latch and penalty time, remote capa
bility, easy installation. Optional features include 
a dial and push weather-resistant input panel , 
announcing button and horn kit, standby power 
unit with rechargeable batteries, etc. Used to ac
tivate electric door strikes and locks in "secured 
buildings." W. H. Steele Company. 
Circle 134 on reader service card 
[continued on page 99] 
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The Receptionist requires just enough work surface and storage 
space to do an efficient day's job. And Ad-Infinitum offers it. 

Handsomely. 

1111 Vice President, with lots of paperwork to do, needs an office 
work surface to do it on, and more room and more privacy to 

do it in. · 

The Secretary needs more work space, and plenty of storage ~ 
for files . So she gets a pleasant work station designed specifo 

for the job. 

The President deserves an office befitting his position. A 
Ad-Infinitum gives him one that underlines his image as tht 

at the top of the corporate ladder. 

Now, after years of research into the strengths and weaknesses of pioneer open office systems and the requirements of modem bt 
Alma presents Ad-Infinitum. An illuminated open plan office system that lets you start with any budget, any space, and create an offi 
meets today's needs and tomorrow's requirements; an office that provides customized work space for every level of the corporate 

Designed by ISD, engineered by Alma Desk, and shown for the first time at NEOCON '76, Ad-Infinitum may be I 
seen at our showrooms in Chicago, New York, and High Point. See it there. Or write for more information to Alma Desk I n 
Company, P.O. Box 2250, Dept. 51, High Point, N.C. 27261. 
- Then create the ultimate office with Ad-Infinitum. Alma Desk c 
Showrooms: 280 Park Avenue, New York; 1140 Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago; Southern Furniture Exposition Building, High 
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, l.V. support systems. Ba-
e single examination section 

::.""- - 3xamination section series. Both 
single and dua1 lighting modules are provided, 
as standard. with a complete l.V. support assem
bly. A choice of either perimeter or U-shaped 
track support is available. The units include an 
adjustable. high-intensity examination section, 
patient activity light, and module for general 
room illumination . Center examination module 
uses four individually adjustable spot and flood 
lamps. The Miller Company. 
Circle 136 on reader service card 

'Cement In A Roll' is a cement-coated fiber
glass fabric that is fire-resistant and may be ap
plied to any relatively smooth wall made of con
crete, cinder block, gypsum board. tile, plaster, 
wood, glass, metal. or any rigid exterior or inte
rior surface. It is manufactured in 44-in.-wide 
rolls and is available in several styles and many 
colors. Incombustible Class "A" Fire rating. 
Flexi-Wall Systems. 
Circle 13 7 on reader service card 

Preflnlshed Interior panellng. Dappled under
toning on birch veneere.d plywood surface 
creates mottled pattern of Oxford paneling. 
Three colortones are available: Ivy, with a subtle 
greenish hue; Burgundy, with a hint of a deep 
wine-red undertone, and Heatherbrown. with an 
overall nut-brown appearance coupled with the 
look of a leather overprint. Available in standard 
4'x8' size. Georgia Pacific. 
Circle 138 on reader service card 

Handrails. All components are a high pressure 
laminate pre-veneered to a high density particle 
board with mechanically formed gripping sur
faces. Attaches continuously to the wall for user 
safety. It is available in a wide range of colors 
and woodgrains. Vanguard Corporation. 
Circle 139 on reader service card 

Fire alert. Provides sprinkler supervision , smoke 
detection, manual alarms, fan, elevator and door 
control, public communications, fire department 
communications. background music, everyday 
paging, and a central control console to monitor 
these functions. Taped voice evacuation mes
sages are a major feature of the system. Com
patible with existing HVAC systems, each system 
is specifically designed for its application. To 
prevent failure, the entire system is electrically 
<:1mervised. The Audio Corp. 

· - - 0 ,.rier service card 

Cement in A Roll 

and a urethane core, fitted inside an extruded 
aluminum frame. A 4'x8' panel is said to weigh 
ten pounds, be totally distortion free , and un
breakable. If it becomes badly dented or 
scratched, it can be completely resurfaced. 
Glassless mirror panels have self-adhering foam 
mounting pads, but they can also be hung from 
ceilings at odd angles. Flammability character
istics for the polyurethane foam core are rated 
"self-extinguishing." Kamar Products, Inc. 
Circle 141 on reader service card 

Uni-Cast assemblies consist of reinforced 
resinous concrete cast with preformed uni-truss 
steel framing members of required size and 
shape. Finish and surface design is selected by 
architect. Fiberglass fabric adds strength to the 
plastic and ties the material to the frame. Section 
sizes and shape can be varied to the needs of 
the structure . Uni Systems Corporation. 
Circle 200 on reader service card 

Concealed switch pivot contains a magneti
cally sensitive reed switch that can be wired to 
set off an alarm circuit or other device when the 
door is opened a predetermined amount. It was 
developed especially for those applications 
where a warning is necessary when the door is 
noened a very slight amount. Rixson-Firemark. 

-~"rler service card 

Ceiling lighting and l.V. support systems 

Safety system for fully supervised energy, se 
curity, monitoring, and control applications. 
tern provides sophisticated electronic fire d 
tion, notifies fire department instantly. It le 
remote sensing devices and control mec 
nisms. Kinney Safety Systems. Inc. 
Circle 202 on reader service card 

Reversible spring hinge. Identical i 

regular hinges, it can be installed fr 
hand doors. Features include a Cl 

friction bearing which takes later 
tal loads. Hinge meets building 
ments, and is UL tested and lir 
and B labeled fire doors. S. F 
Mfg. Corp. 
Circle 203 on reader ser1 

Bath hardware and ac' 
features two basic per; 
in either all brass or ir 
lain , in plain white o• 
pink or blue . Each · 
lavatory sets , 4-in 
shower sets and 
binations . and r 

Matching bat~ 
Brass. 
Circle 204 
[continuer 



Products continued from page 99 

On-off sprinkler automatically discharges water 
when it senses the heat and turns itself off when 
the heat subsides. Sprinkler passes all the stan
dard sprinkler tests for Factory Mutual and Un
derwriters Laboratories, Grinnell Fire Protection 
Systems Co., Inc. 
Circle 205 on reader service card 

'lsowall' sandwich panels consist of two se
lected skins permanently bonded with a heat 
polymerizing adhesive to a core of EPS. The 
skins are stressed under heat and pressure and 
permanently bonded to the insulating core with 
a two-part epoxy. Panels are manufactured in 
approximate widths of 48 in. to any length. 
Kysar I lsowall. 

Circle 206 on reader service card 

Literature 
Plumbing products for hospitals, nursing 
homes, clinics, and institutions are featured and 
illustrated in 56-page catalog . Included are sitz 
baths, wheelchair lavatories, surgeon scrub 
sinks, service sinks, energy water saving show
erheads, and emergency standby power sys
tems. Specifications and dimensional data are 
given . Kohler Co. 
Circle 207 on reader service card 
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Patient service console systems. Technical 
brochures describe surface or flush-mounted 
and semi-recessed systems which provide tele
phone service, nurse call, night light, entertain
ment control, medical gas service connections, 
and many types of electrical receptacles. "Cen
tron" Consoles are available in 24-, 28- , and 39-
in. sizes and numerous combinations fo r semi
private and private rooms and intensive care 
areas . Suggested specifications, options, and 
other pertinent information are covered . Keene 
Corporation. 
Circle 208 on reader service card 

Clean room diffuser. Literature gives complete 
information on perforated supply air diffusers 
which are designed for non-aspirating air flow 
requiring minimum cleaning and / or sterilization. 
Charts provide data on operating room clean 
room air flow patterns, and suggested clean 
room designs. Test data provides CRD require
ments for air conditioning , ventilating, and other 
forced air systems. Tuttle & Bailey. 
Circle 209 on reader service card. 

Clinic design guide. Sixteen-page illustrated 
planning guide on medical / dental facilities out
lines design considerations, provides floor plans , 
and explains various material programming op
tions. Butler Manufacturing Company. 
Circle 210 on reader service card 

Corspan. Material is said to combine the qual
ities of permanence of masonry with the econo-

mies of light weight. Bulletin explains how m< 
rial was used in construction of two medical 
buildings. Johns Manville. 
Circle 211 on reader service card 

Medical environment control systems. LFPI 
(Laminar Flow Patient Isolation) system com
bines a physical barrier with an air barrier to 
isolate the patient and continually clean his 
environment. The system functions by the con
tinuously repeated cycle of circulating air in a 
predetermined pattern and at a precise rate . The 
air is cooled to remove blower heat, humidified 
as required, filtered and then redirected to the 
patient area. Patient controls include nurse call 
(2-way communication), entrance drapery con
trol, window drapery control, temperature , read
ing lamp. In addition , three 110 v outlets are pro
vided for radio, phono, tape recorder , and other 
patient conveniences. Brochure describes unit, 
gives typical facility plans. SCI-Med Environmen
tal Systems Inc. 
Circle 212 on reader service card 

Modular medical walls. Illustrated, 24-page 
bulletin is written as an application and planning 
guide for use by the architect, hospital adminis
trator, or consulting engineer in designing medi
cal care facilities. It gives major features as well 
as technical characteristics, step-by-step instal
·1ation, a design guide, and typical specifications. 
Square D Company. 
Circle 213 on reader service card 
[continued on page 102] 

EVERYTHING 
YOU WANT 

IN HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS 

• Design Freedom 
• High Performance 
• Rugged Dependabi I ity 
• Attractive Pricing 
• Complete Engineering and 

Estimating Services 
• Factory-Supervised 

Maintenance 



rhe beautiful way 
to cut 

>nstruction costs 

The fact that Pella Wood Folding Doors can help you save money on 
building materials and labor is worth thinking about in today's economy. 
For example . . . by using Pella folding doors as closures or partitions, 
you eliminate the expense of dropped headers and stub walls. And to add even 
mqre sales appeal to closets, you can build additional shelves closer to the 
ceiling. Your customers are pleased because they have gained extra storage 
space, plus the equivalent of an attractively paneled wall. Choose from 
genuine wood veneers (factory-finished or ready-to-finish) or vinyl . Stable 
wood core construction keeps panels straight and true . Use Pella Wood 
Folding Doors for that extra sales feature in the homes you build . 

For more detailed infor
mation, send for your 
free copies of our full
color catalogs on Pella 
Wood Folding Doors. 
See us in Sweet's Light 
Construction File . Or 
look in the Yellow Pages, 
under "doors", for the 
phone number of your 
Pella Distributor. 

~~- I ~ 
WOOD FOLDING DOO~ ...... 

FREE Catalogs. Please send me your catalogs on Pella Wood Folding Doors. I 
would also like information on: D Sliding Glass Doors, D Casement Windows, 
D Double-Hung Windows, D Awning Windows . 

No. 34~ . on RP.iH1P.r SP.rvir.P. C:arrl 

Name ____________ ___ ________ ___ _ 

Firm _ ___________________ _______ _ 

Address---- ------------ - - ---- -----

CitY----------------State ____ z1p ___ _ 

Telephone-------------------------~ 

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors , Dept.T3516, 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219 
Also available throughout Canada . 

©1975 Rolscreen Co. 
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Literature continued from page 100 

Sentronlc series is a complete line of con
cealed and surface mounted closer / holders 
with fail safe automatic release for life / safety ap
plications. Brochure contains wiring diagrams, 
conduit layout diagrams, technical data. LCN 
Closers. 
Circle 214 on reader service card 

Custom electronic alarm systems. Four-color 
brochure covers capabilities of Moduplex 4000, 
its basic and extended system features as a 
modular, flexible electronic security system. 
Mosler. 
Circle 215 on reader service card 

'Fire protection systems and equipment' bro
chure discusses methods of treating hazards by 
custom-designed carbon dioxide systems. Typi
cal applications include electrical hazards, flam
mable liquid and gas hazards, and carbonace
ous materials. Walter Kidde & Company, Inc. 
Circle 216 on reader service card 

'The Security Blanket,' a management guide 
for security planning discusses fire detection de
vices and access control systems. Notifier 
Company. 
Circle 217 on reader service card 

Fire alarm and security systems. Color bro
chure illustrates and describes various compo-

BRICKETTE® Floor Brick. 
The natural floor cover. 

nents of Alpha/Delta Series 1000 electronic sys
tem, and discusses their application. System can 
begin in small increments and be expanded as 
needed. The Alpha 3000 series is a centralized 
security management center that brings all 
safety, security, and control functions together 
in one place. Its use is described in brochure, 
"Honeywell Can Help You Reduce Patient Care 
Cost." Honeywell. 

Circle 218 on reader service card 

Fire dampers. Brochure describes and illus
trates UL classified dampers, supplies dimen
sional information , gives suggested specifica
tions and installation information. United McGill 
Corporation. 
Circle 219 on reader service card 

Fire and smoke door controls. Brochure de
scribes and illustrates electric hold open con
trols, fire and smoke controls, controls with inte
gral electronic ionization detector, and life saver 
sliding door controls, accessories, and sug
gested specifications. Dor-0-Matic. 
Circle 220 on reader service card 

Pneumatic distribution systems designed to 
meet the small cargo transportation requirement 
of health care facilities are covered in an eight
page catalog. Two basic system designs are de
scribed and illustrated-single tube for use in 
small low-traffic installations; and two-tube mul
tiple-loop for handling the heavy loads. Catalog 
also features pharmaceutical distribution sys-

terns and computer-controlled systems which 
provide sophisticated management data while 
monitoring system operation. Request PDS-
2508, " Hospitals Concerned with saving Valu
able Staff Time." AMSCO / American Sterilizer 
Company. 
Circle 221 on reader service card 

Patient overbed luminalres. Two 4-page bro
chures illustrate and describe "Medicaline" 
fluorescent fixtures designed for low brightness 
reading and general room illumination . Fixture 
dimensions, photometry information, and sug
gested specifications are included in brochures. 
Keene Lighting. 
Circle 222 on reader service card 

Electro-pneumatic door holding and releas
ing devices. Literature describes and illustrates, 
by diagram, a typical system, gives dimensions, 
and suggested specifications. Reading Door 
Closer Corp. 
Circle 223 on reader service card 

Fire Guard is a combination door closer and 
door holder release, with the option of an inte
gral smoke detector. It features fail safe oper
ation, positive mechanical hold-open, and pilot 
lamp that provides visual observation of normal 
operation. Brochure gives mounting details 
and suggested specifications. Sargent and 
Company. 
Circle 224 on reader service card 
[continued on page 104] 

Letter Systems 
BRICKETTE Floor Brick. Looks great in foyers, patios, 
kitchens and commercial installations. Real kiln
f ired 1/2" thick floor brick. 3 deep fired colors. 

Individual letters in a wide 
variety of sizes and faces at 
an affordable cost. 
Immediate response to your 
order. Tough, safe, easily 
mounted and long-lived. 
Dimensional letters to create 
your own graphics. Write 
now for complete 
information. 

4" x 8" nominal size. Floor Brick equal or exceed 
ASTM Spec. No. C-410. They can be waxed or left 
natural. Use inside or out. BRICKETTE Floor Brick. 
The natural way to unique floors. 

For more information, write or call 502-685-5128 

MODERN METHODS, INC. 
ANOTHER ORBCO COMPANY 

OWENSBORO, KY. 42301 
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The active people in identification. 

2300 Elm Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414 (612)378-0291 
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Ho"' to niaster 

'Man?gement 
by Objectives' 
at honie in just afe"1 short 

~::=:~,~~:~~SJ795 
establish your objectives and build a better track 
record within a few months. How? With the help of this remarkably 
easy-to-use programmed learning course in the famous "MBO" method I 

See how MBO shows you how to emphasize the WHAT - rather than 
the HOW - of management. Learn how to direct your efforts better . 
how to release new, problem-solving, creative energies . . how to 
establish measurably better performance. 
Complete the entire program - and test your comprehension - in just 
a few evenings. Do it in the privacy of your home or office . . and 
keep the course around permanently for a quick refresher. 
Once you've mastered MBO, you can start laying out your plans for 
more successfu l job performance with in the coming months. 
Mail the coupon now. 

FREE? Your choice of these two 
additional programmed learning courses when 
you order "MBO"! Pick the one you want now! 
Fundamentals of Salesmanship - Learn six basic ski ll s: 1) good 
sales presentation, 2) effective product presentation, 3) probing for 
information, 4) handling customer complaints, 5) clos in g the sale, 
6) managing time and territory. Regu lar price - $14.95 

Fundamentals of Sales Management - Teaches how to get others 
to se ll: 1) defining sales task, 2) developing sa les force, 3) operating 
the organization, 4) controlling the team effort. Regular price - $14.95 

Penton/IPC Education Division 
Dept. AR-100, Penton Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 ................. 

Penton/IPC Education Division • 
Dept. AR-100 •Penton Plaza• Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
D Yes ... Please send me "Management by Objectives" for only $17.95. 

D I'd like to save postage and hand ling so I'm enclosing payment in full. 

D Bill my company, P.O. # for $17.95 plus $2.00 for postage and handling. 

Please also send my FREE copy of (check one): 

D Fundamentals of Salesmanship or D Fundamentals of Sales Management 

NAME TITLE 
(please print) 

ADDRESS 

COMPANY 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MAIL TODAY! 
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Literature continued from page 102 

'Firesalety Systems' and 'Hospital Auto
mation.' One is an idea book to help you cope 
with changing codes; the other discusses com
pact modular contro l centers. Johnson Controls, 
Inc. 
Circle 225 on reader service card 

Electromechanical closer-holders. The Yale 
and Norton closer /holders are available with or 
without built-in smoke detectors. Units can be in
stalled on any door listed for smoke or fire con
trol. Devices can maintain hold-open at any de
sired angle by manually opening the door to that 
position. Brochure gives construction features. 
The Eaton Corporat ion. 
Circle 226 on reader service card 

Building operations control center. Brochure 
explains the advantages of computer control 
centers, their application and the options avai l
able. "Emergency Communications for Life 
Safety" covers the following: Firefighters' Emer
gency Communications System, Emergency 
Public Alerting System, and Public Emergency 
Communications System. Robertshaw Controls 
Company. 
Circle 227 on reader service card 

'Fire Early Warning System.' Brochure de
scribes UL listed system that can monitor up to 
100 products of combustion detectors in five 
zones of 20 detectors each. Basic No. 625 mas
ter contro l can monitor one zone of 20 detec
tors . Up to four additional 20-detector zone 
modules may be added. An alarm condition acti
vates alarm bell loop, alarm light at the detector, 
and zone lamp at the master control. Alarm De
vice Manufacturing Co. 

Circle 228 on reader service card 

Acrovyn wall covering is a vinyl/acrylic alloy 
sheet which has been given a Class 1 Fire Rat
ing. It is avai lable in a complete range of colors 
and includes coordinated or contrasting mold
ings, contact or mastic adhesive, installation 
tools, and complete working drawings. Illus
trated literature is available from Construction 
Specialties. 
Circle 229 on reader service card 

Fire sprinkler system handbook. The all-cop
per life-safety concept places priority on saving 
lives rather than being primarily "property-ori
ented." The handbook has been prepared for 
the use of professional engineers and sprinkler 
system designers. It has been compiled from in
formation supplied by testing, research, manu
facturing, standards, and consulting organiza
tions. Copper Development Association Inc. 

Circle 230 on reader service card 

Hospital casework is made up of the " E" and 
" H" series in steel or the " P" series in plastic 
laminates, depending on the use factor involved. 
Complete color coordination is possible in cus
tom designed wall and base units, wardrobes, 
lavatories, and dressers. Brochure illustrates 
line, gives dimensions, descriptive data, and 
suggested specifications. St. Charles Manufac
turing Company . 
Circle 231 on reader service card 



Life Safety Closer/Holders with automatic 
release for fire and smoke barrier doors @ 

MEO 
Door closer with unl imited hold-open 
positions, dual chamber ionization de
tector and failsafe electronic release. 
Closes fire and smoke barrier doors 
automatically. Operates on either 24V 
AC/DC or 120V AC. 

4330-MED 
Hinge Face , Over Door 

Mounted 
Single Lever Arm 

4430-MED 
Stop Face, Over Door 

Mounted 
Double Lever Arm 

Companion Models Available 
4330-MEC and 4430-MEC com
panion models work in conjunction 
with 4330-MED and 4430-MED on 
pairs of doors. Detector in MED 
releases holding unit in MED and 
MEC simultaneously. 

ME 
Closer with unlimited hold-open posi
tions and failsafe electronic release. 
Closes fire and smoke barrier doors 
automatically. Specify: 12V, 24V or 
120V. 

4330-ME 
Hinge Face, Over Door 

Mounted 
Single Lever Arm 

4430-ME 
Stop Face, Over Door 

Mounted 
Double Lever Arm 

3330-ME 
Closer and Track Concealed 

Single Lever Arm 

SE 
Closer with single point hold-open and 
failsafe electronic release. Closes fire 
and smoke barrier doors automatic
ally. Specify: 12V, 24V or 115V. 

4030-SE 
Hinge Face Mounted 

Single Lever Arm 

4130-SE 
Stop Face Mounted 

Single Lever Arm 

3130-SE 
Closer and Track Concealed 

Sing le Lever Arm 

Electrical connections for al l Sentronic models to headframe. Concealed or exposed wiring. 

Send for full line Sentronic catalog or see Swe.ets, Sec. 8. 

LCN CLOSERS, PRINCETON, ILLINOIS 61356 



American architects in the Middle East 
Against a background of recession in 
the West, American architects have 
been in great demand for projects of 
all kinds in the oil-rich Middle East. 
P/ A in October will review this area 
of opportunity for architects, 
builders, and manufacturers, 
reporting on accomplishments to date 
and on the current outlook for more 
Middle East activity. 

• 

Los Angeles architecture: The "Silvers" 
In recent years, a sleek, machined kind 
of archtecture has become more and more 
evident in Los Angeles and environs-
a high-tech style by designers who have 
been dubbed "Silvers" in relation to 
the White and Gray factions of the East 
Coast. Articles outlining the historic 
background and current activities of 
the Silvers will be followed by a 
feature presentation of the Pacific 
Design Center, a major new Silver 
landmark, which is actually blue. 

High intensity discharge (HID) lighting 
Light sources have evolved gradually 
over the decades, and the latest 
generation of HID lamps are just now 
beginning to reach their full 
potential for architectural use . 

Already familiar for street lighting 
and stadiums, HID is now finding its 
way into interior lighting, with new 
possibil ities architects ought to know 
about. P/ A will brief them fully. 

And coming in the 

November P/A 
A comprehensive look at an area of growing 
activity: restoration and recycling. 

\0 

r~-1--'-.:..:...;;.~~__.,tate Zipr __ _ 

~Corporation 
Willl Praducts, Southern Division 
P.D.Bu916 
Stut1gart, Ark11111s 72160 

·-~--.--~---- - - - - .... 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPECULAR TILE "Living"Ceilini 

HIGHLY POLISHED FLUSH ALUMINUM PANELS 
HUNG FROM SNAP-IN OR LAY-IN SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

UNPERFORATED FOR 
UTMOST REFLECTING 
QUALITIES 
OR PERFORATED FOR 
ACOUSTICAL CORRECTION 

Reflects with 
Mirror-Like Quality 

• Lively dramatic ceiling 
and wall treatment . 

• Mirrors your merchandise, 
fixtures and features . 

• Creates illusion of spaciousness 
without adding an extra inch. 

Dramatizes Your Lighting Effects '--------------
Available in gold or silver Refer to SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL UTALOG Section 9.1 

For sizes, finishes and prices, call Sales Office"Collect" from anywhere in the US 

~il00r:PI1~~ CEILING CORP. 
e SALES OFFICE: 663 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 • PHONE (212) 349-189 
• DIRECT PHONE TO FACTORY: (201! 864-6630 

• • • e Sales "Reps" needed-Write to Simplex for information e e e 

Circle No. 379, on Reader ServicE 



These architect-designed , pre-engineered steel buildings 
were c ited by the Metal Build ing Dealers Association for 
1975. 1. Airborne Freight Terminal , Seattle . Wash . Archi 
tect s: Douglas Mulvanny, Seatt le, Wash.2. Bethlehem 
Church, Dover, N.J. Architects : Layer-God sall Associates, 
Ridgewood , N.J. 3_.Boys' Club of Brownsville, Tex. Archi
tects. Swanson , H1_ester, Wilson & Claycomb, Brownsville, 
Tex.4. McGraw-Ed ison Co., Portable Appliance & Tool 
Group, Columbia, Mo. Architect : Ralph Broughton , 
Design +_Inc., St. Louis, Mo.5. Ingersoll-Rand Co., Western 
D1 stribut1on Center, Tucson , Ariz . Architects : ADECO 
Tu cson , Ari z. 6. Laure l St. Elementary Schoo l, Ft. Coli ins, 
Col. Architects : Robb and Brenner, Inc., Ft. Collins, Col. 

LOOK WHAT'S 
HAPPENING 

IN 
PRE-ENGINEERED 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 

Now more than ever, there are compelling 
reasons for you to consider the pre-eng ineered 
steel bu ilding. 
. As these award-winning designs show, its 

v1su~I v?ca~ulary has expanded dramatically. 
Quality 1s high, and there are more options to 
choose ~ro.m. What 's more, the pre-engineered 
steel building has become a rich source of 
systems and subsystems. 

Costs are reassuringly predictable. Procure
ment scheduling has reached a new high in 
precision. Design and spec ification have sped 
up as computers take over the tedious 
repetitive parts of a job. ' 

On the site, construction moves faster as 
m.ore and more chancy field work is replaced 
with factory-controlled quality. 

For all these reasons, now is the t ime to look 
into the pre-engineered building. For low-rise 
construction, of course. But for more complex 
med ium-rise projects, as well. ' 

. U.S. Steel has just made it extraordinarily 
simple for you to survey the field . 

Facts, free to architects. 
We'll send practicing architects this 

detailed, comprehensive library of design and 
specification booklets absolutely free. It's 
called Variations, and it's a storehouse of 
information from 22 of the country's leading 
steel-building manufac
turers.Consider their 
options at your leisure. 

For easy reference, # 

catalogs and engineer- ,~--._. 
i~g specifications are ~ 
filed in a sturdy library ~ 
case. 

For your copy of 
Variations, write on 
your letterhead to 
United States Steel, 
P.O. Box 86 (C599), 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230 . 

~ United States Steel 
TR ADE MARK 



Progressive Architecture 

Notices 
New firms 

B. Robert Axton, AIA and Robert E. 
Foster have merged to form Axton
Foster & Associates, Architecture
Planning, 5650 Van Nuys Blvd., Van 
Nuys, Calif. 91401. 

Dennis D. Dewulf has established 
Dewulf Associates, Inc. AIA/SARA, 
27938 Worthington Court, St. Clair 
Shores, Mich. 48081. 

John H. Hadley, Jr., AIA has formed 
Hadley I Architects, 335 N. La Ci
enega Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Nick Primiani, AIA and Conley 
Weaver, AIA have established Pri
miani-Weaver, Architects, One Mar
ket Plaza, San Francisco, Calif. 

Glenn A. Kahley Architect, 67 S. 
Orchard Rd ., Vineland, N.J. 08360 . 

Murray B. Kasman Associates Ar
chitects, 310 S. Michigan Ave ., Chi
cago, Ill. 

Noel S. Musial, AIA and James R. 
Guerra, AIA have established Mu
sial/Guerra AIA Architects-Plan
ners, Hersh Tower, 125 Broad St., 
Elizabeth , N.J. 

Appointments 
Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, Phila

delphia and New York City, has named 
the following associate architects: Paul 
Broches, AIA; J. Brooke Harrington, 
AIA; John M. Kurtz, AIA; and Dart 
Sageser, AIA. 

Glenwood L. Garvey has been 
elected president of William L. Pereira 
Associates, Planners, Architects, and 
Engineers, Los Angeles, Calif . Otto 
H. Kilian, AIA is new senior vice 
president. 

S.I. Morris Associates, Houston, 
Tex., has elected the following associ
ates: David R. Sears; Robert A. Sher
wood; Donald Springer; and Gary W. 

--------------------------------. Wilson . . 

The Yale Series 3000 Door Closer. 

It can be anything 
an architect wants it to be. 
We've made the Yale '' Series 3000 closer as versatile and flexib le 
as a closer can be to make a compl icated job a whole lot easier 
for architects, specifiers and installers. 

The problem: special design factors that can make it 
necessary to specify as many as three or four different closer 
series in a sing le bui lding . 

The Series 3000 Yale Door Closer is the solution . Need that 
check , power adjustment and ful l cover? Specify the 3500. 
Need a closer with a narrow cover for an entrance door? Specify 
the 3300. Want that check , but don 't need power adjustment or 
a cover? Specify the economical 3000-BC. 

No question about it. The 
Series 3000 Ya le Door Closer is 
the most versati le closer that can 
be specified on a job 

For more information, con
tact your Ya le representative 
Or contact Eaton Corporation, 
Lock and Hardware Division, 
Yale Marketing Department, 
PO Box 25288, Charlotte, N.C. 
28212. We have a 3000 series 
catalog we want you to have. 
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Security Products 
&Systems 

Harold R. Varner, AIA has been 
elected principal and executive vice 
president of Sims-Varner & Associates, 
Architects, Detroit, Mich . 

John S. Crane, James B. Gwin, Jr., 
and Allen Rice have been named part
ners of Goleman & Rolfe, Architects, 
Houston, Tex. 

Edward R. Jones, Jr., AIA and 
Richard C. Niblack, AIA have been 
appointed senior vice presidents, 
members of the executive committee 
of Charles Luckman Associates, Los 
Angeles, Calif. Samuel M. Burnett, 
Jr., AIA, Richard A. McKnew, and 
Ronald R. Meza, AIA have been 
named vice presidents . 

Burton W. Berger has been named 
a senior associate of Gruzen & Part
ners, New York City and Newark, N.J. 
Michael P. Kolk has been appointed 
an associate, and Howard H. Juster, 
AIA has joined the firm as partner and 
director of the Health Care Facilities 
Division. 

Bernard Horovitz, RA has been ap
pointed associate of The Smith, 
Korach, Hayet, Haynie Partnership, 
Miami, Fla. 

Lonn LeMarr Frye and Jesse D. 
Horvath, AIA have been elected asso
ciates of Metz Train Olson & Young
ren, Inc ., Chicago. Ill . 

Thomas L. Hand has been named a 
principal of Everett/Zeigel Associates, 
Boulder, Colo. 

Albert Gregor, AIA has been ap
pointed executive vice president and 
design principal of Lawrence D. White 
Associates, Inc., Fort Worth, Tex. 
James R. Jones, PE has been named 
vice president and engineering design 
principal. 
[continued on page 112] 



PPG GLASS 
MVE THIS AGING HOTEL 

A BEAUTIFUL 
FACE·LIR. 

)kirvin Tower in Oklahoma City 
ta hotel anymore (it isn't even 
rvin Tower anymore), but it is, 
;e again, a useful, profitable 
lding. 
twas completely remodeled 
m the ground up and from the 
ide out. 
'-low, it's the 101 Park Avenue 
ilding, home of some of the 

poshest offices in the city, and 
headquarters of Continental 
Federal Savings & Loan. 

It's a beautiful, modern office 
build ing. And PPG Solarban'" 480 
Twindow'" reflective insulating 
glass played an important part in 
the transformation. 

First of all, it looks sensational. 
Seeing the blue Oklahoma sky and 

dazzling sunsets reflected in this 
building, it's hard to remember the 
dowdy, old bricks. 

But, perhaps more important, 
the glass is incredibly practical. 
Its reflective coating reduces glare 
and solar heat gain. And during the 
burning summers on the Great 
Plains, this is a welcome relief to 
the air-conditioning system. 

The glass is also double glazed 
for insulation. So when those bitter 
cold snaps blow down from the 
north, everybody stays warm and 
cozy. 

Not all old buildings can or 
should be remodeled. They 
shouldn't all be destroyed either. 
Some, like the Skirvin Tower Hotel, 
present a genuine architectural 
opportunity. Not to mention a 
challenge. 

We think there's no better way 
to meet the challenge and take 
advantage of the opportunity 
remodeling offers than with PPG 
reflective glass. 

Write to us. We'll send you a 
Sweet's Catalog telling you more 
about it. PPG Industries, Inc., One 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15222. 

PPG : a Concern for the Future 

Owner : Continental Federal Savings & Loan . 
Architect: Noftsger, Lawrence, Lawrence and Flesher, 

Oklahoma City, Okla. 

INDUSTRIES 
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SHEET RUBBER FLOORING 
SPECIFIED FOR 

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL 

Architects- Engineers: Pomerance & Breines; Katz Waisman, 
Weber - Consultants: Joseph B l umenkranz; Frederick 
Bernhard/Mechan ical Engineers: Syska & Hennessy, Inc. 

Bellevue Hospital Center's new 21 story 
tower in New York is equipped with the finest 
hospital facilities available . And there you'll 
find over 70,000 square yards of Sheet Rubber 
Flooring in use today. 

Why? Because rubber flooring is homogenous, 
providing top-to-bottom wear. It is dimension 
ally stable, doesn't shrink, so it can .. be laid 
in virtually seamless sheets - thus .elimina
ting germ-breeding cracks. And, since it's 
flexible, it can be coved up the wall to base 
height. 

Sheet rubber flooring provides underfoot 
safety, high resistance to stains, cigarette 
scorch, chemicals and spillage. And it is 
extremely easy to maintain . 

A l I excel lent reasons why sheet rubber floor
ing was selected for Bellevue . All great 
reasons why you should do the same when 
you build or remodel! 

THE R.C.A. RUBBER COMPANY 
An Ohio Corporation of Akron, Ohio 

1833 E. Market Street, Akron , Ohio 44305 
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I • REPLACEMENT WINDOWS 

KEEP OUT ... 
HEAT . .. for 
lower summer 
cooling costs. 

COLD . . . for 
lower fuel 
costs. 

DUST I DIRT 
. . . save on 
maintenance. 

- - --'-11: 

AIR ... low air 
infiltration. 

NOISE .. . 
with i nsu lati ng 
glass the only 
traffic in your 
place is your 

aJ 
L-P replacement windows keep out everything but the 
view for any shape opening in any type of construction 
... custom fit. 

New sl ider 
models also 
available. 

See Sweet 's File.8.15/Lo or write 

II " today for all the facts. Send for free ·~ f!/iJ; Louisiana-Pacific ~~~~ 1~~~c~~;~ ; --1! 
IMVL spec1f1cat1ons. t ··1, 
.rArJeather·Seal Division ~ _ ~j _ 
Commercial Products: 324 Wooster Rd. N. ~ .:::J;lfilFlZJ 

Barberton, Ohio 44203 216/745-1661 li1;xJ 
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A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO 
ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS. 
Whether you're modifying an existing bui lding or designing a 
new one, accessibility to the handicapped is important. PORCH
LIFT offers you a simple, economical solution. It's a safe wheel
chair lifting platform permanently anchored bes ide the steps 
using a minimum of space. Motor and mechanism are enclosed 
in a weather-proof housing, "Call - Send " controls are key 
operated , and it runs on 110 volt current . It's available to fit 
varying heights and is shipped ready for installation. 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE ANO NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU. 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP. 
4001 East 138th Street, Dept. PA-96 

Grandview, Missouri 64030 
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Send for this free planning file 
with detailed information on 
MILNOR® laundry systems. 
Includes: 

• Description of laundry systems that 
save labor, fuel, water and money 

• Equipment specifications 

• Actual case studies 

• Laundry planning checksheets for 
various types of institutions 

PELLERIN MILNOR CORPORATION 
P. 0. Box 400, Kenner, La. 70063 

(a suburb of New Orleans) 504/729-7381 

Sold and serviced by leading 
independent dealers the world over. 

Engineering Excellence in 
Laundry Equipment 

Check reader 
r - - response card today. - - ., 

Notices continued from page 1 08 

New addresses 
Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, 12 S. 

12 St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. 
Glave Ne~man Anderson & Asso

ciates, Inc., Architects and Planners, 
1011 E. Main St., Richmond, Va. 

Steven Winter Associates, Build
ing Systems Consultants, 475 Park 
Ave. South, New York City 10016. 

Clovis Heimsath Associates, Inc., 
River Oaks Shopping Center, 2017 W. 
Gray, Houston, Tex. 77019. 

James Follansbee & Associates, 
Ltd., Architects, Planners, Engi
neers, 311 W. Hubbard St., Chicago, 
Ill. 60610 . 

Frost Associates Architects and 
Frost Interior Design, Inc. have 
opened a new office at 503 Grasslands 
Rd., Valhalla, N.Y. 10595. 

Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz & Associates, 
PC, 19 W. 44 St., New York, N.Y. 

Judith Kovis Stockman and Lee 
Manners have established Stockman 
& Manners Associates, Inc., interior 
and architectural designers, 2061 
Broadway, New York City 10023. 

Lewis/Wisnewski & Associates, 
Ltd., 605 Prince St., Alexandria, Va. 

·Fanning & Howey has opened an 
office at 600 E. Ninth St., Michigan 
City, Ind., with Lee J. Brockway, AIA 
as principal-in-charge. 

Scott O'Brien, 5051 La Jolla Blvd., 
San Diego, Ca. 92101. 

Building materials 

Major materials suppliers for buildings 
that are featured this month, as they 
were furnished to P/A by the architects. 

The Pyramid Oceanfront Condominium, 
Ocean City, Md. (p. 64). Architects: William 
Morgan Architects, P.A. Carpet: Burlington In
dustries. Roof surfacing system: Epelastic Deck 
by Robson Corp. Sliding glass doors and fixed 
sash and vertical sliding windows: Howard In
dustries. Elevators: Otis Elevator. Locksets and 
door closers: Sargent. Butt hinges: Lawrence. 
Kitchen equipment: Stuart Kitchens, Inc. Sealed 
beam flood, in.candescent surface lighting fix
tures: Stonco. Fluorescent lighting: Keystone 
Lighting Corp. Recessed incandescent lighting: 
Light Caster. Interior surface incandescent light
ing: Light Caster, Peerless. Electric distribution: 
Federal Pacific Electric Co. Water closets: 
Briggs Mfg. Co. Bathtubs: American Standard. 
Lavatories: Briggs. Air conditioning: Borg
Warner Corp., Baltimore Aircoil Co. Virginia 
Sheetmetal Corp (ductwork) . 

' 
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About the only 
way to pick the New 

Emhart High Securit~ 
Locking System is 

to select it. 

When you specify a lockset 
incorporating the new Emhart Hi~ 
Security Locking System, you hav 
the key to positive building protec 
tion in your pocket. The odds 
against a would-be intruder beatir. 
the system are astronomical' 

It's designed so that angular 
cross-cuts in the key bit" rotate tb 
multi-section tumbler pins a pre
cise number of degrees. This lines 
up T-slots in their upper ends witl 
mating projections in their upper 
sections to activate the cylinder. 
Considering the possible combina 
tions of angles of rotation in the 
6-pin cylinder, it's virtually impm 
sible to operate without the key! 

Russwin will custom build a 
high security package to your nee< 
with a fine quality lock and the 
Emhart High Security Locking 
System. Emhart System keys can 
also operate other selected Russw 
locks, permitting the use of conve 
tional locksets for normal securiq 
plus Emhart System locks in criti
cal areas, all operated with one ke: 
The System's cylinders may also 
be imposed on new or qualified 
locking systems. 

Write to Russwin for complet 
details on the high security systen 
with more angles than any burglai 
UL listed *Patent applied for 

E• -• HARDWARE DIVISION. EMHART CORPORATION RUSSWI 
• BERLIN. CONNECTICUT 06037 pm 
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TURN ASHOPPING MALLINTOACATHEDRAL. 
Moduspan® space-frame system lets your build

ings soar almost as far as your imagination. 
Because Moduspan eliminates the need for weld

ed steel trusses that restrict building design, 
Instead, Moduspan employs lightweight, standard

ized modules. A simple nut and bolt construction. 
And random supports and overhangs in two direc
tions. 

As a result, there's almost no limit to the variety 
of modular configurations you can use on roofs, walls 
and specialty designs. 

But Moduspan isn't just 
beautiful. It's also practical. 

Moduspan virtually elim
inates on-the-job delays 
caused by waiting for cus-

tom designed fabrications. 
It also makes the attachment of such auxiliary 

items as light fixtures, sprinklers and glass simple 
because the entire structure is made up of Unistrut 
channels. 

And Moduspan components are available in both 
4' and 5' systems and six durable colors. 

Moduspan. The space-frame system that can 
make some of your wildest, dreams come true. 

For more information write to UnistrutCorporation, 
Wayne, Michigan 48184 

The Mall at Columbia , Maryland. Owners: The Rouse Co., Columbia, Maryland. Architects: Cope, Linder and Walmsley, Philadelphia, Pa. 
General Contractors: The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co., Towson, Baltimore, Maryland. 
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Progressive Architecture 

Job mart 

Situations open 

Architect: Position available with well 
established, 100 man and growing, mid· 
western A/E firm as lead designer. Respon· 
sibilities would include develDpment of 
design concepts, directing the architectural 
design effort of the entire firm and minor 
participation in marketing efforts. National, 
regional, or at least, high level loca l recogni
tion for past work considered essential. 
Experience would ideally include a similar 
position with a smaller firm or an immediate 
subordinate position in a larger firm. Equal 
Opportunity Empl·oyer. Write KZF Environ
mental Design Consultants, Inc., 2830 
Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206. 

Architect or Architectural Eogineer: Univer
sity of Petroleum & Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi 
Arabia. A newly established Architectura l 
Engineering Department at the University 
of Petroleum & Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi 
Arabia, has a faculty posit ion opening for an 
archi tect or architectural engineer with 
teaching and/or practical experience in 
architectural design. Minimum two-year 
renewabl~ contract, competitive tax free 
salaries plus housing, transportation to and 
from Dhahran each two-year tour with 
annual two months' paid vacation plus other 
allowances and benefits in policy. Apply 
immediately with complete resume indicating 
marital status, home and office addresses 
and telephone numbers to: Dean of Faculty 
& Personnel Affairs, University of Petroleum 
& Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 

Architect or Civil Engineer: U.S. firm has 
position available in Central Africa. Job 
consists of architectural and construction 
supervision responsibilities on renovation 
and new structures. Ten years minimum 
experience required; must speak French. 
Salary commensurate with experience and 
abil ities. 18 month project minimum; 
housing provided. Please send resume to 
P.O. Box 5551. Baltimore, Maryland 21204. 

Dean: The University of Arkansas School 
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of Architecture Dean's search has been 
extended. Applicants must possess profes· 
sional registration, be experienced in practice, 
teaching and administration, and hold a 
Master's degree in architecture or a related 
discipline or have a reputation based on 
unique qualifications. Salary is negotiable. 
The School has 300 students and 18 
full-time faculty. It offers an accredited 
B. Arch degree and is in its first year of a 
B. Landscape Architecture program. 
Master's degree programs in Community 
Planning and in Architecure are planned. 
The appointment will be made effective 
Ju ly 1, 1977. Applications will be received 
until November l, 1976 with selection to be 
made in early 1977. Interested candidates 
may send resumes and references to the 
Dean Search Committee, School of Archi· 
tecture, 209 Vol Walker, University of 
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701. 

Department Head: The Department of 
Architecture at Carnegie-Mellon University is 
seeking candidates for the position of .Head. 
The position involves administration, teach· 
' ing, and curriculum develDpment. The De
partment offers both undergraduate and 
graduate professional degree programs. 
It also offers an interdisciplinary master's 
degree program and a Ph.D. program which 
emphasize research . The Department is part 
of the College of Fine Arts in a private 
university known for its professional educa
tion in the arts, management, engineering 
and science. Carnegie.-Mellon University is an 
equal opportunity/affirmative action em
ployer. Resumes should be sent to Charles 
Eastman, Chairman Search Committee, 
Department of Architecture, Carnegie-Mellon 
University, Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, PA 
15213. 

Director: School of Architecture, University 
of Waterloo, beginning July 1, 1977, · 
normally for a three year term. The School 
offers a three year pre-architectural degree 
programme and a subsequent two year pro
fessional B.Arch. programme to approxi
mately 250 students. The School is in the 
Faculty of Environmental Studies, with a 
School of Urban and Regional Planning, 
a Department of Geography, and a Depart
ment of Man-Environment Studies. Applica
tions close on November 15, 1976. For 
further information or to apply with resume, 
write to: Peter C. Brother, Executive 
Assistant to the Dean, Faculty of Environ
mental Stud ies, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3Gl. 

Electrical Engineer: Immediate opening 
for Project Design Engineer to accept com
plete responsibility for design of electrical 
systems for major building projects, industrial 
and power. Potential· for Chief Engineer. 
Daverman. Associates, Inc., Architects/ 
Engineers, 200 Monroe Avenue N.W., Grand 
Rapids, Michigan 49503 - 616/451-3525. 
An equal opportunity employer, M/F. 

Executive Manager: Expanding architectural 
firm in southern city. Current registration 
and minimum 10 years experience in firm 

management. Responsibilities include 
implementation of production monitoring 
system, personnel development, schedulir 
project manpower, maintaining profession 
consultant pool, contract preparation, con 
puter orientation. Confidential resume, sa l 
requirements to Box 1361-970, Progressi\ 
Architecture. Interviews to be devel·oped . 

Faculty: Leading career education center 
has immediate opening for faculty in AIA
approved architectural technology prograr 
Baccalaureate degree in arch itectural and 
office experience desirable. Curriculum in· 
eludes drafting, graphics, history, working 
drawings, design, engineering, estimating 
specifications. Send resume to: Dr. Eleanc 
Bushee, Associate Dean for Academic 
Affairs, School of Technical Careers, 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 
62901. An equal opportunity employer. 

Growing: National Design/Build Corporati 
specializing in major medical projects, 
urgently needs top experenced profession 
Design Architect: Experienced lead design 
for major commercial or institutional projE 
capable of maintaining primary client con· 
tact. Project Architect: Experienced leader 
technical personnel and consultants, re
sponsible for construction documents for 
major projects. Job Captain/Senior Draft! 
man: Experienced in the detailing and 
c.oordination of working drawings for majc 
projects. Rapid advancement, generous p1 
sharing plan, and significantly above-aver· 
age salaries. For details and confidential 
interview write: F. W. Haines, A.I.A., 
American Medical Buildings, 515 W. Wells 
St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203. 

Head: School of Architecture-Oklahoma 
State University. Nominations and applica 
tions are sought from architectural educa· 
and practicing architects interested in 
provid ing educational leadership to appro 
imately fifteen faculty members and three 
hundred students. Applicants should subr 
complete resumes with references, and 
nominations should include complete 
addresses. Closing date is October 31, 19 
Send inquiries and materials to Professor 
Alan W. Brunken, School of Architecture, 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma 74074. The University is an eq1 
opportunity /affirmative action employer. 

Manufacturers Representatives Wanted: 
Several territories now open for nationally 
advertised Plaster in a Roll™ by Flexi-Wal 
Systems. Please reply to: Dept. PA, Flexi
Wall Systems, P.O. Box 447, Liberty, S. C 
29657. 

Partner Income Level: Opportunity for 
professional with marketing record and 
expertise. 40 person diversified A/E firm 
with solid 12 year growth record seeks to 
develop second generation support. lndivi 
ual should be able to develop marketing ~ 
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Low water consumption is 
the first good reason to switch 
to SPEED QUEEN laundry 
equipment Research proves that Speed Queen top loaders are low in total 

water consumption, hot water consumption and electrical usage. 
In these days of soaring energy costs, this can save you money. 

HERE ARE MORE: 
Built better 
to last longer 

Speed Queen is a major supplier of laundry equipment to the 
multi-family market where equipment often operates 24 hours 
a day. Tenants trust Speed Queen equipment because it works 
and keeps on working. 

Route Operator 
Service 

Speed Queen route operators are specialists in their business. 
They can install, maintain and insure the equipment in your 
building at no cost to you. And they'll help you plan laundry 
room layouts. 

Satisfied customers 
Tanglewood 
Hammond, Indiana 
"This is a large project with 408 apartments 
in seventeen bui ldings , located in the 
metropolitan area of Chicago. It is one of 
severa l deve loped or owned by our company. 
Our success in this upper income 
development is the quality of life we 
provide here. For laundry service we've 
se lected Speed Queen . The 136 coin 
operated washers and dryers represent our 
continuing dedication to excellence. Our 
tenants appreciate it." 

William J. Brant, Jr. 
President 
Brant Construction Co., Inc. 

Valley Green 
Cupertino, California 
"Val ley Green apartments appea l to 
discriminating profess iona l peop le. Our 
tenants enjoy a comfortable, informal 
lifestyle backed up with top drawer 
services - and one of these is Speed Queen 
equ ipped laundry rooms. Our experience 
has shown us that Speed Queen is on the 
JOb, not out of order ... we use Speed Queen 
exclusively and I recommend it. " 

Kenneth Ambrose 
Taube Associates, Inc. 

Ruppert Yorkville Towers 
New York City 
"The upper east side of Manhattan is 
dotted with apartments appea ling to the 
middle and upper income tenants. We 
knew one important area to attract and 
keep residents is to provide clean, 
attractive laundry rooms with the best 
equipment we could lay our hands on . The 
Speed Queen Route Operator in the area 
co nv inced us of Speed Queen superio ri ty 
We have 100 Speed Queen top loaders in 
color and in white in our three build ing 
comp lex. We 're complete ly sat isfied." 

Michael Pemenidis 
General Manager 

Send coupon. Find out how much you can save on 
utility costs with Speed Queen equipment. 

r--------------------------------------------· 
GENE JESS 
Manager Commercial Sales 
Speed Queen, Ripon, Wisconsin 54971 

-·· Gene, I have ----'-------washers in my 
No. Make 

SPEED BUEEN 
tenant laund ries, te ll me what kind of savin gs I ca n 
expect using Speed Queen equipment. 

a M c Graw- Edison Company Division 
Name Title 

R ipon, Wisconsin 54971 

For more in formation wr ite Speed Queen Commercia l Dept. E-4 or phone (414) 748-3 121. Address 

State Zip 
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Job mart continued from page 114 

gram, select target markets, screen leads, 
cultivate prospects, obtain contracts. Travel 
essential. High energy level, flexibility, poise, 
pragmatism, affability, personal stability, 
and ethical standrds. R.A. or P.E. with 
8-12 years broad experience preferred. 
Income incentive structured; range $25,000 
to $75,000. Strong benefit program. Location 
near N.Y., Phila., Wash., at Pocono Mtns. 
Please send resume to E. E. Loewe, Burns & 
Loewe, 326 Adams Ave., Scranton, Pa. 
18503. 

Volunteer Peace Corps/VISTA: Architects/ 
planners needed for Peace Corps projects in 
Latin America, Africa, Asia; VISTA projects 
in 25 U.S. cities. Housing projects, design of 

schools, hospitals, community centers, 
rehab., university teaching, regional plan· 
ning, etc. Expenses paid, travel, medical, 
vacation and living. U.S. citizen. Singles or 
couples only. Information: Lynn Rothenberg, 
ACTION, ORC Box A-2, Washington, 
D. C. 20525. 

Situations Wanted 

Architect: B. Arch., A.I.A., NCARB certifica· 
tion, ten years experience; client contact, 
programming, design, construction docu· 
ments, specification and team approach. 
Projects include high-rise office buildings, 
medical facilities (hospitals and research), 
academic facilities, housing (single-multi) 
and Telephone Buildings. Seeking a posit ion 
in the Mid-West. Box 1361-971, Progressive 
Architecture. 

:j 
TALK-A-PHONE lllirnT£RC0 

THE LOW COST ASSISTANT 
TALK-A-PHONE Intercom has cut work loads from 20% to 50%-effected savings of 
thousands of man-hours, simplified office and business routine . Where desired, replies 
can be made at a distance without operating controls; yet other stations can have com
plete privacy. Designed to fulfill virtually every office, industrial and institutional Intercom 
need. TALK-A-PHONE sets a high standard of achievement in Intercommunication engi
neering. Proportioned like a book to lie flat on the desk ... only 3 inches high. Combines 
the look and feel of fine grained leather with the strength and rigidity of steel. Beautifully 
finished in charcoal gray with brushed chrome panels. From 2 to 100 station systems, you 
can do it better and more economically with TALK-A-PHONE. Pays for itself many times 
over. The Intercom with the "Built-in-Brain" and Exclusive "Dynasonic Selector." 

• 
TALK-A-PHONE ... the accepted symbol of quality and dependability in 
Intercom for over a third-of-a-century. "Has Everything, Does Everything." 

Intercom for the Home. Enjoy comfort, con 
venience and peace of mind. You can : • Inde
pendently originate and receive calls to or from 
any other room •Answer outside doors from any 
room • Enjoy radio in any room • Listen - in on 
children, baby or sick room from any room, yet 
other rooms can have complete privacy . Distinc
tively styled. Easily installed. 

1 or 2 talking circuits 
1 or 2 door opener buttons 

INTERCOM FOR APARTMENT HOUSE. Pro
vides instant and direct 2-way conversation be
tween any Apartment and Vestibules - in buildings 
of any size. Greater performance with these exclu
sive Talk-A-Phone features• Ample volume with
out "boom"• Automatic privacy• Individual vol
ume selection for each apartment• Built-in Buzzer 
• 1 or 2 talking circuits. 

TALK-A-PHONE CO. SendforFreeCatalogs 

5013 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625 (Dept . PA) 
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Architect: Former Principle Small Firm, 
15 years diverse experience in client con
tact, design, office management, project 
coordination and field supervision, working 
in major commercial, industrial, education 
and institutional projects seeks high level c 
responsibility, and creative latitude as 
Project Architect with future. Will relocate. 
Reply to Box 1361-976, Progressive 
Architecture. 

Architect: In private practice for past 2112 
years concentrating on energy conservatio1 
design and solar heating and cool·ing 
systems. Twelve years varied experience: 
commercial, governmental, residential, ins· 
tutional. Wishes .to relocate to Middle West 
or North East. Looking for position as proj1 
architect for large firm with potential for 
association. Box 1361-972, Progressive 
Architecture. 

Architect: 32, Registered, with excellent 
design and production capabilities, and 6 
years of diversified experience, seeks posit 
as Project Architect/Designer. Will relocatE 
For complete resume, reply Box 1361-973. 
Progressive Architecture. 

Architectural Graduate: Seeks entry level 
position with architectural firm. Eight mon
experience -in residential and commercial. 
Wil-ling to relocate. Resume available on 
request. R. Notari, 196·8 So. Union Road, 
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221. Phone 716-
633-8227. 

Architect: B. Arch., registered, married, 
5 years commercial and public work, varie1 
building types. Comprehensive experience 
all phases of practice. Seeking responsible 
permanent position with growth potential. 
Mid-West or Mountain states preferred. 
Resume upon request. Reply Box 1361-97· 
Progressive Architecture. 

Mechanical Engineer: P.E., ten years HVAC 
and Piping experience in reports, des·ign, 
estimates and specifications for commerci 
and industrial buildings. Desires to develo1 
and/or head Mechanical Engineering de· 
partment with medium size expanding 
professional firm preferably located in 
northeast Ohio. Write Box 1361-975, 
Progressive Architecture. 

Architectural Services 

Architectural Arts by Vathauer Studios: 
Architectural renderings, scale models, 
graphic coordination for sales offices, disp 
and design. Prompt service coast to coast. 
Offering quality workmanship at budget 
prices. Send for brochure. ARCHITECTURJ 
ARTS BY VATHAUER STUDIOS 2115 S.W. 
2nd AVE., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33315. 
Tel. (305) 523-1312. 

Charrette/Corbu Stencils: The original 
French lettering and numbering stencils a! 
used by LeCorbusier. Available in fourteen 
sizes. Made to last a lifetime. Ideal gift for 
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rules are changing. To 
y's architect, design is only 
vital step; others become 
~asingly important how to 
~with and through zoning 
... dealing with escalating 
·on mental needs .. new 
1iques for restoration and 
:::ling of buildings. And more. 
's why more architects join 
Library of Urban Affairs 
any other book club. It's the 
:hat gives you not only the 
books on design, but a whole 
e of selections on subjects 
3.re changing your practice 

'rs' Prices shown) 

;REAT HOUSES FOR GREAT SITES. Walter F 
Jr., Editor, Architectural Record. Inspiring designs in a 
I casebook. $16.95 

J RBAN SPACE FOR PEDESTRIANS. Boris 
ev with Jeffrey M. Zupan. A Report or the Regional 
sociation. How the daily cycle orroot traffic should 
ban design, with some very impressive design 
Many charts, tables. $17 .50 

....... -
YOUR 
GIFT 
- free of additional 
charge 

if you 
act now
a $16.50 
value! 

, COST AND ARCHITECTURE. George T. 
AJA. Covers time and cost control, systems 
~g, bid and negotiations management , and 
more . Many case histories. (84335) 

No. 335, on Reader Service Card 

Takeany3 
for only 
$1each 
(values to $63.00) 
If you will join now for a trial period 
and agre e to buy 3 more books 
-all at handsome discounts 
-over the next 12 months. 

73550. RECYCLING CITIES FOR PEOPLE: The Urban 
Design P rocess . Laurence Cutler and Sherrie Cutler. Covers 
transport, citizen participation, and recycling meth
odologies. Invaluable for today's scarce energy times. Counts 
as 2 of your 3 books. $25.00 

63975. NEIGHBORHOOD SPACE: User Needs and 
Design Responsibility. Randolph T. Hester, Jr. Practical 
guide to design at the neighborhood level. Counts as 2 of your 
3 books. $30.00 

42215. DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE AND 
CONSTRUCTION. Edited by Cyril M. Harris. 1,775 il
lustrations; definitions or nearly every term used in the 
technology that shapes the urban environment. Counts as 2 
ofyour 3 books. $35.00 

52390. HARD LANDSCAPE IN CONCRETE. Michael 
Gage. Excellent technical rererence for sortening the urban 
environment with concrete design. Contains much on site 
planning, street architecture, more . $19.50 

56280. AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE AR 
CHITECTURE. Michael Laurie. Site planning, landscape 
planning, landscape design, plants and planting design. 
Packed with ideas and information. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 
books. $25.00 

80730. THE STREAMLINED DECADE. Donald J. Bush . 
A ~robing history or the stream lined teardrop form. Relates 
30 s modernism to today's design problems. $15 .00 

33520. ANATOMY OF A PARK. AlbertJ. Rutledge, ASLA. 
Manual or basic design criteria. $15.95 

45120. ENERGY CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS. 
Techniques for Economical Design. C. W Griffin. Design 
techniques, new thermal technologies, refrigeration , light
ing and other ways to cut energy use in old and new 
buildings. $20.00 

41860. DESIGN OF CITIES. 2nd Edition. Edmund N. 
Bacon. The standard work on urban rorm. Compares the 
spatial forms and subtle beauties or ancient and modern 
cities; shows how a city's movement system imposes unity 
and form. $20.00 

48520. FINANCING REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT. 
Harry Goleman, ALA For the American Jnstitwe a/Architects. 
Covers everything from the special capitalization needs or 
public sector buildings to the tricky, market-centered prob
lems or shopping centers, motels , office buildings and other 
private developments. $21.50 

78325. SITE PLANNING. 2nd Edition. Kevin Lynch. 
Packed with illustrations. $12.50 

66090. THE OREGON EXPERIMENT. Christopher A lex
ander, Murray Silverstein, Shlomo Angel, Sara Ishikawa, Denny 
Abrams. How Alexander and his associates integrated user 
participation with design to create a "timeless way or 
building." $12.50 

42630. DRAWING FILE FOR ARCHITECTS, IL
LUSTRATORS AND DESIGNERS. Marc Szabo. More 
than 200 pages of people in various positions, boats, cars, 
airplanes-set up for easy copying and reproduction. $12.95 

65225. OFFICE BUILDING DESIGN. Edited by Mildred F 
Schmertz, A/A, Senior Editor, Architectural Record. A compen
dium or everything that's new in the field, a casebook or 
successful new buildings and a guide to the latest technol
ogy. $21.50 

48850. FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S USONIAN 
HOUSES. John Sergeant. Richly detai led and illustrated 
casebook of Wright's innovative \ow-cost designs and revo
lutionary building techniques for a new, orgamc architec
ture. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $24.50 

36970. BUILDING DESIGN FOR MAINTAINABIL
ITY. Edwin B. Feldman. Practical, cost-conscious approach 
and step-by-step look at how to make practical design 
concessions that will dramatically improve ease of mainte
nance. $12.50 

62795. MIXED LAND USE. From Revival to Innovation. 
Dimitri Procos. Handbook showing the sophisticated com
plex of mixed land use-from recreation to business-and 
the planning tools needed to implement a richly varied 
environment. Handsomely illustrated. $18.00 

64561. NEW USES FOR OLD BUILDINGS. Sherban 
Canracuzino. Beautifully illustrated, practical casebook brim
ming with examples of old buildings admirably restored to 
new and productive uses. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $29.95 

53825. HOW TO PREPARE PROFESSIONAL DESIGN 
BROCHURES. Gerre L. Jones. An important guide to help 
the designer present his best image to clients. $16.50 

60381. MANAGING THE SENSE OF A REGION . Kevin 
Lynch. A new book from the author or Site Planning detailing 
the overlooked ways that a geographic region can retain its 
unique navor and environmental amenities . $12.00 

ff the reply card has been removed, please write to 
The Library of Urban Affairs 

Dept. 8-9AC, Riverside, N.J. 08075 
to obtain membership information and an application. 
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Job mart continued from page 116 

architect. Available at our New York and 
Cambridge stores. Mail orders and informa
tion: Charrette Corporation, 2000 Massa· 
chusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
02140. 

Equivalency Exam & Professional Exam: 
Simulated tests at a reasonable cost. 
Inquire: ARCH INFORM (Formerly "PH. Lee") , 
P.O. Box 27732, Los Ar:igeles, California 
90027. Tel. (213) 662-0216. 

Free: Construction Management Publication. 
Write for your free sample copy of CM 
WORLD NEWSLETIER and information on 
the 1976 OWNER CONSTRUCTION GUIDE· 
LINES and CM DIRECTORY. You will 
appreciate learning about this helpful service 
if you are involved .with the CM, construction 
or design industry. Write CM, P.O. Box l·R, 
Westerville, OH, 43081 , or call 641· 
882-4388. 

Office Available: Complete operational 
quarters including private office for engineer 
or architect. Recently decorated. Desks, 
chairs, four drafting tables, filing cabinets, 
reproduction equipment, IBM typewriter, etc . 
Previously owned, now leased. 850 sq. ft. on 
ground floor. Prominent location, adequate 
free parking. Reply to: J.M. Turner, 5945 
Hohman Ave., Hammond, Indiana 46320. 
(219) 931-1539. 

Plumbing Estimates: Prepared by experts, 
complete material, labor, and pricing analysis 
ready for bid on all phases of work. Private, 
public, heavy piping and sewage plant. 
Reasonable cost. Box No. 1361-962, 
Progressive Architecture. 

Professional Examination Candidates: Get 
practical •. economical guidance from Bonus 
Pointers, the complete aid to higher test 
scores. Includes: dealing with judgment 
questions; mastering multiple choice for· 
mats; what to-and not to study; predicting 
the exam project; emotional, physical, 
intellectual preparations; and countdown 
checklist. Free information. Bonus Poin ters, 
36 Elliot Street, Keene, N.H . 03431. 

Rendering Services: Top professional render· 
ing service coast to coast. Architectural , 
urban, landscape, interiors, industrial , adver· 
tisrng illustration in pen and ink or colour for 
the best reproduction. Portfolio by appoint· 
ment. Allow maximum time for job com· 
pletion . Please call Mark de Nalovy
Rozvadovski (203) 869-4598, 25 Birchwood 
Drive, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. 

RitaSue Siegel Agency: Ms. Woody Gibson 
introduces creative architects, interior de· 
signers and urban planners to our interna· 
tional clients. RitaSue Siegel identifies and 
evaluates industrial and graphic designers. 
You are invited to submit confidential 
resumes . Our clients pay all fees. 60 W. 55th 
St., N.Y.C. 10019, (212) 586-4750. 

Visual Media Studios: "When quality 
counts" your designs sympathetically illw 
trated in casein vignette or full color. 
Illustrations done to a standard not a pric 
Please inquire VISUAL MEDIA STUDIOS, 
322 Jordan Avenue, Woodmere, New Yori 
11598. (516) 295-1855. 

Vitruvius Designs Corp: Artistic rendering! 
and scale models, for a better image. Con 
mercial interiors from sketches to shop 
drawings. Regular drafting services availa 
Write Box 1316 Dept. PA, Radio City Sta ., 
N.Y., N.Y. 10019 (212) 697·5499. 

Notice 
Please address all correspondence to box 
numbered advertisements as follows: 

Progressive Architecture 
c / o Box ....... . 
600 Summer Street 
Stamford, Connecticut 06904 

Advertising Rates 

Standard charge for each unit is Twenty-five Dollars, with a 
50 words. In counting words your complete address (any a 
counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two u 
be purchased for Fifty dollars, with a maximum of 100 wore 
Check or money order should accompany advertisement ar 
mailed to Job Mart c/o Progressive Architecture , 600 Sumr 
Street, Stamford, Conn. 06904 . Insertions will be accepted 
than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. I 
number repl ies should be addressed as noted above with ti 
number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope. 

Progressive 
Architecture 

Progressive Architecture 
subscriber service 

before you move . .. 

is Available in 
MICRO FORM 

Xerox University Microfilms 
300 North Zeeb Road . 

Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 
(313) 761-4700 

PLEASE WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE INFORMATION 
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1. For FASTEST service attach your current mailing lah 
to space below ... 

Please allow 6-8 weeks for 

change to become effective .•. 

2. Then print or type your NEW address here. 

Title----------------------
Company _______________ ____ ~ 

Address --------------------

City/State/Zip -------------------

3. Mail to : P/A Subscription Services 
Room 1111 
614 Superior Ave. , West 
Cleveland, OH 44113 



--------Keep your cool 
. cw D raflake FR. 

Relax ... now there's a fire-rated 
particleboard that meets the most 
demanding building codes. New 
Duraflake FR is approved by Un
derwriters' Laboratories and meets 
all existing requirements for min
imum flame spread, fuel and smoke 
contribution. Duraflake FR is the only 
graduated-layered particleboard to 
have a Class I Uniform Building . 
Code rating from the International 
Conference of Building Officials. 

Specify Duraflake FR with confi
dence for offices, hospitals, gov
ernment buildings and other com
mercial structures . It's a superior 
substrate that can be drilled, routed , 
bull-nosed , beveled and specially 
shaped and cut, the same as regular 

Circle No. 363, on Reader Service Card 

Duraflake. And FR is also designed 
for the easy application of a variety of 
laminates and veneers for furniture 
or fixture design versatility. 

For more information on how new 
Duraflake FR can solve the stringent 
new building code requirements , 
contact your local distributor or call 
Bob Clark at 503-928-3341. 

ouraflake 
A Product of: J..1...' 
Willamette Industries, Inc.~ 
P.O. Bo x 428 
Albany, Oregon 97321 

Duraflake FR is a product of the fores ts - America's 
completely renewable industrial raw material resource. · 
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PROMOTION & PERFORMANCE • • 
conference pr 

building & constructio 
McCormick Place • Chicago, lllin 

PROMOTION & PERFORMANCE ... YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR PROFIT ... is the domina 
theme of 15 hard-hitting seminars to be featured at the Nation 's first BUILDING & CO 
STRUCTION EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE. These sessions provide something for eve 
member of the Building Team - owners, financiers, architects, engineers, designers, sp€ 
ifiers, contractors, builders, developers, manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, agem 

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17, 1:30-3:15 P.M. THURSDAY NOV 18 9·00-10·45 AM 
KEYNOTE ADDRESSES ' . ' . . . . 

Richard I. Morris, W.R. Grace & Company and Presi
dent , Producers' Council and General Chairman of 
the BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION & 
CONFERENCE Pla'nning Committee. 

Elliot L. Richardson, U.S. Secretary of Commerce, 
whose long-standing advocacy of the private enter
prise system is well known in the business commun ity 
wil.I speak for Government. 

Dr. Michael Tenenbaum, Pres., In.laid Steel Company, 
will discuss industry's role as the key influence on 
our national economy now and in the future. 

ABOUT THE EXHIBITS 

Building materials and components from leading producers 
-structural building materials and components , HV&AC, 
architectural products, lighting, electrical , interior products , 
paints, plumbing fixtures & supplies, security systems, in
sulation, builders hardware and many other items. 

Alternate Energy Systems - At this largest-ever display 
of solar, geothermal and windpower from over 50 manufacturers 
you'll get the real story .. . and the answers to your questions. 

Machinery and Tools - Production equipment . .. power 
tools ... concrete forming . . . site preparation machinery. 

SPECIAL PRESENTATION 
PERSPECTIVES ON ENERGY 
Presented Friday, Nov. 19, 9:00 A.M. 

Our energy dilemma is far from being resolved and 
usage vs conservation will continue to be one of the con
struction industry's hottest buttons. In this ENERGY 
KEYNOTE session , Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Ad
ministrator of the U.S. Energy Research and Development 
Administration (ERDA) provides an overview of where we 
stand today and what we can expect in the years ahead. 

Special Note: This Energy Keynote session will be pre
ceded by a Continental Breakfast - complimentary for 
all conference registrants at McCormick Place from 
8:00 - 9:00 A. M. 
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THE COMMERCIAL MARKET - PART1 
The Owner Speaks Out 

Today 's building owner is a new breed . He is more alert to 
new construction techniques ... more knowledgeable about produc 
more conscious of his building 's design, construction management , I! 
needs , energy considerations and life-cycle costing . Understandir 
new breed of owner makes it easier for the architect, engineer an 
tractor to design professionally and to respond effectively to his needs . 

THE RESIDENTIAL MARKET - PART 1 
Designing, Selling & Financing 

Today 's-and tomorrow's-successful residential developer must o 
three cardinal rules : 

Design what buyers want and can afford ; 
Effectively promote , advertise and sell ; 
Learn about new sources of money and how to tap them. 

This session identifies the do's and don 'ts in creating for-sale and f 
housing. 

NEW PROFIT IN OLO BUILDINGS 
Making the Decision to Remodel 

Deciding between modernizing an old building and staying put or 
to a new building has many ramifications-structural considerations , 
borhood, design specifications, energy consumption , plumbing , 
facilities , financial performance , and many , many others . Knowing ti 
and cons makes it much easier to arrive at a logical decision . In t 
tensively illustrated session , experienced practitioners review th1 
architects , engineers , designers and others must know when talkir 
owners . 

THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET: Its Profit Potentials & Pillai 
Discussions on the pros and cons of overseas construction-includir 
available from the U.S. government , and problems common to this 
marketplace-lead to an analysis of whether the profit is worth th 
involved . 

ENERGY-RAMA 
.. . IS A SPECIAL Exposition-floor feature for those vi : 
desiring an in-depth understanding of the status of new e1 
sources and innovative energy conservation methods. 
sented in a continuous series of half-hour papers durin£ 
Conference Exposition hours, attendance at one or 
ENERGY-RAMA presentations is free to all Expositio1 
Conference attendees. ENERGY-RAMA performance: 
scheduled as follows: 

THE BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION & 
FERENCE is sponsored by the Producers' Council, .a 
ganization consisting of manufacturers of quality buildin1 
ducts. Look for this seal when you visit each display. 



YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR PROFIT 
~sented at 

3xposition & cont ere nee 
)Vember 17-19, 1976 
'he BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE is the total-in
ustry show, serving all building professionals whose interests lie in developing com- · 
1ercial, industrial, institutional, financial, governmental and residential buildings. 

THURSDAY, NOV. 18, 1:30·3:15 P.M. FRIDAY, NOV. 19, 9:00-11:30 A.M. 

THE COMMERCIAL MARKET - PART 2 
The Investors' Viewpoint 

ey is construction 's turnkey and . contrary to popular belief. more of it 
1ailable now than at any time in recent history. However , underwriting 
!ices today are more rigid than ever before and require documented 
ence as to a building's financial performance. In order to promote and sell 
ilding project , it is vital that every member of the Building Team under
d what this evidence must be; how it is assembled and presented. High
ed by an outstanding case history, this session features concise, layman's 
uage discussions by a lender, an appraiser and an accountant. 

THE RESIDENTIAL MARKET - PART 2 
Coping With Restraints 

3S .. . regulations .. . inspection .. . environmental impact . . . now
vth policies . .. are among a veritable laundry-list of restraints on new 
jential developments as acreage for them rapidly diminishes. In this ses
an entrepreneur with vast experience in meeting these obstacles head-on 
s a panel of experts on how to overcome them. 

NEW PROFIT IN OLD BUILDINGS 
Recycling: The Hottest Game in Town 

re's a new public understanding of the value of old buildings in preserving 
character of our cities and towns. And, there 's growing evidence that 
•cling ;0ld buildings makes a great deal of sense. One of the pioneer 
1itects in finding new uses for old buildings leads a discussion on how the 
goes together, how the design problems differ from new work, and the 

sual and sometimes frustrating construction problems that arise. 

MARKETING YOUR SERVICES ... PROFESSIONALLY 
sidering the high cost of doing business today and rapid changes in the 
ketplace, few architects , engineers, designers, contractors or builders 
remain solvent very long by just waiting for building projects to happen. 
1orrow's successful practitioners must be able to professionally promote 
r services and effectively sell themselves. In some instances, they must 
1ally assist in making projects happen. In this session , successful in
try principals provide first hand reports on their techniques . 

PERFORMANCE & PROFITS IN ENERGY CONSERVATION 
Energy conservation has an enormous potential-immediate and long-range-as a mar
ket for all parts of the building industry. Potentially, it is the biggest oppertunity in the 
constructio·n industry for design professionals, developers , product manufacturers and 
building owners. 
In this session , experts in the energy-efficient design of non-residential , residential and 
recycled older buildings describe the designs properties to achieve energy efficiency. 

THE COMMERCIAL MARKET - PART 3 
Sensible Money-Saving Techniques 

Cost cutting vs maintaining quality vs building faster vs life cycle costing is a constant 
challenge to every commercial building owner/architect/engineer/ designer/contractor. 
Knowing how to meet this challenge is essential to designing and building profitably 
in today's marketplace. In this fact-filled session , long-time practitioners share 
their expertise. 

THE RESIDENTIAL MARKET - PART 3 
Modernization: The New Market Boom 

Home remodeling-from rec room to roof , kitchen to carport-is a burgeoning multi
bi llion dol lar market. Knowing how-much-is- being -spent-for-what, by both pro
fessional contractors and do-it-yourselfers , is a boon to distributors , suppliers, manu
facturers-in fact , anyone interested in profiting from home modernization . In this 
session, successful remodeling contractors reveal how the_y have refined the art 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
Getting Your Piece of the Action 

Public project bidding methods and procurement procedures are changing rapidly . 
Staying abreast of these changes, knowing how to go after public building c·ontracts 
and learning how to deal with the government client-federal , state and local-at 
all phases of the commission , particularly under the new ground rules , is essential. to 
success in this highly profitable field . In this sess ion , practitioners on both sides 
share their views and expertise. 

.MAKING THINGS HAPPEN IN YOUR HOME T-OWN 
Eradication of urban blight is essential to reversing the economic and structural decay 
of ·our cities , and case histories of how this has been accomplished are numerous. In 
this session representatives from four cities of varying size briefly present their own. 
and highly successful . . case histories. 

~ building & construction exposition & conference 
(PHOTOCOPIES ACCEPTED - ONE REGI STRA N T PEA F O R M, PL E ASE) 

EXHIBITS & CONFERENCE 
REGISTRATION FORM 

~GISTER NOW AND 
WE VALUABLE TIME 
CKETS AND BADGES 
ILL BE MAILED IN 
JVANCE TO ALL 
tE-REGISTRANTS NO 
AITING ON ARRIVAL 
JNFERENCE FEE 
CLUDES ADMISSION 
) THE EXPOSITION 

TYPE OF BUSINESS 

A. D Apartment O w n er / Operat or 
B. D Architectural Firm 
L. D Engineering Firm 
C. 0 Builder/ Developer 
0. 0 Dealer/ Distribu tor 
E . O Manufac turer Bu ilding Produc ts 
F . D Contract or 
H. O Gove rnme nt (Ci t y , State, Fed eral ) 
I. D Ma nufac turer Homes or 

Building Compo ne nts 
J_ 0 Financia l/ Re al Estate 
M. 0 Building Owne r/Ope rator 
N . 0 Inte rior Design 
0 . DS ales. Mark eting o r Ad verti si ng 
P . D Trade or Indu s tr y Assoc iati on 
0 . 0 Utility , Tran spo rta t ion 
K. D Other (s pec ify) -----

) HOTELS: Please send in
tormation on accommodations 

( ) EXH IBIT SPACE INFOR· 
MA TION: For inlormahon. please 
check bo• 

TITLE OR JOB FUNCTION 5. O Pu rc hasi ng 
6. 0 Designer/ S p ecifier/ D raftsman 
7. O Maintenance 
8. D Sales/ Marke t ing/ Advertising 
9. D Other (specify)-----

1 . D Pr es ident/Owner/ Principa l/ Part ner 
2. O Vice President, General Manager 
3. O C hi ef Engineer o r A rch itect 
4. D Superintendent, Foreman 

Name 

T it le 

Firm 

Street 

City & S tate Zip 

0 Hotels: Please send information on accommodatio ns. 

( ) FULL 3-Day CONFERENCE - November 17·1 9 . 595.00 
(/nc/ud1s W1dn1Sday K1ynot1r. ;my Morning & any Atr ernoon Thursday Session, Friday A.M. Continental Br1allfasr. Enerr,iy Kay 
not1r. & One Friday SHsion/ 
{ ) WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY ONLY - November 1718 $65.00 
(Includes Wednesd1y Keynoter. any Morn ing & any Atr ernoon Thursday Session/ 
( ) FRIDAY ONLY - November 19 S6500 
(Includes Cot1rlnental Breallfast. the Energy Keynoter. & any Friday Session} 
( ) EXHIBITS ONLY - All 3 Days - NO CHARGE. 

Malle checl! payable to Producers' Council. 

Mall Check & Form fO BUILDING & CONS TRUCTION EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE. 331 Madison Avenue, New York, ·N. Y 10017 
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PA Book 
Store 
~ch book has been selected for it's usefulness to you in 
>Ur professional practice. 
is not necessary to send payment with the order. Circle ap
·opriate numbers on the Reader Service Cards in the back 
this issue, add your name and address and mail. 

>r faster service, send the card in an envelope to: 
rs. Eleanor Dwyer 
·ogressive Architecture, 
)Q Summer Street, 
tamford, Ct. 06904 

1 I A Back issues 
limited supply of the following issues of P/ A are available at 
3.00 per Copy: 
976 
ugust .. . .. . .. Houses/Foam in Furniture, Reprodrafting 
Jly ........... Federal Architecture 
me ... . ...... Glass/Factories 
lay . ... . .. .. .. Multi-Use Urban Centers/Administration 

Building 
pril . . .... . ... Philadelphia Story/Doors 
larch ......... Housing: High-Rise vs. Low-Rise 
~bruary .. .. . . MTW/HHPA/Gentry 
muary .. . .. .. P/A's 23rd Awards Program 
ayment musi accompany orders of back issues! Send 
:>th to: 
lrs. Eleanor Dwyer 
regressive Architecture 
JO Summer Street 
tamford, Ct. 06904 

Pueblo 

1 Vincent Scully, 
!8 pp., illus., . . $19.95 

oted art historian Vincent Scully 
lplores the Pueblo Indians' view of 
an and nature in a pioneering new 
lOk. Based on his own personal ex
~rience of the Southwest Over the 
1st eight years, Professor Scully's 
JEBLO is a vivid and deeply felt ac
iunt of the culture of the South
estern Indians. 
ircle B601 under Books. 

! The New Downtowns 

y Louis G. Redstone, FAIA, 
30 pp., illus. , . . $22.95 

enerously illustrated with drawings, 
10tos, aerial views. site plans, and 
3scriptive commen.ts, this practical 
Jide describes over 50 significant 
2se histories illustrating the suc-
3ssful revitalization of central busi-

ness districts iii large and small cit ies 
in the United States, Canada, and 
overseas. 
Circle B602 under Books. 

3 
Architectural Presentation 
Techniques 

By William W. Atkin, 
196 pp., illus., . . $15.95 

This book includes presentati ons 
ranging from simple sketches in pen
cil and pen-and-ink to elaborate 
drawings, photographs, slide presen
tations and various combinations of 
media achieved with overlays, camera 
techniques and modern reproduction 
methods. 
Circle B603 under Books. 

4 The Autonomous House 

By Brenda and Robert Vale, 
224 pp., illus., ... $10.00 

Two architects offer practical solu
tions to the design of a house that 

operates independently within its 
environment. This "Autonomous 
House" is not linked to utility lines for 
gas, electricity, water, or drainage; 
but instead uses the energy of sun, 
wind and rain to service itself and pro
cess its waste. 
Circle B604 under Books. 

5 
Architectural Rendering 
The Techniques of 

Contemporary Presentation 

By Albert 0 . Halse, 326 pp., 
illus., 2nd edition, 1972 . .. $26.50 

This completely up-dated revision of 
the most widely used guide to archi
tectural rendering covers all working 
phases from pencil strokes to finished 
product - and shows how to obtain 
the desired mood, perspective, light 
and color effects, select proper equip
ment and work in different media. 
Circle B605 under Books. 

6 Urban Space for Pedestrians 

By Boris S. Pushkarev with Jeffrey M. 
Zupan, 212 pp., illus., . . $17.50 

This report is the first book-length 
treatment that puts pedestrians on an 
equal footing with other modes of 
transportation. The author analyzes 
current problems and recommends 
solutions involving sidewalk width, 
autofree zones, grade separation and 
underground spaces. 

Publisher will bill you direct before 
shipping any book. 
Circle B606 under Books. 

7 Housing 

By Macsai, Holland, Nachman, 
Yacker, 483 pp., illus., . . . $30.00 

This book on the subject of multiple 
housing serves as a refresher course 
for the architect, a handbook for the 
novice, a reference book for the stu
dent, a course guide for the professor 
and as background for the housing of
ficial. 
Circle B607 under Books. 

8 Depression Modern 

By Martin Greif, 
192 pp., illus., ... $15.00 

Focusing on the period between 1934 
and 1940, the author shows that a 
relatively small group of young, bril
liant, energetic designers created for 
the first time a national style that was 
uniquely American . In five years this 
style changed the shape of virtually 
everything in the American home, in
cluding the home itself. 
Circle B60B under Books. 

9 Interior Lighting 

By James Nuckolls, 
371 pp., illus., . . $22.00 

In this book technical information is 
directed to the designer who needs to 
know why lighting is applied, as well 
as how to do it. The text is not meant to 
replace engineering references but 
rather to augment them for the de
signer who works with the art as well 
as the science of lighting. 
Circle B609 under Books. 

1 0 The Bath Room 

By Alexander Kira, 
272 pp., illus., . $18.95 

Professor Kira's book is a " must" for 
every architectural library. It is a fas
cinating treatise on the important but 
often short-shrilled subject of per
sonal hygiene and how to design for it. 
Circle B610 under Books. 

11 How Cities Are Saved 

By Herber R. Lettman, 
255 pp., illus., ... $12.50 

Author Herbert Lettman looks at cities 
of Western Europe, the Middle and Far 
East and shows how they are rebuild
ing themselves, recreating neighbor-= 
hoods, planning new districts, de
fending pedestrians against auto
mobiles, improving the environment 
while at the same time protecting 
landmarks and improving the quality 
of life generally. 
Circle B611 under Books. 

1 2 Designer's Guide to OSHA 

By Peter S. Hopf, A.I.A., 
288 pp., illus., . . $19.50 

This practical volume translates 
OSHA's tens of thousands of words 

into easy-to-use drawings, diagrams, 
charts and graphs. With OSHA viola
tions increasing, engineers obviously 
need a working guide to compliance 
with government job safety and health 
standards. This book fills that need. 
All material is presented in the same 
sequence as the OSHA regulations 
are written. 
Circle B612 under Books. 

1 3 
The Failure of 
Modern Architecture 

By Brent C. Brolin, 
128 pp., illus., .. . $11.95 

The author, a practicing architect, 
demonstrates how modernism in ar
chitecture is rooted in outmoded and 
invalid 19th-century principles . He 
proposes an architecture in which 
buildings fit into - rather than stand 
apart from - their surroundings and 
users' lives. 
Circle B613 under Books. 

1 4 Energy and Form 

By Ralph L. Knowles, 
198 pp., illus., ... $27.50 

This is a scholarly, theoretical book, a 
major work that will be used for years 
to come. The projects described con
centrate on reducing environmental 
problems in individual or groups of 
buildings by controlling shape and 
structure, scale and surface, volume 
ratio, location and orientation, isola
tion and insulation. 

Pubisher will bill you direct before 
shipping any book. 

Circle B614 under Books. 

1 5 Fabrics for Interiors 

By Jack Larsen and Jeanne Weeks, 
208 pp., illus., ... $14.95 

Completely geared to current trends, 
this book can make the difference 
between costly mistakes and suc
cessful, personalized interiors. It ex
plains functions and requirements of 
fabrics for windows, furniture, walls 
and ceilings. 
Circle B615 under Books. 

1 6 
Marinas: A Working Guide to 
Their Development and Design 

By Donald W. Adie, 
336 pp., illus., . . $39.95 

Boating occupies an increasingly im
portant position in the major growth 
industry of leisure. Because boating 
involves vast expenditures. and the 
need to conserve and use water 
resources wisely, these _facilities de
mand high expertise in planning and 
design, which this up-to-date guide 
provides. 
Circle B616 under Books. 

1 7 New Uses for Old Buildings 

By Sherban Cantacuzino, 
280 pp., illus., ... . $29.95 

'New Uses for Old Buildings' presents 
an architectural concept whose time 

JULY1977 

has come. There are many unused or 
·under-utilized buildings existing to
day whose construction and detail -
which can never be recreated -
should be preserved. But today's in
creasingly sophisticated demands for 
standards and services, as well as 
tighter codes for fire and safety, make 
the conversion of an old building to a 
new one a formidable task. 
Circe! B617 under Books. 

1 8 Rendering With Pen And Ink 

By Robert W. Gill , 
368 pp., illus., ... $6.95 

This paper-back edition is a copiously 
illustrated guide to the techniques and 
methods of rendering, including sec
tions on perspective, projection, 
shadow, reflections, and how to draw 
cars, ships, aircraft, trees, and human 
figures. The author also describes the 
very wide range of instruments and 
equipment currently in use. 
Circle B61 B under Books. 

19 Trees 

By Robert L. Zion, 
168 pp., illus., .. . $12.95 

An expensive paperback version of 
the book with virtually everything you 
want to know about using trees to 
complement the buildings you design. 
Both aesthetic and practical con
siderations are given, including tree 
characteristics, as well as cos t con
siderations, planting, maintenance, 
rate of growth, and city and seashore 
recommendations. 
Circle B61 g under Books. 

20 Building Construction 
Illustrated 

By Frank Ching, 
320 pp., illus., . .. $17.95 

Charmingly hand-lettered by the 
author, this book presents step-by
step techniques in residential and 
light construction. Containing over 
1,000 drawings, it covers materials, 
finishes, fastenings, posts, trusses, 
slabs, wood joists, light steel/alum
inum, structural calculations, plan
ning and site work, cost estimating, 
and construction sequencing. 
Circle B620 under Books. 

21 Architectural Graphics 

By Frank Ching, 
128 pp., illus.,. $9.95 

This book presents graphic tech
niques available for conveying archi
tectural ideas. Included is know
how on equipment and materials; 
drafting; architectural conventions for 
orthographic, paraline and perspec
tive drawings; devices for rendering 
tonal/textural values and context; 
graphic symbols and lettering; free
hand sketching and diagramming; 
and effective presentation of design 
proposals. 
Circle B621 under Books. 

2 2 Graphic Calendar 365 ... S 12.00 

Bold and contemporary, this much
acclaimed calendar is a marvelous 
addition to architectural offices, a 
standard for designers, and need
less to say, a must for the near
sighted. Comes in heavy, black tube 
with coordinated label for gift mail
ing. 12 sheets, each 45" x 32'', 
bound with 3 metal eyelets for hang
ing. 
Circle 8622 under Books. 
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iere's how you can specify an extra-tough decorative 
;urface for both horizontal and vertical applications of 
1igh-pressure laminates. 

I WILSON ART BRAND I 

TUF·SURF™ 
~xtra-abrasion-resistant laminated plastic 

New Wilson Art brand TUF-SURF has eight-to-ten times the 
abrasion resistance of general-purpose laminates. You get 

assured durability for such high-traffic, high-use surfaces as 
supermarket checkout stands, bank service counters, and on 

most surfaces found in the fast-food industry. The 35 solid 
colors, patterns, and woodgrains provide you exc;eptional 

design latitude. • Protect against wear on high-traffic 
surfaces with Wilson Art brand TUF-SURF-another unique 

product from Wilson Art to help you specify the right product 
for each application. • Write for specifications information to 
Wilson Art, Ralph Wilson Plastics Co., 600 General Bruce Dr., 

ff ff If ff ff ff f 

TUF-SURF 
can take it! 

Temple TX 76501. 
Circle No. 353, on Reader Service Card 

Tomorrow's design innovations today. 

~I WILIDn ART'" 
W IL SON A RT B RAN D LAMINATED PLAS TI C 

WAREHOUSES: 

ATLANTA (404 ) 377-0 73 1 
BOSTON 1617) 66 2-9700 
CH ICAGO (312 ) 625-7590 
DALLAS 12 14) 634-2310 
DENVER 1303) 388-3686 
LOS ANGELES (213 ) 771-8141 
MI AMI (305) 822-5 140 
NEW JERSEY (609 ) 662-4747 
NEW YORK (914) 268-6892 
SAN FRANCISCO (415 ) 782-6055 
SEATTLE (206) 228-1300 
TEMPLE. TEXAS (817 ) 778-27 11 

• WILSON ART 

RALPH WILSON 
PLASTICS CO 

DART INDUSTRIES 
<NC 




